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The Return-Volume Relationship for Emerging Nlarkets - Ànalysis of the Internet Technology Bubble in

the United States

Thesis Summary

The Internet Technol"gy (IÐ bubble in the United States formed duting 7998-99, a¡d

subsequently deflated dudng earþ 2000. This event provides an oppoftunity to examine

the price-volume relationship for individual assets, as well as assets with similar

characteristics, dudng a bubble period. This event is of intetest for two reasons' First, IT

fitms, and the associated sectot, is a relatively new equity sectof and implies that

investors may not be able to value ftms simüat to traditional, ot old economy fums.

Second, American Internet Technology (IT) ftms ate listed and ttaded in a market that is

characterised by high levels of liquidity and ttansparency. IT firms are defined as those

companies that dedve more than 50o/o of their tevenues from IT services. All IT Ftms in

the United States ate traded on the NÄSD,A.Q, although a ptopottion of all IT ftms

fulfiIs listing tequirements fot NYSE and AMEX' This thesis is a study of new

technology assets in a mature market and has implications fot tradets, regulatots and

investots with tegards to asset pticing.

This thesis addresses three questions with tegatds to the ptice-volume relationship for IT

equities during the technology bubble. First, was thete any change in the flows of

information between vatious market participants during this event? Chaptet 3 examines

the types of information flows and changes duting the various phase of the technology

bubble that wete observed. This chaptet addtesses the infotmation flow issues using

Variance Decomposition and Impulse Response methodology ptovided by Sims (1980)'

Analysis is conducted across Internet Technology firm cltaractetistic-based potfolios in

terms of liquiclity, size and performance. Empirical analysis in this chaptet reveals

intettemporal d,ifferences in price adiustment ptocess across various ftm characteristics;

2Syed Akbar Zami¡ Ah University of ,\delaide
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the United States

for instance, it takes a longer period for infotmation adiustment dudng bubble deflation

than during bubble fotmadon by a døy. Finally, this chapter also pfesents empfuical

evidence fegafdiflg specific aspects of firm chatactetistics-based pottfolios' and finds that

smaller, Iess liquid and past loser fums dedved most of their pdce vafiability due to its

own innovations during matket uPtufn, but were led duting mâfket downtutn'

The second question that this thesis contemplates is the existence, and level' of

speculative trad.ing behaviour with regards to the Internet sectof during the bubble event'

chapter 4 provides empirical evidence to this question fot gtoups of similar firms' This

chapter uses Lloente, Michaely, Saat and Wang's Q002) rational expectation model based

on two trading motives: trades to rebalance poftfolios and ttades to take advantage of

private information including those that ate speculative in natufe' Their framewofk is

used to test (i) the level of speculation in the dotcom sectof befote and aftet the crash (ü)

changes in trading pattefn after a significant economic event, and (üi) to verify the cross-

sectional vadation of the volume and return autocortelation due to informational

asymmetry. This chapter teveals interesting results on the rise and fall of the Internet

equity mâfket, in that (i) the level of speculation is weakly significant for the industry ovet

the period fotmation and collapse of the bubble, though speculative ttading decreased

after the collapse (ü) ttading pattefns changed from predominantly speculative trading

after rhe rnarket peaked to mofe portfolio tebalancing after 11't Septembet 2001' and (üi)

information asymmetfy is not inversely telated to ttading history ot market capitalisation'

Finally, it is of intetest if thete is any predictability using ttading information such as daily

ciosing pdce and traded volume during the bubble formation stage' This pottion of the

study attcmpts to model lineat and non-lineat pdce volume dynamics during pedods of

lower and higher pdce vadability. undetstanding the linear and non-linear dynamics fot a

JSyed Akbar Zamir' -\h
University of Àdelaide
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mafket, of subset of the matket, dudng the cteation of a bubble will help investots fotm

bettet expectations regafding the underþing assets' chaptet 5 investigates the existence

and stability of lineat and non-lineâf stock price-voiume telationship fot uS Intemet

stocks during pedods of highet ptice volatility' Testing fot linear causal price-volume

relationship is conducted using a bivatiate grzîgef model, enhanced to account fot

conditional heteroskedasticity and long run cointegrative telationships' Results reveal

intertemporal instability of relationship between the two market vadables' This

breakdown could possibly be explained due to fundamental changes in the infotmational

content contained within pdces and ttading volume, and'f or changes in trading

behaviout. The tesults in this chapter show that while the causal telationship dudng

lower price volatility pedod confotm to ptiot studies, a breakdown in the relationship

takes place dudng pedods of highet pdce variabrüry' Addiuonally' non-linear causality

tests orì, the two variables, price and volume, also provide further suppoït fot changes in

üading behaviout

I provide an introduction to the thesis in chaptet 1, with details of the significance and

objective of the reseafch, whjle a teview of Iitetatute is provided in chapter 2' The last

chapter, Chapter 6, provides concluding rematks tegarding this study' implications fot

the industry participants, and direction for futther teseatch' This chaptet also details

limitation of mY studY

4Syed,\kbar Zamn i\h'
University of Adelaide
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the United States

Chaptet 1: Introducdon

l.l The Event - TechnologY Bubble

Dudngthelatenineties,informationtechnologyfitmsexpetiencedabnotmalpdce

incfeases, followed by tapid pdce decreases duting 2000 - 2002 (see Fþre 1'-1 a¡d 7-2

below)1'

I Figure 1-1 is a plot of index levels to compare the performance of thc NASDAQ ComPosite with two

Internet indexes - The Dow Jones Internet Index(DJII) and The Goldman Sachs Internet Index (GSII).

Readers should note that while The DJII reached its highest level on the 10th March 2000, the other two

indexes peaked on the 13th March 2000'

5
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The Internet sectof witnessed strong gfov/th in prices ftom 1998 to the fitst quatter of

2000 (most Internet indexes showed ân incfeâse of 6000/o in two yeats)' This pedod also

saw a dramatic increase in the numbef of initial public offedngs (IPOs) fot Internet and

othet technology stocks. pethaps the most important aspect is that this emetging equity

market is based in one of the latgest and most efficient global capital matkets' Howevef'

after reaching its highest level on the 10'h Match 2000, thete wâs a d.omattc fall rn

Internet equity pdces. Aimost a. yezf and half latet, on the morning of 11'h September

2001, united States was attacked by tenorists which led to a foar day market closure' In a

period of declining consumer conftdence the events of Septembet 11'h teinforced the

despair amongst investots'

Internet equiíes provides the oppottuilty to examine the emergence of an industry with

Iimited trad.ing history and difficulties associated with conducting fundamental valuation

of its assets due to uncettainty of futute pfospects' Most teseatchets agreed that the high

price rises of IT ltms duting a shott period of time indicated that the infotmation

technology industry underwent a speculative bubble state2' Reseatchers examined the

charactetistics of the industry, and the individuals and institutions associated with this

industry, to explain reasons fot such irtational market event'

ofek and Richardson (2003) provide sevetal explanation for the dse and fall in the

dotcom industry, while thete have been hosts of othet work on the industry (see for

example Perkins and Perkins (1999), Coopet et al (2000), Johansen and sornette (2000)'

Demets and Lev (2000), Liu and song (2001), Schultz afldzaman (2001) who examined

vafious aspects of the industry such as predictions of the eventual butsting of the bubble'

2 For example see Perkins and Perkins (1999), Cooper et al (2000)'

Demers unà L"l, (2000), Liu and Song (2001)' Schultz andZaman
Johansen and Sornette (2000)'

(2001) and Ofek and Richardson

(2003)

6Syed Akbar Zamn Alt
University of Adelaide
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the mania suffounding the industry, tole of the ânalysts and conflict of intetest' industry

specific variables and comparsorls with the 7929 crash etc' This litetatute is discussed

furthet in Chapter 2,butthe main issues weÍe as follows:

i. Lack of history for the industry and difficulty in valuing New Economy assets'

ü. Role of Analysts and relationship with underwtitets'

in.Pessimisticinsidetsunabletoexitthematketduetoconttactualobligations

iv'Pessimisticinvestorsunabletotakeadvantageoftheirviewsduetouncertain

investment horizon and capital tequitements for margin calls'

v. Investors' demand for technology assets and mutual funds'

1.2 The Market - NASDAQ

Technology frrms are ptimadly listed on the National Association of Securities f)ealets

ÀutomatedQuotation(NIASDAQ),althoughafewlatgeftms,suchasMictosoft'Intel

andCiscoatelargeenoughtobelistedonlatgetexchangessuchasNewYorkStock

Exchange (I{YSE)3' The N'A'SDÂQ is a dealets matket whete multiple market

participants âre able to tade with each othet through its E'cN (Electronic

CommunicationNetwork).NotmaltradingontheNÄSDA,QStâttsatg:30amandcloses

at 4:00pm. Each dealet updates theit bid and ask quotes for each secutity' The exchange

then provides the inside quotes, obtained from the best bid and ask quotes amongst all

the dealers for that security. The dealets also have to guafantee their quotes fot up to

3 Reasons for listing on other exchanges could be lowçr transaction costs. However, vafious researchers

(see Cowan ( 1992) for a discussion of firms that choose to list on NYSE) have shown that onlY those

hrms choose to list onNYSE when perceived benefits are large'

Syed Akbar Zamn ',\lt 7
Univetsity of Adelaide
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1000 shareso, The NASD,A,Q also featutes â pfe_opening session ftom 8:00am, where

dealersateabletoputuptheitquotesandobseweothersandpethapsrevisethefuown.

Â.lthough pte_opening quotes ate non-binding, tradin gm?ty take place on the inter_dealer

electronicmafket.Likeothetlargeexchanges,theN,A.SDÂ.Qalsooffetsafter-hours

ttading,thoughaftet-houtsffadingvolumeontheNA,SDÄQisverysmallcomparedto

that during notmal trading hour volume'

ByÄptil2OOS,3,200,ltmswerelistedontheN'A'SDAQ'TheseFtmsatecategodsedtnto

g sectors: 10yo Indus ttials,2lo/o Financials, 2o/o Telecom,2}o/o Infotmation Technology'

L9o/o É1ealth care,2o/omaterials, 150/o consumet and 370 Energl' and utilities (FactSet

Research System, Inc.). It is interesting to note that the N'A,SD,\Q teceives a large

pottion of the IPO matket (837Ð over the last 14 yeals compared with other exchangetu'

ThetotalnumbetoflPosontheNASDÄQcomparedwithotherexchangesrs

ptesented in Fþre 1-3 below:

a Smaller stocks may have lower minimum of shares for which the quotes are guaranteed'

Figure 1-3: Number of IPOs on the NASDAQ
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However, since 1gg5 almost 27o/o of a[ IPOs on the NASDAQ ate from the

Information Technology sectof (see Figute 1-4 below). The Infotmauon Technology

sector now repres er1ts 72.4o/o of all US listing and 1.8.9o/o by matket capitalisation (FactSet

Reseatch System, Inc.).

Figure 1-4 - Technology vs. Non-Technology IPOs on NASDAQ
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1.3 Research Obiectives

This thesis addresses thtee areas of reseatch with regards to price-volume telationship fot

Infortnation Technology equities during the technology bubble' First, this tesearch

investigates if there was any change in the flows of infotmation between vafious market

participants dudng this event? The second question that this thesis contemplates is the

existence, and level, of speculative trading behaviour with tegatds to Intetnet Technology

sector dudng the bubble event. Finally, it is of interest to model the pdce-volume

dynamics using trading information such as daily closing price and traded volume dudng

9Syed Akbat Zamtn,th University of Adelaide
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the bubble formation stage. Additionally, the intertempotal stability of such a model

dudng higher pedods of volatility needs to be examined. Details and development of the

reseatch questions ate detailed beiow.

1.3.'/-. The First Obiective - Information Flows

The first objective explores several dimension of investots' behaviour. First, it

investigates whether motivation to trade originates dudng notmal trading houts ot aftet

the matket closes. Although there has been past tesearch in th'rs ate4 analysis of

information to trade dudng a speculative bubble is sparse. Analysis in Chapter 3 may

provide add-itional insight into the souïces of infotmation used by matket patticipants

cluring the formation and the subsequent deflation of the technology bubble' This

chaptet also explores how knowledge of past ttading volume contributes to the

investment decision process, if darly trading levels fotm patt of infotmational content to

ttade in future. Fot example, if investofs afe ttend chasets, daily matket data such as

returns and trad.ing volume should provide much of the information to base theit trading

decision for the following trad.ing days. Altematively, if fundamental infotmation is of

more value than past matket data, and since corpofate announcements are most often

teleased aftet the ttad.ing day, then ptevious trading day's matket data should be of no

value. Since such trad.ing behaviout might, to some extent, be size dtiven' matket

capitalisation of ftms needs to be controlled dudng analysis. Information flows induce

changes in price of an asset and can be apptoximated by changes in teturn ot vadability

Syed Akbar Zamt¡ ¡\lt 10 Universitv of Àdelaide
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of returns6. Open to close volâtility apptoximates variability of retutns during notmal

trading hours, whle close to open volatility is an apptoximation of infotmation generated

after hoursT. Ttading volume turnover descdbes the level of intetest by matket

patticipants S)íang, 1 998)'

Second, if market participants are indeed affected by matket data, tt is of interest to

observe if changes in Frrm valuation can be atttibuted to genetal matket behaviour with

regards to specific characteristics such as liquidity, returns and size. Cooper et al., (2000)

have noted that firm value increased ovet the technology bubble in response to name

changes, and their study implies that alarge numbet of investors dudng the study period

were not fundamental valuers, rather fad investots. This taises questions with tegatds to

those attribute(s) of the Ftm that seems to lead the ptice discovery pfocess in the

industry. This study evaluates three commonly available market statistics, past retutns'

liquidity and size of a fum, in their significance ovet the fotmation and collapse of the

technology bubble. The objective of this part of the study is to focus on these thtee frtm

characteristics across the information technology matket and their dynamic behaviour

over a speculative event. Also, analysis may reveal the magnitude of this relationship,

which may be tempotal and provide insight to the dynamic telationship between assets.

1.3.2 The Second Obiective - Level of Speculation

The second objective of this study aims to estimate the level of speculative trading

behaviour in Intemet frrms during the Technology bubble. Ptice bubbles are divetgence

u Bollen and Inder (2002)provide a comparison of various volatility estimators and conclude that

efficiency can be achieved by including as many observations as possible.
t Ao i-po.tunt assumption is that the opening prices reflect as close to equilibrium prices as possible

Cao et át (ZOOO) show that the NASDAQ's pre-opening procedure help to achieve such prices'

Syed Akbar Zamin,\\ 11 University of Adelaide
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in asset prices from their fundamental valuation on a ptolonged basis that cannot be

explained by rational behaviour by market participants. Rational trading behaviour should

tade against such deviation and price bubbles should not exist.

Several theories descdbe such irtational investot behaviout. Ptospect theory was one of

the earliest theodes and was presented by l(ahneman and Tversþ (1979)' Prospect

theory describes the risk-averse nature of investots and tesulting ttading behaviout. This

theory also provides insight into irrational behaviout by speculators who would prefer to

hold on to loss-making investments in the hope of a ptice tebound or mean revetsion in

pdces. The theory also suggests that tlr:attonal trading behaviout may arise due to

overcon|rdence of the investors. Investors may overestimate the future and enter into

transactions (either buy or sell) that lead to losses. Nlisinterpretation of the information

by investors or believirg ir obsolete, incorect or non-existent infotmation about the

future will result in under-performance of an individual's portfolio before adjusting for

tfansâcíon costs.

De Long, Sheifer, Summets and Waldmann (1990) note tbat, unlike previousiy

postulated, irtational speculatots m^y not only destabilise pdces 
^w^y 

from the

fundamental, but also encourage rattonal speculatots to move in the same ditection.

Irational speculative traders are those who do not trâde on the fundamentai value of

assets, but instead enter markets to realise profits ftom rising ptices' These investots ate

tn fact trend chaserss: they buy when ptices go up and sell when pdces dectease. This

trad¡ng mechanism may also explain the lagged cortelation in ptices. An interesting

outcome of this positive feedback behaviout also tesults in lowedng of dsk avetsion due

to incteased wealth frorn rapid asset value increases as documented by Black (1988)'

8 Also called positive feedback or momentum investors in various literatures
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This reduced dsk aversion, in turn, results in a futther desire to acquite wealth and hence

added speculative buying.

Rational speculatots, on the other hand, ate those who trade against the irtational

speculators and bring ptices back to the fundamental value, and thus dampen the effects

of the irrational ftadets. However, this stabilising behaviour by rational speculators

changes to take advantage of the escalating prices. This change in ttading behaviout is

irrational and displays feedback-trading behaviour that results in futther destabiJizing

equilibtium pdces, Changes in trading behaviour can be attributed to irrational

extrapolative and speculative trades that will result in a latget proFrt in future. This rapid

increase in pdce, due to the combination of the two types of speculative ttadets is

documented by Delong et al. (1990), who model the behaviout to induce positive

cortelation in the short tetm but a mean reverting negative corelation in the long term.

The anaiysis and results in Chapter 4 point to the fact¡hat ffading in Internet stocks was

predominantly speculative in nature and in firms that were larget in size and had longer

trading history. This evidence could point on the one hand to the initial hype and

exuberance in the Internet assets by market patticþants in the lead up to the crash and

on the other hand to the wind.ing down of the lockup contrâcts with the insidets of the

firms as documented by Ofek and Richardson (2003). This chapter also ptovides stylised

characteristics of return volume telationship fot speculative bubbles in emetging matkets.
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1.3.i The Thitd Obiective - Stability of Linear and Non-Lineat Return-Volume

Dynamics

The third teseatch objective, pfesented in Chaptet 5, is to ptovide evidence of change in

both linear and non-linear price-volume telationships fot Intetnet stocks during periods

of high volatility. Establishing linear qausal telationships using past ptices and volume

data canprovide insight into the structure of the markets, since this relationship is based

on the r^te ofinformation flows into the matket and its dissemination amongst ffadets'

Non-linear causal relationship between price and volume telationship can provide

add.itional insight into market mictostructute and ttading behaviour of the matket

participants. The analysis presented in Chapter 5 conttibutes to existing body of

knowledge in its observation of linear and non-lineat price volume telationship fot an

emetging equlty market as part of a developed capital matket. Also this chapter is able to

show that this relationship changes during pedods of highet price volatility'

The pdmary hypothesis ptesented in this chapter is that the lineat plìce volume

relationship should have strong causality mnning from volume to price for assets in an

emerging industry due to two feasons' First, in emerging industries, valuation of

securities is more difficuit due to lack of industry knowledge and its futute by market

participants. Second, due to its relatively recent emergence, assets in such an industry

would also face lower liquidity compated to assets in mote mature industries. The second

hypothesis tested is the expectadon that this lineat price volume telationship is not stable

during periods of high ptice volatility, or "non normâI" market activity, since tading on

specific assets in market may fal,in and out of favout with the matket patticþants. These

expected linear relationships between pdce and volutrre ate based on ptcvious teseatch.
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Non-linear pdce volume relationship can provide additional insight into trading

behaviour. Abhyankar (1998) points to the fact¡hat nonlinearities maybe due to several

reasons such as asymmetric trading cost sttucture, presence and actions of noise ttadets

in the market and finally, due to market mictosttuctute. The Intetnet technology market

was faced with vatious short sales constraints as well as testtictions fot pessimistic

investors in using their expectations to theit advantage. Also, an increasing numbet of

tetail investors contributing to the trading volume of Intetnet assets should tesult in

nonlineatities in the relationship.

1.4 Data and MethodologY

The data and methodology employed to addtess each of the above thtee reseatch

objectives is detailed in Chapters 3, 4 and 5. I will provide a brief overview of the

desctþtion and soutces of data, sample pedod chosen, and methodological issues and

consttaints faced. The pdmary obiective of this teseatch is to analyse daily pdce and

tradrng volume for an âssets class within an emetging market. I have chosen the Internet

industry dunng the technology bubble of late 7999 and eatly 2000 as the event for my

study, whete the Internet index peaked on the 10ù Match 2000'' Howevet, the index

level increased at an increasing:ølte from early 1998, while it continued to fall until the

end of 200i. after the collapse of the bubble. This period also forms the sample period

for the maiorportion of reseatch work in this thesis. Data on adiustedl" daily closing and

opening prices, and trading volume, is obtained ftom DataStteam and Yahoo'com'

e All Internet indexes did not reach their highest level on the same date due to differences in

constituents and number of firms in the index (see comparison of indexes in Figure l-1 and 1-2).
l0 Adjusted prices are adjusted for stock splits, IPOs, and right issues'
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DataStream also provided the IPO dates and market capitalisation fot each of the ftms

included in this study, as well as componentsll, and values, for various indexes used in

this study.

Since the objective of this study is to undetstand investots' ttading behaviour fot Intetnet

assets, it is important to focus on the ttading pattern of individual, ot gtoups of assets,

,,,.t¡,et than the index. However, to gain the general ttading patterns for such assets, this

study does not analyse each and every asset within the Intetnet industry, rathet, a

reptesentative group of assets, such as assets within a sector index. Companies included

in indexes ate the largest and most liquid assets in that sector, and reptesent the

sentiments of the industry very closely. Howevet, assets included in the index do not

represent the industry perfectly, since indexes usually ignore smallet and less liquid assets'

and thus create a size and liquidity bias in studies that use such a sample' Additionally,

indexes change composition and current constituent list of fitms included in the index

may not reflect the past or future constituent list. This also implies that various indexes

tepresenting the same segment of the market do not ttack each othet petfectly. Finally,

the numbet of included ftms may also inctease (or decrease) over time'

This reseatch uses several indexest' including DataStream Information Technology

Index, Wall Street Research Network (SøSRN) Index, CNN Intetnet Index, Street.com

Internet index, Dow Intetnet Index and NÀSDAQ Internet Index. These indexes were

used due to the reseatch objectives and covetage of various sub-sectots ptovided by

It Readers should note that components of indexes were obtained on a particular date. This research

assumes that the index composiiion did not change over the sample period. Such methodology does

induce biases itt the analYsis.
ilbatastream Informatión Technology Index is used to answer the first research objective, Wall street

Research Network (WSRN) Index was used for the second research objective and the remaining

indexes were used for the last research objective.
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indexesl3. Firms included in these indexes, at the time of each aspect of the study, wete

considered to be the full sample of firms that would be analysed. Howevet, the actual

sâmple used in the study was smaller as ftrms that did not fit the minimum tequirement

were removed from the original sâmple. The discatded fitms had IPO dates ptior to 1't

of January 1998 and those with moîe than 5 consecutive non-trading days' Howevet, the

sample size and sample pedod varies for each study and is based upon the reseatch

objectives.

The first research question revolves around information releases dudng daytime and aftet

hours ttading for the pre and post bubble pedod. This analysis was conducted using a

teduced sample set of 53 firms from the DataStteam Infotmation Technology Index

over a period of 4 years (from 2/1,/1998 to 31/12/2001). DataStream Infotmation

Technology Indexta reached its highest level on 27ú' NIatch 200015, and this date was

considered a break point to constnrct sub-samples for pte and post bubble analysis.

Information was proxied by price volatiJity, calculated using two consecutive observed

pdces using the Simple volatiJity estimatorl6, Price of an asset changes due to demand -

supply imbalances. This equilibrium changes results in pdce changes due to new

information that has entered the market, both private infotmation and publictt. Hen..

pdce vadability using opening and closing pdces ftom the same day is a proxy fot

daytime volatility, while pdce vadability ftom closing price to next day's opening pdce is

13 yet another reason was the unavailability of DataStream during the first part of this thesis' For

example the data used in the study presented in Chapter 6 uses data from Yahoo,com
,a Daiast eum Information Technology Index has one of widest coverage of the Technology sector. At

the time of conducting this research the index consisted of 167 firms. However, this index did not

achieve its highest level on the same days as other Internet and Technology indexes'
,t Sin"e eachlndex is not perfectly correlated, some indexes peaked prior to this date and others after

this date.
16 

See Bollen and Inder, 2002 for details regarding biases with various volatility estimators.
l7 Demand-supply imbalances could also be due to rebalancing trade. However, the literature on

behavioural fi.tãnce and speculative bubbles show that during the bubble period most fund managers

displayed herding behaviour.
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a proxy for after hours volatility. Also the trading levels ptovide the level of

disagreement regarding the information set held by various investors in the market, and

should be impottant in determining the vatiability of prices'

Since liquidity, notmal hour and after hour volatiliry m^y affect each other on a

simultaneous basistt, this aspect of my reseatch utilises vector autoregression (r'AR) and

granger causality to identify if any of the three vadable(s) were exogenous to the other

vadable(s). This analysis also considers the effectof shockto one vatiable on the other(s)

using variance decomposition (VDC) and impulse response function (IRF)' This aspect

of the study attempts to distinguish such interactions by conducting analysis on extreme

portfolios constructed based on ftm charactetistics such as liquidity, returns and market

capitalisation. Further details regatding the analysis and the model ate ptovided in

Chapter 3.

If the results ftom the first patt of this thesis ate indicative of speculative trading

behaviour within the Internet industry, it will then be important to ved$r the extent of

such investor activity. Hence, the second reseatch objective is to analyse the level of

noise tradefs, or speculative interest, in the matket and if the investot behaviout diffeted

due to fitm chxacteristics. Additionally, this aspect of the study also contemplates if an

event such as 9 /71 hað. any impact on the way investors behaved. The sample period is

2/1/1,gg1 to 30/71/2002. Firms included in this aspect of teseatch are taken from the

Wall Street Research Network (IX/RSN) and 42 frrms met the tequirement fot analysis

due to listing and trad.ing constraints applied as befote. Daily adiusted closing prices and

tt Detuils of economic justihcation of the interaction between turnover and price variability can be

found in Chapter 3.
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trad;ng volume for all 42 fitms and the NASDAQ composite indexlo is obtained from

DataStteam.

WRSN index peaked on rhe 10'r' of March 2000 and provides the bteakpoint fot pre and

post bubble analysis and 11'h September 2001 is the second break point to consider

investors' ttading behaviour befote and afbt the tertorist event' ,\ longer pedod of

analysis was used to be able to conduct analysis on sub-periods without comptomising

the validity of results due to lack of data. This pait of the study applies Lloente, Michaely,

Saar and Wang's (2002) rattonal expectation model. Analysis is conducted on size-based

and matutity-based pottfolios to explote investot behaviout, and changes in this

behaviour, due to information asymmetry. I employ multivariate tegressions as the

analysis tool, whìle further details regatding the model and hypothesis ate provided in

chapter 4.

,\ftet having established that investors ttaded irrationally within the Internet sector

(detailed in chapter 3 a¡d 4), it is of importance to model such behaviout using price-

volume dynamics. However, dudng a speculative everìt, investors' dynamics change, and

hence the model may change as well. Thus, the hnal aspect of this thesis evaluates the

stabiJity of linear and non-linear price-volume dynamics duting the fotmation of a bubble

process using adjusted daily closing ptice and trading volume infotmation. Sample of

frms are obtained from the CNN Internet Index, Stteet.com Intetnet index, Dow

Internet Index and NASDAQ Internet Index. The sample of Frms is teduced based on

the listing and trading frequency cdtedon mentioned eadier. Due to consüaints in

to NRSDIq composite index consisted of 4,785 firms in March 2000. NASDAQ 100 is the top 100
..blue chip" ì..r lirt"d on the NASDAQ and accounts for about two thirds of NASDAQ composite

market capitalisation.
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accessiftg databases such as DataStteam, data for this paft of the study was obtained

ftom Yahoo.com2('

The sample period is ftom 30 days aftet each firm was listed on the exchange until

3/12/1ggg. The sample period is divided into lower and highet volatility period, with

13/03/2000 as the breakpoint determined visually to obtain the tuming point and then

confrming it through Chow strrrctutal breakpoint test2t. Since volume and prices are

simultaneously observed, they are consideted in a simultaneous system. The concurrent

relationship is established using shott-term and long-term dynamics. A.dditionally, the

model is adjusted for conditional hetetoskedasticity with an asyrnmeftic component.

Futther details ate ptovided in chapter 5.

1.5 Contribution

The Internet industry has different characteristics to ttaditional ot old economy firms, as

described in the next chapte r, 
^nd 

its emergence has implications to a vast segmeflt of the

population. These include board membefs, shareholders' employees' suppliers and

customefs, lendets and cteditots, fund managets, undetwriters and analysts, and

regulators associated with the industry. Undetstanding the pdce-volume relationship for

such an industry during its growth phase, which eventually manifested as a bubble, makes

this study unique in nature. Most price-volumet' litetatute focuses on úaditional

industries and a large concentration of literatute ptovides analysis of this telationship in

20 Data obtained liom Yahoo.com is contaminated unlike that obtained from DataStreaur.

" It -ay be argued that such a breakpoint was an exercise in data mining. To this end I utilized a

regime-switching algorithm to search for the tuming point and obtained the same date,
22 A review of theoretical and empirical work is present in Chapter 2'
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the backdrop of developed markets. Some litetature does look at this telationship for

mature industries in emerging mârkets. However, this study diffets in that it analyses the

price-volume relationship of an emerging industry in one of the most developed markets.

Secondly, previous literatute has looked at the causes and factots that tesulted in a

speculative bubble". Most tesearch uses various fotms of data that is not commonly

availableta. This study uses only daily matket data, that is freely available, to explain

various aspects of the technology bubbie. Finally, this research lends support to othet

research that has shown the Internet sector having undetgone a speculadve bubble.

Howevef, this research also investigates Frrm chatacteristics in detetmining the level of

speculative and irtational behaviout displayed by the investing community.

23 A review of associated literature is presented inChapter 2.
2a Such data could either be costly to obtain and/or available to only a select group ofresearchers,
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Chapter 2z Literature Review

Synopsis

This chapter addtesses three streams of litetatute. First, a teview of behavioutal Frnance

and its significance in the creation of speculative bubbles is ptesented. Behavioural

frnance provides an understanding of the tationale undetþing the departure ftom

conventional ftnance, and the reasons for such events. One of the main themes of

behavioural finance is that for a certain pretequisite matket conditions, coupled with

human psychology, investors' expectations converge resulting in momentum and herding

behaviour. Momentum behaviour is essentially feedback behaviout where rising pdces

feed into incteased future expectations that then feed back into furthet pdce incteases.

Investots also look at the volume of shares ttansacted that increases their conftdence

with regards to liquidity and investots' disagteement. I next teview past tesearch on

return-volume telationship. Finally I provide a teview of the Intetnet bubble event,

peculiadties of the Internet equity assets, and the market they ate traded in' Some

discussion also focuses on information odgination in the Internet industry and its

subsequent dissemination in the matket.
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2.1 Behavioural Finance

Trad,itional finance is limited in its capacity to explain financial phenomena whete agents

afe not completely tational. Some of these phenomenon afe the equity ptemium pvzzle

(see Hansen and Singleton(1983), Mehta and Ptescott (1935), Campbell and Cochtane

(1999), the volatility puzzle (see Campbell (1999), the predictability puzzle (see Fama

and French (1938). Rationality has two implications. First, agents ate able to teceive and

accept new information to update their belief system as per Bayes' law. Second, agents

make notmatively acceptable choices that are consistent with maximising Subiective

Expected Utitity (SEU) (see Barberis et al., 2002). Raúonal agents should therefore price

assets to their fundamental levels and hence matket efficiency is achieved. Fundamental

prices are the present value of futute cash flows discounted by a factor that is consistent

with acceptable prefetence specifications (Batberis and Thalet (2002)). Hence, if pdces of

assets do move from fundamental value, mispricing occurs resulting in arbitrage

opporruniry. Rational agents would then take advantage of the mispticing and pdces of

âssets move back to fundamental values (Ftiedman (1953). Howevet, when agents are

not completely rationai - whete eithet belief system is not updated correctly, or that the

choices made were incompatible with SEU, ot both - inefficiencies in matket place is

obserwed in way of anomalies'

Behavioutal finance is able to explain these deviations of prices from fundamental values

using two aspects with tegards to the agent and the market place - psychology and limits

to atbitage (Shleifet and Summer (1990)).
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2.1.1 Limits to Arbitrage

Limits to atbitrage refet to vârious consttains faced by a tattonzl agent to take advantage

of mispricing. These constrains may be in the fotm of fundamental and noise ttader dsks

as well as implementation costs. Fundamental risk tefets to the risk of a mispriced asset

moving further away from fundamental value. \X/hen an asset is mispticed, rational

agents would tecognise the deviation from fundamental pdces and would try to take

advantage of this mispricing preferably through a dskless arbittage. This could be

accomplished by taking a long (short) position in the mispriced asset and eliminating

fundamental risk by taking a short (l"rg) position in a substitute asset that has similar

cash flows to that of the underþing mispdced asset. However, firìding perfect substitute

assets is diffrcult. It is also possible that the substitute asset is also mispriced' In such

situations ¡2¿ironal ageît 
^fe 

unable to bring the mispticed asset back to its fundamental

value

Noise trader risk provides explanation for not only mispticing to exist but to worsen

over short periods. De Long et al (1990b) suggest that noise ttaders, irrational agents,

can affect prices in two ways. First, they could base their future expectations of cettain

assets on various psychological factors such over confidence, framing etc. tathet than

rational expectations and that the outcome of these factots are unptedictable. This would

lead to further deviation of asset prices ftom theit fundamental levels'

Second, they could influence the rationai agerìts, who eithet m^flage noise ffaders' capital,

or else are overwhelmed by the levels of noise trading in the market, to promote futther

mispricing. Shleifet and Vishny (1,997) refer to this phenomenon as "a separation of

brain and capitaY'. Investors, who do not have sufficient investment and asset pricing
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knowledge, often u ;lise the skills of fund managers. Ironically, compensation of fund

managers is tied to their performance. Fund maflagers' petfotmance is based on theit

abiJity to search and take advantage of mispriced assets using princþles of atbitrage.

However, arbittage opportunity needs to have a fìnite (and cetain) time hotizon fot two

reâso11s. First, the investors mây not be able to undetstand the level of mispticing and the

strategies employed by the m^îagef.If the level of mispticing wofsens in the shott tun,

the investments would make losses. The investot may then iudge the managefs'

performance to have detedorated, and may pull out their capital. This would tequite the

fund manager to wind down their positions, which would then lead to futther losses.

Second, to take advantage of mispricing, atbihagers would take strategies involving short

selling of mispriced asset (if the mispticed asset rvas over-pdced). If the mispticing

worsened in the short term, complete tecall of botowed assets may occur, leading to

unwinding of positions. This would agaínlead to losses incutred by the arbittageut. Thus

the arbitrageur in futute, may be cautious in trying to eliminate mispticing and

ineffrciencies may exist for long periods'

Finally, implementation costs include transaction costs's (Barberis et al. Q002)), as well as

cost to research the existence and level of mispticing fot a particulat asset26 (see lVlerton

(1987). Other costs of risks include rents chatged for bortowing an asset to be shotted,

ot the inability to find an appropriate asset to be shorted. Shotting ân asset can be costly,

especialiy in the face of increased mispricing. As the level of mispricing increases, matgin

calls will lead to higher costs. This implies that arbitaseuts need a Frnite time horizon for

the mispricing to be eliminated since c ptt^lis a scarce resource, and the reputation and

25 Transaction costs include bid-ask spreads, commission costs, tax€s, price impact etc'
26 Research cost to find mispriced assèts could be high. Shiller (1984) and Summers (1986) show that

existence of noise traders and levels of mispricing may not be easy to detect.
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following of the arbitrageur is at stake27. Hence atbittageurs aLre faced with hodzon risk.

In the exü:eme case, mispticing takes ^ very long time to be eliminated such that

arbitrageur's profits are eventually smaller than total transaction costs. Readets should

note that this dsk would overwhelm the arbittageut even if he wete not fotced by the

capital ptovidets to close his position'

Ädditionally, to eliminate any mispricing, signiÍrcant number of agents need to tealise and

attempt to take advantage of this opportunity. Hetce, if a patticular atbitageur is not

sure of the support he would get ftom othet agents, he may not attempt to exploit such

opportunities. Abreu and Brunnermeiet Q002) tefet to such dsk as synchronisation risk.

It is also interesting to note that matkets don't see a large number of shott interest on

stocks. Dechow, Hutton, Nluelbroek and Stone (2001) show that dudng 7976-83, only

2o/o of all stocks had short intetest gre ter than 5o/o'

Having discussed the risks and costs involved in atbitrage activides, it is important to

consider situations undet which mispricing not only persists, but may also inctease. Fitst,

if no substitute asset exists, arbittage activity would be limited if the arbittageur is of a

dsk averse naftrre and that fundamental tisk is systematic2s. Second, if substitute assets do

exists, arbitnge activity may be limited if arbittageuts have shott investment hotizon and

noise trader tisk is systematic in nature. Thtrd, high imptementation costs can impede the

atbíttzge process. Finaliy, De long et al (1990a) show that noise ttaders may in fact be

joined by arbitrageurs to gain from the mispricitg it the shott run. This implies that

arbiftageuts will trade in the same dfuection as the mispricing and provide suppott fot

increased mispricing. This strategy would result in gains fot the atbitngeur.

27 If mispricing increases, the arbitrageur with the opposite position will accumulate losses and hence

his clienìs wif abandon him, forcing him to liquidate his position. This would lead to higher losses.
28 Implementation costs and noise trader risk further impedes arbitrage activity.
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2.L.2. Psychology

Agents act rraionally due to their beliefs and preferencesze. It is important to understand

how agents fotm beliefs and how they evaluate dsþ ventures as it impacts on the pdce

of assets. Beliefs are fotmed due to various reasorls, such as:

I. Ovetconfidence leads to individuals to be confident with regards to future

outcomes (see Alpert and Raiffa, 1,982 and Fischhoff et zl, 1977). Overconfidence is

parùy due to self-attdbution bias and hindsight bias. Self-attribution bias exists when

people take credit for success and blame failure to othets (Getavis and Odean,2001).

Hindsight bias exists when individuals feel that they have ptedictive ability ex post.

Hence, they may then statt believing that they can predict futute outcome better than

they are actually able to. Inational agents may believe they are able to predict future

market uptufns and downtutns and hence ate able to time the markets.

2. Optimism implies that individuals ovetestimate futute outcomes and their own

capabilities (X7einstein, 1980). h'rational âgents may believe in positive futute

outcomes even though fundamentals dictate othetwise'

3. Representativeness refers to the probability that a patticulat item belongs to â

particular set if the item shows essential characteristics of the set (I(ahneman and

Tversky, 1974). This could lead to two biases - Base rate neglect and Sample size

neglect. Irrational agents may judge mafket outcomes based upon their recent

expedence.

4. Belief Perseverance refers to individuals who hold on to priot belief system even

though evidence contlzLïy to what they believe exists. Irrational agents may hold on

2e See Camerer (1995), Rabin (1998), Kahneman, Slovic and Tversky (1982), Kahneman and Tversky

(2000) and Gilovich, Griffin and Kahneman (2002) for details.
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to losing assets for roo long if they believe that its ptice shouid be highet than what it

currently is in the mafket. Altematively, they may sell a winning âsset too soon, if

they believed that such an asset should not have incteased to such levels.

5. Anchoring refers to individuals form future esdmates based upon an initial starting

value rathet than future outcomes. Irrational agents may consider an asset to have

petformed well (or pootly) based on its initial putchase price rather than Present

value of future cash flows.

6. Avaitability Biases refers to judgements based on their most tettievable memory

(I(ahneman and Tversky,lg74).Irrational agents may feel that the stock market is

extremely dsky if the last stock market ctash was their most vivid experience.

Preferences tefer to the choice agents make between dsky assets' Von Neumann and

Morganstern,s (1974) expected utility (EU) framewotk fot such decision making process

has weaknesses that afe ovefcome by pfospect theory. Prospect theory provides a

justification for why individuals are dsk averse ovet gains and risk seeking over losses

(I(ahneman and Tversky, 7979). The utility function is described as S-shaped and

describes ind.ividuals as being focused on the gains and losses but not at theit ending

wealth. This phenomenon is also known as loss aversion. The second aspect of ptospect

theory is that individuals attach more signiftcance to higher probabilities than lower

probabilities. This is called the certainty effect. Àdditionally, prospect theory also

expiains why ind.ividuals make d.ifferent choices based upon how the investment is

presented. This is because ind.ividuals address such choices through mental accounting'

,\n illusftation of such decision making process is the investment decision. Portfolio

theory suggests that investments should be considered with regatds to their dsk, tetutn

and covattance with other investments (Vlarkowitz, 1959). However, individuals tend to
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divide their investments into potfolios with varying risk levels designed fot specific

objectives. High-risk investments are consideted fot upside potential (and spent on

luxuries) while lower risk portfolios are designed fot downside protection (such as

tetirement fund). However, such individuals ignote covariânce between assets/portfolios

tesulting in sub-optimal asset allocation.

In reality probabiJity of outcomes is not objectively known and can be handled by

subjective expected utitiry (SEU) framework ptesented by Savage (1,964). A.lthough this

model allows ind.ividuals to attach weights to the expectations of utility function, it does

not allow individuals to express the level of confidence with regatds to the outcomes.

Expedmental work suggests that individuals ate ambþity averse and prefer investments

with certain outcomes than those with mote ambiguity with regards to futute outcomes

(see Ellsbetg,1961).

2.1,3. Investor Behaviout

Theoretical literature on behavioural finance provides explanations fot a wide range of

market anomalies observed. This teseatch focuses on investor trading behaviour and

empirical evidence regatding such behaviour particulatly their ttading patterfls.

2.1,.3.7 Excessive Ttading

Trad¡ng incurs costs, both implicit and explicit, and thus decreases teturns. ,A.dditionally,

ffading implies disagreement on infotmation, unless the motive to trade is due to liquidity

ot tebalancing tequirements. F{owevet, much evidence points to the faú that individuals

and institutions trade more than they should and this behaviout is irtational' Batbet and
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Odean (2000), amongst a host of others, show that frequency of trading is inversely

related to after costs returns. Odean (1999) shows that returns are highet when investors

sell compared with when they buy. As discussed previously, individuals âre overconfident

about the information they have and optimistic with regards to the futute, and ate thus

on the demand side of the trade. Odean and Barbet (2000) then show that, in genetal,

men are more confrdent than womefl, and hence trade more often with net lower

reírrns. Finally, overconftdence, in teÍms of access to information, has been shown to

inctease by online ttading (Batber and Odean,2002).,{'s we move towatds a mofe

integtated information age, trading levels have incteased, and returns have decteased.

2.1.3.2. Selling Decisron

Aversion to loss (as descdbed by IGhneman and Tversky, 1979) implies that individuals

will not sell assets that have decreased in pdce. Sheftin and Statman (1985) tefet to this

phenomenon as d.isposition effect. Odean (1998) also confirms the existence of this

effect. Further he ptovides evidence that although investors tend to sell past losets in

Decembet, perhaps to book tax losses, they sell past winners dudng the temaining

months. This evidence also shows that the tax advantaqe gained during Decembet is lost

when losses and gains 
^re ^ggreg^ted 

fot tâx pufposes' Genesove and Mayet (2001) show

similar results ftom the housing market. In their study, investots' ask prices are highet

than the pdce they paid for their asset, and during falling market, the ask pdces ate above

similar value houses. Coval and Shumway (2000) show that traders of Treasury bond

futures' dsk taking activities dudng afternoon session is directly telated the profits made

by the middle of the day.
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2.1, .3.3. Buying D ecisron

Odean (1999) and Barber and Odean Q002) show that the buying decision is different

from selling decision. Individual investots tend to buy stocks with equal ptobabilities

given past performance, especially if past performaflce was either very good ot very bad'

Additionally, they show that individual investots' buying decision is biased to assets that

have caught theit attention. Ättention effect exists since these investots only sell the

assets that they own, but have a wider choice when buying an asset. Hence assets that

have shown very high or low teturns, those publicised in the media and those with hrgh

trading volume are moÍe likely to be putchased.

2.1,.3.4. Feedback Models

Feedback models descdbe non-rational trading behaviout. Non-rational trading

behaviour has been witnessed in financial matkets as eariy as 1630s. The fitst

documentation of such behaviour was the Dutch tulip mania by Charles Macl(ay in

1841. Prices of tulip bulbs rose rapidly from 7636 till January 7637 , and then collapsed by

February of that yeat. It is important to note that the collapse of the tulip bubble did not

coincide with any economic distress. However, Garber (1991) disagtees with Nlackay in

the reason for the collapse of the prices. In his analysi.s, Gatber questions the teason for

the tapid ptice increases befote F'ebruary 1937, and if pdces decteased faster than

expected. He explains that the reason for the rapid pdce incteases was due to a diseased

variety, called Semper Àugustus, which gtew in populadty amongst flower connoisseuts

and thus traders. Garber also shows that the decline in pdces after Febtuary of 1'637 wzs

in pat due to increase in the production of the demanded asset. Finally Garbet âsserts
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that decline in prices was not excessive and that the ctash accounted for only 16o/o of the

pdce decline.

The efficient market hypothesis (EMH) asserts that if market patticþants 
^te

informationally dch, then asset prices should be at theit fundamental levels. However, in

the case of tulip mania,word-of-mouth increased the demand of the asset that tesulted in

the bubble. This feedback behaviour is also the catalyst for other bubbles that have been

observed since. Feedback behaviour is based upon investors overcoming their rational

doubts with regatds to the price thtough word-of-mouth, media and by observing othets

attain financial success. Such behaviour also adhetes to representative bias (discussed

above). Feedback models can also be descdbed as following the self-attribution principle

(Daniel, Hirschleifer and Subtamanyam, 7999). Here, individual investots believe that

outcomes that conform to their expectations are due to theit ability to ptedict and those

events that don't are due to bad luck or sabotage.

Feedback models i-ply that asset pdces will move in the same direction, and hence sedal

correlation of returns should be obserwed. Shiller (1990) models future asset ptice returns

based upon past returns where the weights of past teturns dectease exponentially' His

model also incorporâtes shocks to the system in addition to feedback. The model

suggests that other factors influence future returns in aggtegate 
^t 

a very slow decay tate,

and thus sedal correlation of retutns mây not eventuate.Jagdeesh andTitman (1993) do

ptovide evidence of some return momentum over shott term (6 months), strong

momentum of returns over mid-tetm (1 year) and retutn revetsal over longer term. De

Bondr and Thaler (1985) conftm this long-term (3 years) teversal of stock performance'
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If momentum effects exist, then tational agents should be able to take advantage of any

mispricing as a tesult. However, I described earlier the consttaints faced by tational

agents (such as implementation costs, fundamental and noise tadet dsks) that limits such

arbiftage. For example, De Long et al. (1990) show that instead of bdnging the pdces

back to fundamental levels, rational agents, instead, help ampli$ the level of mispticing.

Barberis and Shleife t (2002) on the other hand point to the fact that feedback traders

base their future style-based investment decision on last pedod petfotmance. The style

with higher last period performance has a highet probability of receiving investment

capital.They show that feedback ffaders are constrained by capital and hence have abüity

to invest in a single style. This concenttation of feedback investots also results in

amplified style cycles. Grinblatt, Titman and Wermers (1995) show that institutional

investors engage in momentum sftategies. Goetzman and Massa (1999) show that of the

two types of investors, momentum mvestofs and conttatian, smatt money chooses

contrarian strategy. They also show that individual investots did not switch between the

rwo sttategies. Bange (2000) provide empfuical evidence that small individual investors

engage in momentum trading. I next show that a feedback pattern is necessary fot a

speculative bubble.

2.1.4. Herding, Cascades and Bubbles

If past price incteases affect investors' perception about the futute, and demand fot such

assets increase, then a feedback chain is initiated. If past high tetutns increase investor

enthusiasm about the future that then translates into highet demand, which further
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incteases prices. This in turn results in highet returns fot the investot. This momentum3o

results in herd.ing behaviout and informational cascâdes, and speculative bubbles are thus

cteated.

Herdingll can amplifr/ the destabilising effects of momentum tading as more lnvestors

flock to the same asset/industry. The reason fot hetding phenomena is a convergence of

opinion and could be behavioural ot tational in natute. Behavioutal teasons include

positive informational spillovers (Froot, Schatfstein and Stein, 1992) anð, fads (Shïlet,

i,g14)32. Rational herding occurs when tational investors ignote their own private

information and imitate those that they think have better quality of ptivate information.

This is also termed as informational cascade by Banerjee (1992) and Bikhchandani,

Hirshleifer and \Welch (1992)33. When individuals ate in an infotmational cascade, their

actions do not provide a valuable signal to others, and hence create an informational

blockage3a. This blockage does not last forevet due to vatious reasons, such as a new

entrant into the market with divetgent views. However, since the cascade model implies

that aggregation of information is slow, infotmational blockage could last for long

pedods. It should be noted that loss of sensitivity to pdvate sþals might occur suddenly

or gradually resulting in complete informational blockage. However, Smith and Sorenson

(2000) show that with a gtadual loss of sensitivity to private infotmation may only tesult

in paraal blockage.

30 It is important to note that rational momentum is due to portfolio insurance strategies, stop-loss

orders, mãrgin calls or tax-loss selling. These events usually aause a downward momentum, where

prices decrease. Behavioural biases, during boom periods, usually cause positive momentum.
3t I'or a review on this subject see Hirshleifer and Teoh (2003)'
32 It should be noted that rational momentum might also result in fads.
33 Readers should refer to Bikhchandani et al. (2001) for a review ofresearch relating to cascades'
3a Readers should refer to Gale (1996) reviews social learning and herding models'
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2.1.4.1,. Àsset Price Bubbles3s

In 1999 Alan Greenspan, Chairman of The Fedetal Reserve, commented on the general

rise in the market in late 1999, "We never know a bubble event until after the everlt".

Chairman Greenspan v/as right, in that the definition of a bubble is not easy and mârket

paticipants get to know about a bubble aftet the bubble collapses3n. A review of

litetature fegafding definition of specuiative price bubbles is ptesented next'

..11 bubble is an upward pdce movement over ân extended tange that then implodes"

(I{indleberger, 1978). I(ndlebetger's definition was not very ptecise. Eatwell et al.,1'987

defines a bubble as a sharp dse in price of asset(s), which generates expectations of

future profits and hence attracting more buyers. His definition follows the momentum

and herding litetatute in that buyets ate intetested in quick ptofits ftom the asset(s) rather

than the earning capacity of the asset. Howevet this definition lacks details with regards

to unjustified pdce dses since the fundamental price of the asset(s) is not detailed.

Fundamental prices ate the present value of the future cash flows ftom the asset' Gatbet

(2000) uses the idea of measuring price changes against fundamental values. Rosset

(2000) defines a bubble much more ptecisely, as "A speculative bubble exists when the

pdce of something does not equal its market fundamentals fot some pedod of time for

reasons other than random shocks. [Fundamental] is usually atgued to be a long-tun

equilibdum consistent with general equilibtium." A.lthough his definition is more precise,

there are still missing definitions regarding various aspects of a bubble. Fot example

there is no clear definition of "long run" or "short period of time" and most impotantly

35 A review offads and bubbles literature see Carmerer (1989)'
36 By the time the investors realise that the market is in a bubble state, most of the smart money has

been taken off the table
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"fundamentals". Fundamental is the ptesent value of future cash flows. Dudng a bubble

state, eithet the expectation of cash flows is too high (ow), andf or the discount rate used

is too low ftugh).

The petiod of considetation is the second issue. Siegel (1995, 2002) lnas shown that

dudng a bubble state, returns demanded ftom an asset by investors may not be in line

with cash flows generated in the short term but 
^te 

very close to the cash flows genetate

over a long term. He analysed "Nifty Fifty" dse in 1.972, and pointed that the valuation

of assets at the peak of the bull-tun wâs very close to the ptesent value of cash flows

over several decades not a couple of yeats. He similatly points to similat analysis with

regards to the 1929 bubble. Using a1,30-year pedod (from 1871 to 2007), Siegel (2003)

determined that one should use the next 30 years to evaluate the ptesent value of assets

to confum if pdces today are justihed. His analysis shows that one thi-td of the value of

the asset is based on the ptice of that asset 30 years from today while the rest of the value

is based upon the pfesent value of dividends ovet the same period.

Siegel (2003) also presents an operational defìnition of bubbles as "a period of dsing

(fa11ing) pdces in an asset market can be descdbed as a bubble (or negatiue bubbl) at time t it

can be shown that the realised retuïn of the asset over a given futute time period, that

time period defined by the duration of the asset, cân be shown to be inconsistent, i.e.

more than two standatd deviations ftom the expecfed returrt, given the historical risk and

return characteristics of that asset at time t." Dutation is measuted as the time weighted-

average of all future expected cash flows. Readers should tealise that it is only ex post

that realised returns can be obsetved and existence of a bubble event can be iustifred. It

is also interesting to note tlnat a negative bubble is much more easily identified' since
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price today needs to be lower than futute identifiable dividends. Howevet, the tevetse ts

not tfue.

Siegel (2003) compares the Internet bubble to the August 1929 bubbl.tt. Hit analysis

shows that according to his operational deFrnition, the latter was not a bubble as it could

be justified by future dividends and prices. However, the internet stock price levels in

eatly 2000 requires that over the next 3}-yeat period, Internet fitms should ptovide a

return of 1.7o/o yer-on-ye^r, a prospect that seems implausible, since such retutns have

not been witnessed ovet such a time ftame.

2.2. Past Research on Price and Volume Relationship and Associated

Results

This section is divided into three sub-sections; the second sub-section details past

research on linear telationship between price and volume, while the thitd sub-section

looks at non-linear relationships between the two variables'

2.2.1 Retutn predictability

Research on predictability of returns has been the focus since Capital Âsset Pticing

Model of Treynot (1961), Sharpe (1964),Lintner (1965) and Mossin (1,966). Vatious Fnm

factors have been ptesented as having additional powers of ptedicting returns, such as

size (see Banz (1981), Reinganum (1990), Fama and French (7993, 1996)) and lagged

37 In his paper, Siegel (2003) justifres the prices ofAugust 1929 as being rational over a 30-year period'
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returns (see Debondt and Thalet (1985 and 1987) for long term mearL reversion, and

Jagdesh and Titman (1993) for short term return continuation). Howevet, volume of

shares raded also contains information regarding futute returns. I{arpoff (1987) ptovides

a review of the interaction between volume and returns and notes that volume is an

important factor to considet. Llotente, Michaely, Saat and Wang (2000) consider volume

to be a scaling factor for traders' level of interest based on either private information ot

portfolio tebalancing. Datar, Naik and Radcliffe (1993) suggest that low volume stocks

induce dsk premium and hence provide higher retutns.

Chordia and Swaminathan's (2000) research shows the importance of ttading volume in

pred.icting future returns. They find that highiy ttaded assets adjust to information flows

at a faster rate and thus result in conttibuting to returns. Lee and Swaminathan (1998)

provide an alternative hypothesis fot medium tetm joint price and volume telationship

they term as Expectation Life Cycle. Their model suggests that volume turnovet is

indicative of investots' interest in the asset. Low volume winnets ate at the bottom of the

cycle, and as the stock generates more investor interest, tutnover incteases, until the

stock becomes a high volume winnet. Soon the stock increases above its fundamental

value and falls out of favour with the investors. This leads to selling activity and a stock

becomes a high volume loser. As the selling activity continues, there is less interest and

hence a decrease in trading activity. The asset is now a low volume loser, undl investots'

interest in the stock picks up. Accotding to Lee and Swaminathan's (1998) results, low

volume winners take a longer petiod to become high volume winnets compated to low

volume losers
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2.2.2. Lineat Gtanger CausalitY

\üØork on price-volume relationship statted with seminal work by Clark (1973), Copeland

(1976), Epps and Epps (1976). Theoretical litetature on price volume relationship

provides several reasons for the causality. The Mixtute of Distribution Hypothesis

ptovides the first reason to observe a price volume causal telationship. Äccording to this

model, trad.ing volume shows the level of disagteement on the infotmation on the

underþing âssets and the level of pdce revision. Hence, highet the level of disagteement

on the correct valuation of the traded asset, greatet will be the price diffetence and higher

will be the volume. Clatk (1,973) used volume as 
^ 

proxy fot the speed of information

flow to the traders that affect subsequent price and volume changes.

pdce and volume telationship can also be explained by the sequential information arrival

model (see Copelard,1,g76),which proposes that new infotmation flows ftom one tradet

to the next in a sequential manner. As the infotmation flows ftom one tradet to the next,

a new equiJibdum of price and volume is teached, until the news is dissipated to the

whole matket. At this time a final equilibtium is reached. Howevet, this model proposes

a bi-directional causal relationship between absolute pdce and trading volume.

A third reason is due to the existence of speculative traders in the market. De Long et al

(1990) provide a model where noise tradets induce temporary mispticing of the securities

over the short tun that is corrected, ot should be, over a longer run, as matkets tend

towards fundamental valuation. This tesults in a causal telation that tuns ftom volume to

pdce. Also, a noise trading sttategy based pdmarily on dsing past pdces, tesults in pdce

causing volume (see Delong, Sheifet, Summet and \X/aldmann (1990), Epps and Epps

(1e76)).
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Finally, Lakonishok ând Smidt (1989) also demonstrated how tax and non-tax reasorls

could induce a price volume causal telation, whete the curent volume is affected by past

pdce changes. Specifically, institutional investors and large managed pottfolios and funds

require re-balancing after stock price changes, to restore pottfolio diversification or to

optimise tax positions.

Empirical evidence on linear price-volume relationships for equity and dedvative markets

has documented Granger causality in at least one direction. I(arpoff (1937) has provided

â survey on the eady work conducted in theotetical and empfuical aspects of the pdce-

volume relationship. However, prior teseatch wotk on US equity has been conducted on

industties that have considetable history for a mote precise valuation. Some tesearch has

also been conducted on futures and derivative markets [see Rutledge (1984), Tauchen

and Pitts (1983), Rogalski (1978), Naiand and Yung (1991), Bessemindet and Seguin

(1993) and Fung and Patterson (1999)]. Below is a summary of teseatch conducted in

three distinct areas, and the associated tesults:

Linear Price Volume Relationship in the US equity Matkets

Lineat Price Volume Relationship it the IJS futures markets

Lineat Pdce Volume relationship in Emetging Nlatkets

Studies have revealed that the US equity market displays 
^ 

,t¡1i-rlitectional pdce-volume

relationship where price changes lead volume changes. Smidock and Starks (1988) iook

at price-volume relationships in an event study. Their findings show that the relationship

gets stronger after the event. However, the direction of causality was mixed, though most

results indicate uni-ditectional telationship. Hiemistta and Jones's (1994) wotk on the US

1.

11.

iii.

2.2.2.1, Pdce Volume Relationship in the US Equity Matkets
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market show uni-directional câusality ftom retutns to volume changes. Bhagat and Bhatia

(1996) also demonstrate strong uni-directional causality of price change to volume.

2.2.2.2 Price Volume Relationship in the US Futures Markets

Fuhihara and Mougoue (1993) looked at three different petroleum futures markets and

found evidence ranging fiom no causality (for the heating oil), uniclirectional causality

running from volume to price (for ctude oil) and unidirectional causality running ftom

rerurns to volume (for unleaded gasoline). McCathy and Najand (1993), Malliatis and

Ururia (1998). Moosa and Silvapulle (2000) looked at ctude oil futures markets and

found consistent results in both, the overall and sub-sample pedods, of volume causing

pdce changes. This relationship is atftibuted to market inefficiencies but rejects the

sequential information atitval hypothesis.

2.2.2.3 Price Volume relationship in Emetging Markets

Pdce-volume telationships have been tested for two sepatâte emetging matkets Þ^tit

American and Asian matkets) with mixed tesults. Moosa and Äl-Loughani (1995) found

uni-d.irectional causality ftom volume to absolute price changes. Horvevet this

relationship was fevefsed when consideting ptice change Per se to volume' Limited

evidence of bi-directional causality between price per se and volume was also discovered.

This behaviour was atúibuted to market and institutional differences. Also, some markets

had options on the stocks while a few matkets also allowed shott sales.

Nlarket size was yet anothe r factot that lead to such pdce-volume behaviout, as

documented by Moosa and Al-Loughani. Saatciouglu and Statks (1998) obsewed that in

six Latin Amedcan matkets volume changes led pdce changes in four of the six
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countries. They attribute this result to differences irt information flow and market

structure to that in the US. The Latin American matkets had highet meân returns arìd

higher volatility than the US markets. Silvapulle and Choi (2000) provide new evidence

on price-volume relationships. They documented bi-directional causality, which implies

low market efficiency in the small and testtictive I(otean market.

2.2.3 Non-Lineat Gtanger Causality

A. mis-specified modei will lead to sputious results. Hence, if the change in one vadable is

not completely offset by the other vadable in question, linear causality testing will fail to

detect such asymmetric relationships and in fact this telationship mây even be termed as

tandom. This outcome may be in patt due to failure to model non-linear relationship

between the vadables. Savit (1988) notes that financial and commodity markets display

nonlineatities due to the fact that adjustments of deviations ftom equilibdum values may

not be ploportionate. Abhyankar (1998) points to the fact that the nonlinearities maybe

due to sevetal reasons such as asymmeffic ttading cost sttuctuÍe, the Presence and the

actions of noise traders in the matket3s and due to the matket microsttuctute. A small

number of papers have looked at the non-lineat causal relationship between plice and

volume and have consensus on the bi-directional telationship that is descdbed below:

2.2.3.1 Foreign Exchange Market

Ma and I(anas (2000a) show unidirectional nonlineat causality ftom the French money to

the FF1/DM exchange rate. They also show no existence of nonlinear causality from the

38 See details on prospect theory presented above'
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German money to the exchange rate, which lends support to the Getman Domrnance

Hypothesis. Ma and I(anas (2000b) also explored non-lineat causality between two ERM

exchange tates and fundamental vadables and found unidirectional causal telationship

from relative money supply to exchange rates but no causality between telative output

and exchange rates. Their work lends support to literatute on tatget zofle 
^tr^ngement.

Asimakopolous et al (2000) conducted non-lineat causality testing between four currency

futures. They found significant unidirectional causality between returns, though the

results became weak aftet accounting fot volatility petsistence.

2.2.3.2 Emetgrng Eq"ity Markets

Silvapulle and Choi (1999) present l(orean evidence on non-linear causality using the

I(otean Composite Stock Price Index over three sample pedods. The I{orean market

index displays bi-directional causality in the ovetall sample and the period of low ttading

activities. The period of rapid growth shows unidirectional causality from volume to

returns whjle the pedod of steady gtowth shows reverse unidirectional causality.

2.2.3.3 Developed Equity Markets

Hiemstra and Jones (1994) show bi-directional causality between ptice and traded

volume data frcm the Dow Jones Index oveï two sample periods. Abhyankat (1998)

provides evidence on bi-ditectional causality between FTSE 100 index fututes and the

cash market that petsists aftet using volatility filteted series'
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2.2.3.4 Commodity Markets

Filthata and Mougoue (1997) looked at fututes of heating oil, ctude oil and unleaded

gasoline traded at the NMVIEX and obtained sttong bi-ditectional non-lineat causality

between price and volume for each of them. Moosa and Silvapulle (2000) detected bi-

directional non-linear causality on the price fot \X/TI flMest Texas Intetmediate) crude oil

futures and traded volume by using volatiJity-Frlteted series. They found reduced bi-

directional non-linear causality aftet filtering the tesiduals thtough a GARCH process.

Although linear and non-linear ptice-volume causal telationship can teveal dynamics of

the market, most studies, except Sillvapulle and Choi (2000), have considered market

behaviour dudng "normal" conditions. Reseatch in this chaptet contributes to existing

literature by consideting non-normal matket conditions, both in terms of trading

behaviout and the assets being taded.

2.3 Factots and Causes of the Intetnet Bubble

This section describes the Internet bubble, the matket place and causes for such a

bubble

2.3.1 Valuation Models

Internet fnms were characterised by large price increases in the period of 7998-99,

follorved by large pdce decreases in the eatly 2000s. Various authots had noted its
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abnornally high pricing, befote the actually bursting of the technology bubble3e'

However, Mauboussin and Hitler (1999) argued that four factots could explain such high

valuation of Intetnet ftms'

First, the business model for Internet firms is very diffetent from traditional fitms in that

intellectual capital is the pdme ddver of business which tequires less capital outflows

than physical assets would have demanded. They also suggest that the unconventional

nature of cash flows also needs to be recognised. Second, first-to-scale advantaqe resided

with those firms that were able to establish a latge user base compated with their

competitors. Third, Internet firms should be viewed as a pottfolio of teal options, such

as growth option and the flexibiJity to change business strategy. Option value incteases

with volatility of the undedying asset. Undet this patadigm, volatility of cash flows fot

Internet flms rvould lead to incteased value of the ftm. Finally, Gotilla Game (see

Moore et a1., 1998) may be responsible fot the high valuation. Investors invest in

potential winners in the sectof, sell those purchased assets that may not have been

performing well, and investing the proceeds into those assets that show better prospects.

This feedback behaviour helped inctease the valuation of Internet firms as well' Noe and

Parker (2000) provide a winner-take-all model that bases the valuation of Internet ftms

on various characteristics that are idiosynctatic to the industry (see also Petotti and

Rossetto, 2000, Schultz andZarnrnt,2000, Desmet et al., 2000 and Damodatan, 2000).

Matket behaviour also contributed to the high valuations of the industry (see Petkins and

Perkins, 1,999 and Esttada and Blakely,1.999). First, investors did tealise the potential of

the industry in future. Howevef, the valuation of assets was a ptoxy fot the indusüy as

3e These authors include Choi and Winston (1998), Siegel (1999), Perkins and Perkins (1999), Higson

and Briginshaw (2000) and Shiller (2000).
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whole, with a few firms that would survive and majodty of them would fail. This meant

that investors held diversif,red pottfolios of the industry assets knowing that a large

proportion of assets would be wotthiess, but a few that will suwive would ptovide huge

returns. This incteased the demand fot such assets and hence value of the indusuy

increased. Fund managets, whose benchmarks included Intetnet âssets, wete compelled

to include assets from the industry to ensure that they did not undet perfotm theit peets.

It is of interest to note that most fund managets did tecognise the overvaluation in the

industry, but as behavioural finance suggests, that such fund managets had no choice but

to become investors as well. Finally, irrational investors swamped the matket with thetr

enthusiasm. Momentum cteated by noise traders tesulted in highet valuation and thus

induced more investors. This feedback was critical fot such a bubble to occur.

Aftet the technology crash, a large volume of research analysed vatious factors that

conffibuted to this event, including mispricing of these fitms to various constraints in the

market thât prevented rational investots' behaviout. Inability to tecognise the teal

options of enteting this new industry, and futute eatnings capability were cited as the

major issues to mispricing of the Internet firms (Schrvattz and Moon, 2000a, 2000b,

2001). They test their models in valuing ,ilrrrazoncom, Exodus Communications and

eBay. Schw artz and Moon notice that valuations of Intetnet ftrms was sensitive to the

parameters used and this resulted in the observed volatiJity of stock prices. Investors

continually revised their opinions with regatds to new infotmation'
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2.3.2 Financial and Non-FinancialValuation Factots

Factors that were relevant in pricing Intetnet firms included financial and non-financial

characteristics. In terms of financial analysis, Intetnet frms diffeted ftom ttaditional

assets in that earnings and market value found signiFrcant negative relationship (see

Trueman (2000), Dermers and Lev (2000), Hand (2000) amongst others)' These studies

reveal several important aspects of the significance of this relationship, such as investots

place less importance to the earnings per se but higher impottance to high or low levels

of profitability. Also investors place high impottance to such expenditutes as R&D,

advenising & marketin g, and product development. Interestingly Hand (2000) teports

that net loss making firms show a direct telationship between levels of losses and market

value. However, Bagnoli (2001) shows that investots respond to revenue surpdses and

not earning surprises for loss making Intetnet ftrms, whìle ptofitable ftm values would

change due earning surpdses. Revenue changes have very little effect on stock pdces of

such fitms.

Demers and Lev (2000) compare pre and post bubble value drivers and found investots

initially atftibuted high expenses to firm value increases, but after the bubble butst, that

relevance grew weak. However, they found that firms that had the ability to sustain cash-

burn rate was viewed with optimism in both pte and post bubble time ftame. Jorion and

Talmor (2000) also analysed relevance of financial infotmation and found insignificant

negative relationship between net income and matket value, though gtoss profit was

positively related. Growth in ptofit and sales were positively and significantly telated to

market value, indicating that investors were optimistic about the future of fitms that were

able to operate and grow.
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Research to find additional explanatoly powers using non-fmancial information showed

that website traffic, strategic alliances, affitate programs, ftm visibility, customer

experience, and managedal actions were televant in deFrning value fot Intetnet firms (see

Seidets and Riley (1999), Trueman et al. (2000), Hand (2000b), Demers and Lev (2000),

I{ozbetg (20001).

2.3.3. Inational Matket Behaviout

Did analyst and investors behave irratronally dudng the Internet bubble? Shiller (2002)

answers in the affirmative to two questions with tegatds to bubble fotmation. First,

whether feedback cycle is possible and second, if investment professionals do behave

seemingly krattonalTy to cause speculative bubbles. I desctibe below vatious aspects of

the matket behaviour.

2.3.3.1 IPOs

Initial public offedngs (IPO), on average, are underpdced since and the level of

underpdcing is negatively related to post IPO perfotmance ovet the long term 0". In hot

markets, underpdcing of issues and long run performance of the fum ate telated due to

itrationality of the investors. Ritter (2001) shorved that the 
^Ye:rage 

fitst day return from

US IPO was 70.897o and 57.29o/o dudng 1999 md 2000 tespectively, while dudng 1990-

98 the undeqpdcing ranged between 8.560/o and 27.760/o. Internet fltms, on average'

doubled on the first day aftet the IPO (see Ritter 2000,2001). The level of underpricing

was due to the uncertainty with regatds to the industry, investot euphoria and deliberate

a0 
See Ritter and Welch (2002) for a review
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actions by the issuers of shares by reducing supply in compadson to demand. Duchatme

et al, (2001) documents the media hype surounding IPOs as also being tesponsible for

the undeqpricing. Additionally, th"y show that high quality underwritet wete associated

with the level of underpdcing, indicative of collusion between the underwtiters and latge

institutional clients

2.3.3.2. Änalyst and Investot Irationality

Cooper et al. (2000) reveal that name changes to dot.com incteased company value,

regardless of the level of frm's association with the industry. They attdbute this value

change to investot mznia.In Coopet et aI. Q003) th.y show that following the crash of

the bubble, investor reacted positively to name change, where dol.com was deleted from

the name of the firm. This provides furthet evidence that investors react to cosmetic

changes.

A.nalysts were questioned with regards to their optimistic eatnings forecasts fot Intetnet

Frms befote the bubble burst, though theit forecasts were mote pessimistic aftet the

crash (Liu and Song, 2001). They felt that such optimistic forecasts contributed to the

bubble. Intetestingly, they also show that affiliated (or embedded) analysts forecasts were

more pessimistic compared to unaffiliated analysts. The larget the diffetence between

actual and forecasted earnings results in better image fot client firms in the market' This

strategy also adheres to conflict of intetest hypothesis and tesults in incteasing demand

fot firm's ownetship âmongst investots.

Ofek and Richatdson (2001) show that larger than usual propottion of lntattonal retail

investors (noise ttadets) helped increase the volatilig of Internet assets. They also

demonsttate that pessimistic investors were constfained in taking zdvantage of their
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belief due to high costs since shott selling of shates and margin calls tequited high

c pitzt\. They also provide evidence of conttactual obligation that ptevented them to take

advantage of their expectations with regards to the futute.

2.3.5 The Exchange - NASDAQ

A.s mentioned in the Introduction, all Intetnet Frtms in the United States ttade on the

NÄSDAQ, which is an electonically connected dealets market. Notmal trading on

NASDAQ starts at 9:30am and closes at 4:00pm. The exchange ptovides the inside

quotes, which are obtained ftom the best bid and ask quotes amongst all the dealets for

that security ^t 
th^t point in time. The dealets also have to guarantee their quotes for up

to 1000 shares". Pre-opening session for the N,A.SDAQ start from 8:00am, whete dealets

are at¡le to put up their quotes and observe others and perhaps revise their own.

Although pre-opening quotes are non-binding, tading may take place on the inter-dealer

electronic market. Several authors have shown that the NÀSDAQ's pte-opening session

conüibute to most of the price adjustment to announcements r.rrade". Hence opening

prices on the NASDAQ reflect much larget ptice adiustments due to announcements

made overnight than for fitms listed on NYSE or -A.MEX. Cao et al. (2000) study

confirms these studies and provides justification fot the faster pdce adjustment on the

NASDAQ, particulatly the role played by the pre-opening session. For the putpose of

this tesearch, using daiþ opening and closing pdces to calculate daytime and overnight

volatility, removes biases associated with high volatility during the opening session'

at Smaller stocks may have lower minimum of shares'
a2 Masulis and Shivakumar (1997) show that 80olo of price adjustments to SEOs takes place during the

pre-opening session. Greene and Watts (1996) show that firms listed on Nasdaq adjusts to earnings

announcements much faster than NYSE.
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Chapter 3: Information Transmission and Adiustment

Ptocess during the Technology Bubble

Synopsis

The Internet technology bubble fotmation dudng the late 1990s, and its subsequent

deflation during the eatly 2000, provides an opportunity to examine the information

transmission process. Âdditionally, this event provides the setting to examine asset price

adjustment to this information across ttading petiods, and across different corporate

dimensions. This chapter addresses these issues using Variance Decomposition (VDC)

and Impulse Response (IRF) methodology provided by Sims (1980) across the Internet

technology firms. Segments of the industry ate analysed based on firtn charactetistics,

such as liquidity, síze and petformance. Empirical analysis in this chapter teveals

intertemporal differences in pdce adjustment ptocess acfoss vatious Ftm chatactetistics.
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3.1. Introduction

Speculative conditions ate charactedsed by ptolonged deviations of asset ptices from

their intrinsic values. A market condition with ptolonged up period followed by a

ptolonged down pedod is termed as a speculative bubble. Long pedods of stock

mispricing have a wide range of advetse effects ranging from investor wealth effects to

systemic instability. During the late nineties, technology ftms experienced abnormal

pdce increases, followed by rapid ptice decreases dudng the early 2000s (see Figute 3-1

below).

Technology firms ate pdmatily listed on the N,\SDr\Q, as pteviously explained in

chapter 7 a1,d.2. Most of the ttading on the NASDAQ takes place dudng notmal trading

houts, i.e. from 9:30am to 4:00pm, however after-hours ffading volume on the

NASDAQ is very small in comparison. This low level of aftet hours ttading implies that

investors most often choose to act upon their information dudng wotking houts.

Information may be based upon fundamental valuation, such as infotmation tegatding

Figure 3-1: US lnternet Technology lndex
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the economy, industry or the specific firm. Alternatively, information could be technical

in nature and may be based upon past market data'

Sources of fundamentai information can be domestic or international. However, past

feseafch on global mafket integration has shown that the US economy dominates all

other economiesat and affects all othet markets. Hence, timing of ovetseas news teleases

should not affect the domestic US investors significantly. At the domestic level, Conal et

al Q00a) show that technology firms choose to release announcements after notmal

trad.ing hours. Hence, alatge propoïtion of company-speciFrc infotmation' necessary for

the price discovery process, is released after normai trading hours. Thetefore, it is of

interest to see if ttaders use ptevious day(s) trading information ot fundamental

information to ptice assets.

This chapter explores sevetal dimension of investors' behaviout. As mentioned in

Chapter 1, it investigates whether motivation to trade originates during notmal trading

hours ot after the market closes. Second, if market participants ate indeed affected by

market data, it is of interest to obserwe if changes in firm valuation can be attdbuted to

general matket behaviour with tegards to specific chatactetistics such as liquidity' retuÍns

and size. This study evaluates three commonly available matket statistics, daily teturns,

volume of shares traded and size of a Ftm, in theit significance over the formation and

collapse of the technology bubble. The objective of this part of the study is to focus on

these three fitm characteristics across the infotmation technology market and theit

dynamic behaviour over a speculative event. Àlso, analysis may teveal the magnitude of

a3 Various authors have shown that US market leads the other markets such as Mashih and Masih

(1999,2001,2002), Eun and Shim (1989).
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this relationship, which may be temporal and provide insight to the dynamic relationship

between assets.

The chapter is organised into ftve sections. The introduction in Section 3.1 is followed by

a brief discussion on pfice adjustment ptocess and speculative bubbles. Detailed

methodology and data to address reseatch obiectives has been discussed in Section 3.3.

Section 3.4 provides discussion on the empirical tesults. The chapter ends with

concluding remarks in Section 3.5.

3.2. Overview of Literature Addtessed

Research in this chapter is based on thtee streâms of literatute and is described in detail

in Chaptet 2. Fttst, pâst research on peculiarities of the Internet equity assets, and the

market they are traded in, are consideted. This stteam of litetatute is ptesented in section

2.3, and shows that tetail investors wete employing feedback behaviout' that also

encouraged institutional investors to join this herding behaviout. Research tegatding the

behaviour of investors during hetding shows that investots' expectatiorls convefged, and

investing community largely ignored fundamental infotmation. This chapter also utilises

theories and empirical evidence regarding volatility and volume relationships, which

indicates how information is spread amongst market patticipants. Finally, causes of

speculative ttad.ing behaviour are consideted as a backdrop to investors' irrationality

dudng this speculative event.
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3.3. Methodology

Relationships between portfolios formed on average firm chatactetistics over a speciÍrc

pedod may rcveal further details with tegards to flow of information within the market.

Such a relationship couid exist with larger assets and smaller assets, wheteby changes in

pdces of larger assets may influence changes in ptices of smaller assets in the matket. To

test for such short nrn relationships between 2 (ot mote) series, Engle and Gtanger

(1987) have provided a Vector Autoregressive (VAR) specification of first differences of

the two sefies, Pl, (^P1, is p,) and P, (4P2, is pr) for each seties. The generic VAR model

is exptessed as follows:

,l

tl

=2o,.,
n

=zor,
l=l

Pt.,-t tftr., Pr,,-, + u 4,t F,q.3-1a

Eq.3-1b

Pt

Pz t PL,-t *2@r,,Pr.,-t + D pz.t

I ='l

l=l

Where
ür., and ür., ate the lag coefFrcient terms of sedes pt

and,

ú)r., anð ú)r,,zte the lag coefficient terms of series pr '

Testing fot Gtange r causahty /Block Exogeniety of each vadable to another is conducted

thtough the joint test of significance fot @r,, and {Ðr.,. If Ar,, for all I are ioínúy

significant implies fhat a change h P, Granget causes changes n n, whìle joint

significance of Ar,, fot all / implies tlrat a change in -( Grangef causes changes h Py

The approptiate lag length / is obtained by seatching fot the optimal Akaike (1'97 4)

Infotmation criterion over various intervals up to 20 lags.
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Such analysis may also reveal persistence in the contemporaneous variable that could

provide furthet undetstanding of trading behaviout, For example significant U¡,(@¿,)

for some ls may show that past values of A(pr) ^uy 
affect cuffent values, or that

either information takes more than one trading day to be incorpotated in shate ptices.

Finally, the sign of the coefficients may also reveal whether there has been an ovet-

reaction in the assets pricing or under-reaction. Fot example, if lagged coefficients of the

dependent variabie are significant and of the same sign, it could i-ply undet-teacúon' or

that it takes more than one trading day to adjust to infotmation. A'lternating sþs ot

insignificant coefficients for the lagged dependent variable may show that the sedes

adiusts very quickly and past information does not help in conttibuting to futute returns.

Evaluation of information during opening hours and afrcr hours and the intetaction with

volume traded is conducted. For examining information ffansmission between ttading

hours and its adjustment process, a \X/ald test is petfotmed on the thtee vadables, open-

to-close (OC) volatility, close-to-open (CO) volatiliry, and volume trúnovet. Firms ate

ranked in tetms of avetage mâfket value over the sample pedod, and each quintile is

grouped in a value-weighted portfolio. Daily estimates of the three vadables are

organised in a panel format for each portfolio. The genedc testricted and untestticted

regtessions, with open-close volatility as a dependent vadable, are conducted as follows:

oor,, = üoc *Lil,=rþ,oocr-j +2i,,=,y,oro.,-,*Lü,oL,r,-i t €or,,

õoc,, = &oc *2i,,=,þ,oor.,-, *Li,,=r1,î,-¡ + Eoc,,

aoc., = &oc iLi,,=rþ,oor.,-, +>:,oT¡oco,,-¡ r Eoc,,

a oc., = üoc *Li',=, Þ,o oc.t- j * €oc,t

Eq3-2a.

F,q3-3a.

F,q3-4a.

Eq 3-5a.
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Similatly, restricted and unrestricted tegtessions whete close-open volatility is the

dependent vadable is:

oco,, -- üro *Li,t=rþ,oor.,-, +>::,=,T¡oco,,-¡ *Li,,=rÃ¡î'-i * tco,'

oco., = üco i}i,,=ry,oro,,-, +>::,oh¡î,-¡ t tco.,

oco., = üro rZi,,=rþ,oor,,-, +>:,=,T¡oco.,-¡ t tco.,

a co,, = dco i}ü,=ry,o ro.,- j * Eco,,

and, volume turnover as a dependent vadable is

Í, = &,* I;=, þ¡aor,,-¡ * I;=, T¡oco,,-¡ +\i',=rL,r,-i * 8,,,

Í, = d, + >;=r T¡aco,,-¡ + >;=r 1,r,-, + e".,

r,= d,+ >;=r þ¡oor,,-¡ + >;=r À,,î,-, + 8",,

t,= ü, *Li,,=,1,",-j * 8,.,

Eq3-2b.

Eq 3-3b.

Eq 3-4b.

Eq 3-5b.

Eq3-2c.

Eq 3-3c.

F,q3-4c.

Eq 3-5c.

whete:

Ooc.,is the open-close volatility for a certain quintile at time t. Aor,, calculated as

C€clor",t - prlceopen,l

2Il
Oco., ls the close-open volatility for a cefiain quintile at time t. Oco., calculated

open,t+l PtlC€"tor",t
AS

2tr
7, is the volume turnover at trme t'

7 is the number of hg (n daYs) used.

A Wald test with one restiction is conducted by comparing the equation3-2 (a, b ot c)

with eithet equation 3-3 or 3-4 (a, b, ot c), whjle a S7ald test with tr,vo resttictions involve

comparing equation 3-2 (a, b, or c) with equation 3-5 (a, b, ot c)' For example, to

determine whether pâst turnover and aftet houts volatility is exogenous to the next day's

ttad.ing hour volatiliLy, aWaId test on equations 3-2a and 3-5a and testing the testrictions

T¡and A,arejointly equal to 0. The null is asymptotic T2distribution with degrees of
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fteedom equal to the numbet of resttictions. Similar tests are conducted for the other

two variables. Each vadable should also be tested fot exogeniety with only one set of

restrictions, to better understând the causal relationships. If, aftet having established that

past values of the two of the vadables jointly affect the thitd vadable, then empirical

evidence is necessary to establish the role of each vadable in its effect. WaId testing of

equadon 3-2wtth eithet equation 3-3, ot with equatioî3-4, can be used again.

However, any leadJag relationship observed between vadables using Granger causality

testing reveals only in-sample effects but is unable to ptovide the dynamic nature of

telationship between these variables. Also, the magnitude and direction outside the

sâmple pedod cannot be gauged. This telationship is futther studied by observing the

forecasted vafl2¡îce of each market and the effects from the other markets. Sims (1982)

has shown that for a given systems of equations, its teaction to a random innovation can

be obsewed for each vadables by the impulse response function (IRF). Through this

technology, one is able to obserwe the transitory as well as permanent effects on each

variable in the system due to a random shock originating ftom one of the vadables within

the system. Graphically, ofle can observe the path of one of the variables due to a one

standatd deviation shock withrn the system'

Additionally, Sims (1,982) has shown that if the fotecasted eror of each vanable and for

each time pedod can be atttibuted due to its own innovations and those due to the other

vadables in the system. This means that each vadable's forecasted variance can be

decomposed to provide understanding of its future direction thtough vâriance

decomposition (VDC). For example, if the latge capitalised assets had a latger influence

on smaller assets, then the large sized fltms' fotecasted varíance would primadly be due

to its own innovations, but the variance of the smallet sized ftms would show a much
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latger impact due to effects from the large firms' innovations. This cân be shown

graphically as well using the IRF to provide not iust the magnitude but also the path of

those innovations due to a shock of one standard deviation. Both VDC and IRF ate

derived from a moving 
^vefzlge 

reptesentation of the odginal VA.R equationaa'

To establish in-sample and out-of-sample relationships, the samples of equities ate

grouped in terms of size (market value), returns þrice changes) and liquidity (volume

turnovet). The extteme portfolios (HIGH and LO\X/ pottfolios) based on the thtee Ftm

characteristics are then analysed fot (i) Block Exogeniety (ü) Vadance Decomposition

and (iÐ Impulse Response'

3.4. Data Description and Preliminary Results

Daily adjusted closing pdces, traded volume and numbet of shates issued to the general

public was obtained from the 2"d January 1998 until the 31" Decembet 2007 fot 53

companies trading on the N,{SDr\Q4u. ,{ll.ompanies wete chosen ftom the Information

Technology industry and are also represented on DataStream Infotmation Technology

Index. Firms with infrequent trading and IPO dates post 1998 are removed ftom the

sample, which left 53 firms in the sample. The sample pedod is divided into two sub

samples: (i) Market Upturn pedod Q/1/1998 - 27/3/2000) and (ü) Market Downtutn

pedod Q8/3/2000 -31/1,2/2001). Descriptive statistics fot each fitm ovet the whole

sample pedod and individual sample pedods is ptovided in table 3-7 and 3-2. Table 3-1

shows 
^verage 

market value, volume turnover and tetutns fot each flrm ovet the whole

aa For further details see Sims (1980, 1982)'
as Adjusted daily opening and closing price and trading volume data are obtained from DataStream.
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sample period as well as for the two sub-pedods associated with rapid price incteases lrL

the general market and the subsequent collaPse'
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hfrrrrduringtheoverallperiod(ALL)petiodduringmarketnse(U!'
the numbet of shares outstanding multiplied with the closing price of the

anQn(P¡/P¡-t)).Toíscalculatedasthenumberofshatestradedinaday
zt /\z Ì zoot. yp pe¡.od. is 2 / L / 1998 - 27 / 3 / 2000, and D o wlY period is

28 / 3 / 2ooo - 3t/ t2 / 2001.

R_ETDosô{

-0.0036

0.0017

-0.0033

-0.005(

-0.0023

-0.0034

-0.0046

-0.0029

-0.0031

-0.0011

-0.004c

-0.0035

-0.0039

-0.0013

-0.0045

-0.0055

-0.005c

-0.0043

-0.0029

-0.00,+4

-0.0030

0.0003

-0.0034

-0.0013

-0.0079

-0.002i

-0.0031

RET,,O

0.0011

-0.0004

0.0009

0.0017

0.0031

0.0015

0.0018

0.0029

0.0021

0.0001

0.0038

0.0035

0.0031

0.0005

0.0043

0.0017

0.0038

0.003i

0.0007

0.003i

0.0030

0.0013

0.0024

0.0026

0.0058

0.002ó

0

RETn,.,.

-0.0004

0.000ó

0.0001

-0.0009

0.0009

0.0004

-0.0003

0.0005

0.0002

-0.0005

0.0009

0.0005

-0.0002

0.0005

0.0003

-0.0016

0.0004

0.0002

-0.0007

0.0002

0.000i

0.001c

0.0001

0.0007

-0.0002

0.0004

0.

TO.,.**
0.0372

0.079ó

0.0111

0.0188

0.0253

0.0179

0.0283

0.0293

0.0t1.2

0.0113

0.0278

0.0461

0.0291

0.0262

0.0303

0.073c

0.0099

0.0329

0.0726

0.0261

0.0122

0.0491

0.0096

0.01ó8

0.0316

0.0385

0.0349

TO,,o

0.1090

0.0448

0.0085

0.055ó

0.0598

0.015c

0.0293

0.0825

0.0146

0.0098

0.062c

0.0839

0.073t

0.0391

0.0ó01

0.0885

0.0370

0.0862

0.0222

0.040ó

0.060c

0.0703

0.0300

0.0446

0.1381

0.0476

0.0972

TOnr.r.

0.0488

0.0584

0.0093

0.0285

0.0323

0.021c

0.024c

0.0432

0.0106

0.0123

0.0331

0.0485

0.039c

0.0264

0.0380

0.0595

0.018ó

0.0450

0.0134

0.0275

0.0263

0.053c

0.01ó0

0.0254

0.0629

0.0484

0.0472

MVDovô{

3518.53

1164.5i

1723.71

6306.36

9627.73

1.562.64

1881.39

9442.6C

3494.51

1679.98

8ó09.80

36713.54

3190.03

21.69.24

8874.81

8435.29

L8t623.34

3778.34

2953.88

6065.72

78852.98

9r98.4C

204769.28

8764.23

20404.34

8996.64

2906.74

MV,,o

1.2293.05

280.t9

771.7.72

5868.19

4608.22

7280.3c,

t786.06

6779.39

3784.31

1563.ó8

7750.62

24504.68

2860.78

\78L.17

2801..98

5305.2t

t791.45.58

5034.54

9764.0C

4848.03

87504.47

3477.58

204534.42

5230.9ó

12420.36

5263.34

1836.45

MVnr,.

6460.76

868.02

172t.lC

61.59.43

7944.61

1467.99

1849.42

8549.63

3597.7C

1640.98

8321..70

3261.9.13

3478.43

2039.11

6838.5C

7385.73

180792.51

4199.56

5237.42

5657.41.

8t753.96

7280.1.1

204690.53

7 579.41

17727.1c,

1744.81.

2547.85

Name

lCOfli
åCTI\{SION
ÀCXIOÀ,I

ÀDC TELECON{.

:\DOBE SYSTENÍS

.\DTR-\N
ÅD\¡ÀNCED FIBRE CONITIIS

.\LTER.À

ÀMER.POWERCON\¡
.\NDREW
IPPLE COÀ,ÍPUTERS

{PPLiED À,f,\TS

ATÀ,fEL

ÀUTODESK
BE-d SYSTEÀ,iS

CIENÀ
CISCO SYSTEÀ,IS

:ITRIX SYS.

:OMPUSøÅR-E

:ON,[\B.RSE TECH.
DELL
ELECTRONIC I.RTS

INTEL
INTUIT

JDS UNIPFL\SE
KL\TENCOR
LA.NÍ RESE \RCH
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Table 3-l continued: Average market value (MV), daily turnover (TO) and returns (RET) for each firm during the overall period (ALL)

period during market rise (UP) and market fall (DOWN).

RETn()whJ

-0.0014

-0.0019

-0.004(

-0.0014

-0.0018

-0.0018

-0.0071

-0.0059

-0.0021

-0.0033

-0.0005

-0.0083

-0.0020

-0.0056

-0.0032

-0.0073

-0.0045

-0.0049

-0.0019

-0.0006

0.0005

-0.0050

-0.0059

-0.0035

-0.0082

-0.0009

RETIIP

0.0022

0.0025

0.0049

0.0021

0.0021

0.001(

0.0057

0.0024

0.0031

0.0044

-0.001c

0.006c

0.0053

0.0066

0.0056

0.004ó

0.0047

0.0041

0.0021

0.000ó

-0.0004

0.001(

0.0055

0.0039

0.0057

0.0010

RETN"
0.0005

0.0005

0.0010

0.0007

0.0003

0.0005

0.001c

-0.0001

0.0005

0.0006

-0.0004

0.0001

0.0012

0.0012

0.0015

0.0009

0.0003

-0.0002

0.0013

0.0000

0.000c

-0.0006

0.0005

0.0012

0.0009

TOr,.,**
0.0t44

0.0152

0.0408

0.0251

0.0154

0.006ó

0.0283

0.0131

0.0483

0.0118

0.0236

0.0540

0.0208

0.0592

0.0441

0.0ó09

0.036(

0.0198

0.0880

0.0425

0.0145

0.0

0.0273

0

0.0411

0.024c

TO,rn

0.0454

0.0221.

0.0508

0.0549

0.Q20c'

0.0067

0.0572

0.0149

0.1259

0.0491

0.0194

0.0669

0.0288

0.119(

0.3407

0.0661

0.0613

0.0991

0.0742

0.0278

0.01ó9

0.0303

0.061.2

0.0808

0.5126

0.0201

TOnr.r.

0.0269

0.0204

0.0448

0.0328

0.0145

0.0065

0.035c

0.01.23

0.0768

0.0228

0.0222

0.0515

0.0221

0.0903

0.1381

0.0703

0.0405

0.0451

0.0699

0.0332

0.01.49

0.0194

0.0368

0.0442

0.t963

0.021.0

MVDov,l!

13098.6€

15132.25

4207.30

4879.1.1

31081 8.65

t987.1.3

9765.78

2195.9t

5507.22

94808.53

7606.90

6992.62

2080.76

4338.21

41,509.34

2680.8t

r3t1,3.1.7

48272.49

6405.74

3536.91.

1996.86

8667.48

1,9483.35

73244.48

23789.3i

183ó.05

MV.,o

7958.91

7627.04

\778.51

2742.05

363563.13

1222.31

7844.97

6480.r2

243t.69

584L9.76

6194.93

4763.8C

950.50

2215.70

23t52.1.8

7380.42

ó083.13

51,420.64

771.8.96

3249.01

171.0.14

17642.89

10617.1.3

7541..1.5

32142.85

864.54

MVALL

1.1375.24

1.26t5.64

3392.91.

3961.33

328504.81

1730.68

9121.68

3632.52

4475.95

82606.83
'7133.44

6245.26

1,701..71

3626.5A

35353.91

2244.81

10755.89

49328.1.1

4834.19

3440.37

1900.72

1t617.01

16570.31

1.1,332.0'7

26791..61

1510.28

Name
LINE,\RTECH.
NL\XIIvI INTEGR-\TED PRDS.

\ÍERCURY INTER,\CTI\¡E
\trCROCHIP TECH.

MICROSOFT

N,\TIONÀI INSTS.

NETSTORK,\PPLI,\NCE
NOVELL

NO\¡ELLUS SYSTEN,IS

OR,\CLE
PEOPLESOFT

PNÍC-SIERR*\

POLYCOT\I

IC

AICONfÀ,f

SANDISK

SIEBEL SYS.

SUN Ì\trCROSYSTEÀ,ÍS

J\'NLÀNTEC

]\'\IOPSYS
IECH DÀT,{
IELL\3S
IE.RITAS SOF:TW,{RE

XILINX
Y,tHOO

ZEBRà. TECHS. 'A'
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Table 3-2- Descriptive statistics of turnover (To), daily reruflrs (RET),open-to-close volatility (a oc,,) and close-to-oPen volatility (a ro,) ror

each size-ba sed (MV) quintile, over the whole sample (ALL\ and the two sub-sample periods associated with

downturn (DOWN). nnf oo d2¡y t 
^te 

calculate as the logarithmic mean (ln(P,/P.-r))' TOis calculated as the

divided by the total number of shares outstanding. Tne period Allls 2/l/L998 to 3l/12/2001. UPpeiodis 2/\

period is 28 / 3 / 2000 - 3t / t2 / 200r.

0.t592
0.1590

0.2354

0.t174

0.1591

0.1589

0.2097

0.t1.13

0.1592

0.1590

0.2160

0.1204

0.1590

0.1589

0.2253

0.1336

0.1593

0.1,592

0.1968

0.1.182

0.1591

0.1590

0.2253

0.1.298

0.1591

0.1588

0.2289

0.0887

0.1591

0.1587

0.2354

0.0887

0.1591

0.1588

0.2236

0.1094

0.1591

0.1590

0.2282

0.1105

0.1.592

0.1589

0.2282

0.1155

0.1591

0.1590

0.2051.

0.1105

0.1593

0.1.592

0.2209

0.1018

0.7594

0.'t592

0.2209

0.1174

01592
0.7592

0.2096

0.1018

AII Up Down

0.t592
0.1590

0.2354

0.0887

0.1.592

0.1590

0.2354

0.0887

0.7592

0.1590

0.2253

0.1094

0.1.593

0.1593

0.1.969

0.0839

0.1.592

0.1592

0.1969

0.1181

0.1598

0.t597

0.1.904

0.1031

0.1594

0.L594

0.2071.

0.t2t0

0.1593

0.1.592

0.7927

0.1.2t0

0.1596

0.1596

0.2071.

0.1300

0.1593

0.t592
0.1,945

0.0839

0.1595

0.1.594

0.t976

0.0819

0.1598

0.1596

0.1976

0.1103

0.1598

0.159ó

0.t924
0.071.3

0.1592

0.1592

0.2087

0.0948

0.r594

0.7593

0.2087

0.0948

0.1595

0.1592

0.2002

0.1.276

01592
0.1592

0.2002

0.071.3

0.1591

0.7592

0.2001

0.1030

DownAII Up

0.1594

0.1593

0.2081

0.07L3

0.1597

0.1596

0.2071

0.0713

0.1.592

0.1592

0.2087

0.0839

0.0005

0.0000

0.3210

-0.3109

0.0032

0.0021

0.3270

-0.2557

-0.0011

-0.0010

0.31.22

-0.3109

0.0001

-0.0002

0.3468

-0.6826

0.0022

0.0000

0.3468

-0.5968

-0.0010

-0.0012

0.282t

-0.1312

0.0005

0.0000

0.3430

-0.73t2

0.0029

0.0027

0.3059

-0.5493

-0.0006

-0.0008

0.3430

-0.4458

0.0005

0.0000

0.3720

-0.6i59

0.0027

0.0000

0.2967

-0.1391

-0.0007

-0.0009

0.3ó55

-0.6159

0.0004

0.0000

0.2849

-0.7391

0.0014

0.0000

0.3120

-0.4487

0.0001

0.0000

0.2849

-0.5964

0.0004

0.0000

0.3720

-0.7391

0.0025

0.0000

0.3720

-0.7391

-0.0007

-0.0008

0.3655

-0.13r2

AII Down

0.0586

0.0193

4.8574

0.0000

0.1.220

0.0441

4.8574

0.0000

0.0193

0.0137

0.2687

0.0010

0.0331

0.0222

1..5644

0.0018

0.0670

0.0460

r.5644

0.0001

0.0273

0.0221

0.4260

0.0018

0.0433

0.0304

t.3221

0.0000

0.0511

0.0379

0.8292

0.0000

0.0338

0.0223

0.9448

0.0014

0.0424

0.0260

2.5811.

0.0000

0.0660

0.0445

2.58't1.

0.0000

0.0263

0.0162

0.6262

0.0009

0.0400

0.0217

4.857+

0.0000

0.0662

0.03ó8

4.8574

0.0000

0.0267

0.0175

0.945t

0.0006

0.0211

0.0131

1..7464

0.0000

0.0295

0.0151

t.2418

0.0000

0.021.3

0.0128

0.9451

0.0006

Close-Open Yolatiinty Aro., Open-Close Volatility dra.t
ReturnTurnover

DownATl

Fiftù Quintile
Mean
Median
Maximum
Mini¡¡¡s¡

Mean
Median
Maxirn tm

Minimum
Fourth Quintile
Mean
Median
Maxi-um
Minimum

iecond Quintile
Mean
Median
Maximum
Mininum
Third Qt'intile

Ffust Quintile
Mean
Median
Maximum
Minimum

Firms
Mean
Median
Maxi-urn
Minimum
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The Return-\/olume Relationship for Emerging Nlarket - À Case study of Internet Technology Bubble in

the United States

The relationship between fÍm characteristics and sample pedods is bettet undeÍstood

through correlations presented in Table 3-3. Rank cottelations wete also calculated for

the thtee pedods of observations, while 
^ggregate 

desctþtive results ovet all sample

periods and fÍm characteristics afe repotted in the last column of Table 3-3'

Table 3-3: Avetage and Rank correlation of fitms based on Size (Ml), Retutns (RET) and

Liquidity (TO\ olet the complete obsemation period (ALL) 
7nd' 

the two sub-samples of Market

UpLm 
" 

Q¡\'and. Matket óowntutn (DOW|$. MV is calculated âs the number of shates

o.,trtu.rdì.rg multiplied with the closing price of the shate on day r and all figures are in $m' Æ'EZ

ate calculate as the logarithmic -.nt lkt1P,/P,-ù). TO is calculated as the number of shates

traded in a day dividediy the total ..r-L", of shates outstanding. The pedod AII is.2/7/1998 to

3U72/2007. UÞpetiod, ¡" í/t/t)r)e - 27 /3/2000, and Dowl,{period is 28/ 3/2000 - 3l/72/2007.

MV,úr MVup MVoo Tout TOt¡p TOoovwv RET¡¡.¡, RETup
AVERAG

E

MVu¡.
MVup

MVoowN

1.00

0.93

0.98

1.00

0.85 1.00

1.00

0.90

0.91

1.00

0.70 1.00

241.87.11

23315.89

24627.61

Toøt
Toun

0.15

0.38

-0.10

0.03

0.29

-0.20

0.22

0.42

-0.02

0.040

0.068

0.030

RETnr
RETup

REToowN

0.0ó

0.43

-0.29

-0.14

0.32

-0.35

0.17

0.51

-0.26

0.34

0.49

-0.31

0.26

0.60

-0.43

0.28

0.30

-0.20

1.00

0.42

0.15

1.00

-0.66

0.00035

0.00285

-0.00343

During the market uptufn and collapse the average size of the htm vades by only 5%'

Correlations between firms on size show that matket capitalisation tanking did not

change over the dse and collapse of the bubble. 'kerage turnover decteases by mote

than half dudng market downturn, perhaps indicating that during the market upturn

there was much interest in Internet assets that eventually fell out of favout dudng the

Iatet pedod.

The ranking of firms based on turnover were correlated with a factot of 0.7 between the

up and down pedod, though the corelation between turnover and size was very low (0.2

and, -0.02 dudng dse and fall periods respectively). Latger ftms wete in favout during

the Internet bubble tormation period, but no telationship was discovered dudng the
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The Return-Volume Relationship for Emerging lvlarket - A Case study of Internet Technology Bubble in

the United Stâtes

collapse pedod. Returns decreased by 3 times from0.2o/o per day to more than -0.370 per

day and were correlated with a. factor of -0.66. Atthough returns wete positively

corelated with market capitâlisation and tutnover dudng the fotmation of the bubble, a

slight negative relationship is observed during the downtutn in Intetnet equities.

Table 3-2 provides descriptive statistics on dâily turnover, return, open-to-close volatility

and close-to-open volatility for the rvhole sâmple set, and each quintile. These statistics

arc for the whole sample pedod and the two sub sample periods, market uptum and

market downtutn. The frst quintile consists of 10 smallest fums by market câpitalisation,

while the Ëfth quintile consists of the largest 10 firms' on\' ¡þs third quintile' which

contains the median sized companies ftom the sample, consists of 13 frms'

Returns distribution amongst Frms and during the two sub samples ptovides intetesting

insight. For example, avetage returns do not inctease (or dectease) monotonically ovet

the quintiles dudng bubble formation (deflation) period, though a weak relationship

between size and returns is revealed. The smallest sized flrms, similar to firms of latget

size, ptovide positive returns during market dses. Flowever, the smallest sized assets

provide the highest (and positive) returns during market collapse.

Tutnovet amongst quintïes show that duting market dses, the largest and smallest

capitalised Ftms had highest and lowest turnovers respectiveiy dunng market tises, whìle

the other three quintiles had similar turnovet figures. Dudng falling markets, although all

quintiles display similar turnoveï, the dectease in turnovet is highest fot the latgest firms

(S5%). This perhaps may i-ply that Internet frms had fallen out of favour, pethaps due

to overvaluation, particulady the larget (and the bettet known) fums'
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Open-to-close ând close-to-open volatility show that there is no significant diffetence

between quintiles or between the bubble fotmation or deflation period. Ptevious

researchers show that most corporate announcemertts are made aftet trading houts and

hence increased volatility should be observed aftet such announcements. However,

descrþtive statistics show that volatility dudng normal ttading hours and aftet-houts is

similar, and raises questions as to the factots that result in similar levels of volatility

dudng the two pedods, and if fl]rnover plays a part in the infotmation fotmation

Pfocess.

Finally, Frrms are ranked on the basis of averz;ge matket value, returfls and tutnover.

Average rerurns of value-weighted portfolios composed of the top 10 firms QJtgb) and

bottom 10 frms þw) are provided in Table 3-4.

Table 3-4: Average returns on value-weighted potfolio based upon Matket Value, Liquidity and

Returns duting the complete sample period (ALL\ as well as the two sub periods of market tises

(Up¡ and,market falls (dOWN). Stocks are ranked accotding to Matket value (MVI' Liquidity

if$ ""aRetutns @En.The top 10 stocks are formed into a value-weighted pottlolio Ifigh,
while the bottom 10 stocks ate formed into a value-weighted pottfolio Low.The period,4lis
2/t/tg98 to 37/12/2001. UPpetiod. is 2/7/1998 - 27 /3/2000, and DOWh{period is 28/ 3/2000 -
31/12/2007.

ALL UP DOVVT{

Firm Characteristics Ifish Low Irish Low IIigh Low

MVbased potfolio
TObased pottfolio
RãTbased potfolio

0.0003

0.0006

0.0014

0.0007

0.0003

-0.0005

0.0028

0.0036

0.0058

0.0018

0.0018

0.000ó

-0.0034

-0.0035

-0.0002

-0.0011

-0.0036

-0.0062

Highly capitalised frtms showed much larger swings in teturns, compared to smallet

frrms, over the obserwation pedod, as conflrmed by table 3-3 correlations between size of

the firm and rerurns (0.32 during period UP and -0.26 during DOIYN pedod). In other

words, High potfolio shows that returns during bubble fotmation wete much larger

followed by much larger negative returns during the deflation period, compared to l-'ow

portfolio. Turnover based High and Lnw portfolios behaved intetestingly, it that dudng

market downturn both portfolios showed similat magnitude (and signed) returns, while
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duting market upturn, high turnover fÍms showed much higher (nvtce) returns

compared to the more illiquid firms. As mentioned eadiet, corelation between the

^ver^ge 
performance and tufnovef fot ftrms, during matket uptufn, was 0'6 and that

larger fums had 4 times the turnover as small firms. It shows, on a desctiptive level, that

investots' interest in latge ftms was tewarded with high tetutns.

3.5. Results and Discussion

Tests on Block Exogeniety , vaïrantce decomposition and impulse response ate conducted

on various fitm-characteristic based portfolios and ovet vatious time pedods' The tesults

ftom these tests and a discussion on the tesults obtain is ptesented below:

3.5.1. Results of Information Transmission between Trading and Non-Ttading

Period.

Results of testing two variable block exogeniety testing of daytime ttading volatility, after-

hours trading volatility and tutnover are ptovided in Table 3-5, while Table 3-6, contains

results from testing of each independent variable. Except fot open-to-close volatiJity,

both trad.ing volume and after-hours volatility ate influenced by past trading information

ovet most sample pedods and size portfolios.
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Table 3-5 - Turnover (7O), open-to-close volatility (A oc,, ) and close-to-open volatility (O co,,)

are tested for block exogeniety using \ùíaldt s flz testfot restrictions on two vatiables. !ùflaldts

test statistics with the associated level of significance is shown fot each dependent variable,

with the other two vatiables as the independent vatiables. Quintiles ate formed on the basis of

size (MV) of the fitms ovef each petiod. The pedod AlIis 2/U7998 to 3l/t2/ 2001. UPpetiod is

7998 -27 a¡d DOWI,{ is 28/3/2000 -

Level of significance is specifred as * (10%), ** (5%)' x** (1%)

t.5.1 .l . Open-Close (Nonza/Trading bour) Volatilitl

Daytime volatiJity is affected by a combination of aftet-ttading hour volatility and/ot past

volatility duting market dses (UP) and fot size-quintiles 7,2 ^îd 4. However, during

market downrurns (DOWN daytime volatility (except for the 4'h quintile ftms) does not

seem to be influenced by past overnight volatility andf or turnover. This could be due to

several reâsons. First, as investigated by several authors, fitms tend to release Ftm

speciflc announcements after-houts and market participants zte able to realise their

Tutnovet
(TOl

Open-Close

Volatility Or..,
Close-Open

Volatility O.o.,

8.40*+*

ó.80***

4.98***

1.04

1.49

1..14

7.39*'r'r

4.2J*<.t*.

2.35'r'!"*

All Firms - ALL
Nl Fitms - UP
Nl Fitms - DOV/N

7.70>t*.+

2.76*tt
5.69'k*'t'

1..33

\.92+.'r*

0.96

5.13***

4.40*.**

1.95***

First Quintile - ALL
Fitst Quintile - UP

First Quintile - DOIVN
3.94*'.'t't

2.55""

2.\4**+

0.84

1.04+*

0,ó8

4.62*.++

2.07**

3.78*,**

Second Quintile - ALL
Second Quintile - UP

Second Quintile - DOWN
3.52+'(*

4.04;r'**

2.07'r+

0.72

0.84

1.29

3.95***

1.04**

1.55

Ihitd Quintile - ALL
Third Quintìle - UP

Thitd Quintile - DOWN
7.87***

4.83***

3.90*:t*

0.93

1.90-f *

2.58tr>t*

3.05***
1.93**

0.95

Fourth Quintile -.422
Fourth Quintile - UP

Fourth Quintile - DOVT{
3.68***

2.4s,r'jF+

3.27*.+.*

1.63*

1.14

1.30

4.85*+*

1..33

2.55***

Fifth Quintile - ALL
Fifth Quintile - UP

Fifth Quintile - DOIYN
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overnight information the following day and hence no petsistence should be observeda6.

Hence only overnight volatility should be of impottance. Second, market participants

view prior duyþ) trading behaviout and may tend to chase a certain ttend. This would

i-ply that there would be a slow decay of past information, and past ttading volume, and

volatilities, should play znimportant part in determining next day's volatility'

Â review of Table 3-6 below reveals how each dependent variable (given in the hrst tow

of the table) is individually affected by the independent variables (given in the second

row of the table). Block exogeniety tests on ftading hour (open-close) volatility reveal

inconsistent and statistically weak influences due to ttading volume and close-to-open

volatility, and no generalities could be suggested or hypothesis tested.

nu Authors such as Corral et al (2004), Cao et al (2000), Maulis and Shivakumat (1997) show that

overnight firm announcement shocks do not tend to persist for very long after the pre-opening session

on the NASDAQ.
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Table 3-6 - Turnovet (7O), open-to-close volatility (Ooc,,) and close-to-openvolatility (Oçs,,) are

tested for block exogeniety using Waldts fl2 testfor resftictions on one vatiable' Waldts test statistics

with the associated level of significance is shown for each dePendent variable, with the other two

variables as the independent variables' The petiod AlIis 2/l/7998 to 3t/12/2001. UPpedod ils2/7/7998

-27 /3/2000 and DOWN is 28/3/2000 -

Level of sígniÍicance is specified as x (10%), ** (5%)' **re (1%ù

3. 5. / . 2. Turnouer þiq uiditl)

Turnover seems to be affected by exogenous factots viithin each sample Period and fot

each size quintile. This should not be of any sur?rise, since ttading needs to take place

for information to be incorporated in current prices, unless market pârticipants

simultaneously agree upon the information. Infotmation may be ftm specific in natute'

such as cotpofate announcements, of mafket data, such as ttading volume, matket (and

sectors) returns etc. The influence of daytime volatility seems to affect ttading volume in

each and every quintile and time period, which is also the time when almost no cotpotate

information is released. Hence this trading may be due to several teasons including

ptevious day's price changes (Iable 3-6 show that this may flot be the case)' some

Turnover (7ØOpen-Close Volatility Oo..,Close-Open Y olanlity A, o.,
Dependent
variable

oco,, ooc,,oco,, TOTOooc,,
Independent
rratiables

0.75

5.01+**

0.44

17.01***

1 1 .1 0***
9.63***

0.51

2.14+

1.17

1.57

1.03

1.32

13.23***

8.03***

2.r5+

3.08***

1.52

7.96*'

All Fitms - ALL
All Firms - UP

All Fitms- DOV I
1.04

0.63

0.23

74.7 4*.!*.

5.01***

10.86.Y**

0.67

1.68

0.16

1.88*

2.28*"

t.76

ó.95***
g.22rr**

0.89

5.1 5***
1.78

3.21+*-)<

Fitst Quintile - ALL
Fitst Quintile - UP
Fitst Quintile - DOWN

0.32

1.44

0.66

7 .46*.+*<

4.34*+*

4.53*'r'N

0.83

1.89*

0.36

0.85

0.38

1.08

9.23***

2.9*'t

5.67'r**

7.63

1.9"

1.50

Second Quintile - ALL
Second Quintile - UP

Second Quintile- DOW
1.08

3.09***

0.r2

6.23+**.

5.51***

3.72*++

0.29

0.23

0.95

5.83***

2.23+"

1.47

1.1.1

1.37

1.83+

2.80*+*

0.88

111

Ihird Quintile - ALL
Thitd Quintile - UP
Third Quintile - DOWN

1.33

2.64**

0.69

74.07:t'*+

7.69***

ó.80***

1.40

1.59

3.72+*<+.

4.40*..kN.

1.940,

1.02

0.41

2.55'"+

2.05*

1.63

1.25

0.77

Foutth Quintile - ALL
Foutth Quintile - UP

Foutth Quintile- DOIYN
0.21

2.22"*
0.96

7.06*+'',r

3.1 0***
f .JJ',-'-

2.52"00

1.39

1.18

6.74*+*

2.7J*'ot

1.50

0.68

0.74

1.50

3.42*'F+

1,10

2.97*tt

Fifth Quintile - ALL
Fifth Quintile - UP
Fifth Quintile - DOIYN
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exogenous macro-economic news that r.rray need to be teflected in shate prices, liquidity

or noise ttaders etc. Most macfoeconomic news is released dudng the daytime.

However, past close-to-open volatility seems to have verT little influence on smaller fúms

(quintile 1 and 2) but the influence seems pronounced fot latget assets during matket

upturn (quintile 3, 4, and 5). There could be sevetal reasons for this phenomenon,

including the fact that more coïporâte annouflcements were made aftet trading houts in

recent times, so that market has a longet time to absotb new infotmation' Älso, it may be

the case that during periods of rapid price incteases, investots, both tetail and

institutional, use past price changes to base theit futute trading strategy. GdfFrn et. ai.

(2003) show that not only did institutional investots have 
^ 

very high level of ownership

of internet stocks, but also the institutional investors entered the buy side of ttansactions

a day after the market rose. Their research shows that it was indeed the institutional

investots that contributed gteatly to the bubble formation.

t. 5. / .3. C lose-Open (Afrer Hours) Volatiliþt

Unlike daytime volatiTty, overnight volatility seems to be significantly affected by

exogenous factors dudng most periods and fot most size quintiles, as shown in Table 3-

5. Table 3-6 identifies the variables that influence after-houts price vadability, and shows

that past daytime volatility only affected the largest and the smallest size potfolio dudng

market falls. Howevet, previous day(s) üading history seems to affect nighttime volatility

dudng the bubble formation period but not dudng the bubble collapse. These results

rmply that investors knowledgebase dudng matket upturn was primariþ sourced ftom

past ftading levels.
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3.5.2. Results on infotmation ttansmission between firm chatacteristics-based

portfolios

Value-weighted retutn series âre constrrrcted for Intetnet ftms based upon retufns and

liquidity, over three sample periods. Interaction between portfolios is then analysed by

Sims (1980) vector autoregressive analysis. The results are ptovided in Table 3-7, and

show that high retutns-based potfolio led low teturns-based portfolios. These results

rmply that while loset firms lagged the winning ftms duting the overall sample period in

both market conditions, market rises and fall revealed very diffetent tesults, SigniFrcant

bi-directional causality between the extreme teturn-based potfolios over the period of

market dse was identified, but during market downtutn, winnets and losers did not

d.isplay any causal relationship. This should be of intetest, as these results may imply that

investors were using information derived ftom winner (loset) assets to fotm opinion with

regards to loser (winder) assets duting the bubble formadon period. This also shows that

investors grew confident about the prospect of the industry, and theit optimism feed into

the ptospect of the assets in the industry'
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Table 3-7: Block Erogeneity Síald Test of IIìgh 
^nð 

Lowportfolios based on Retutns (RET) and'

Liquidity (7O) ovet the complete sample petiod (ALL) and sub sample pedods of market upturn

(UP¡ andsubsequent downrurn (DOWI$. Stocks ate ranked according to TOa¡d rREZ The top

10 stocks are formed into a value-weighted portfolio Ifigh,while the bottom 10 stocks ate formed

inro avalue-weightedpottfolio Low.The period Allis2/L/l998to3l/72/2001. UPpedodis

2 / 7 / lggS - 27 / 3 / 2000' and D O WIt{ petiod is 2S / 3 / 2000 - 37 / 12 / 2001.

R-ET TO

ALL
Ifiglt
Low

2.594604

4.479085*

8.845959***

0.263304

UP
Irìgh
Low

9.558989***

74.7747*).t.

5.933288**

1.458047

DOWN
High
Low

2.91.2233

1.984546

6.295515+*+

2.270994

Level of signifrcance is specifred as * (10%o)' ** (5%)'
x*x (1%o)

Liquidity-based portfolios displayed unidirectional Gtanget causality, whete returns from

I-,ow pottfolio significantly affected Htgh pottfolio teturrls, over each time period. This

could provide evidence that investots dedve their infotmation regatding assets with

higher investor interest based upon information otiginating from low turnovet assets.

Assets with lower turrlover also have lowet investor intetest as these assets may be at

their peak (or bottom) of their peffofmance (see Lee and Swaminatha;î,1998).

3.5.3. Variance Decomposition and Impulse Response between frrm

chatacteristics-based portfolios.

LeadJag relationship is futher analysed by decomposing each pottfolios' variance m

terms of effects due to its own innovations and due to that of the other pottfolio, and

the tesults are presented in Table 3-8 below.
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Higb portfoüos based on size, liquidity and retums explained almost 100% of their

vâriances due to innovations from within itself. Howevet, I-'ow pottfolios wete able to

explain theit forecasted variance to varying degrees, which ptovide insight to the

differences in potfolio characteristics. Fot example, during the bubble fotmation period,

I-,ow stze and return-based pottfolios explained almost thtee foutths of its forecasted

variarì.ce due to its own disturbances, while liquidity based pottfolios were able to explain

62o/o of the variance due to its own innovations. Howevet, during market dorvntutn, the

effect on its forecasted v^ïi^flce due to its own disturbances dtopped to almost half. In

other words, dudng market upturn, changes in the value of small Frrms or those with low

liquidity or returns were mostly due to Frm specific information tathet than influences

ftom large, highly liquid or those rvith good petformance.

Table 3-8: Vadance Decomposition of High and Low pottfolios based on Matket vahre (MV),
Returns (RE7) and Liquidity (TO) fot the complete sample petiod (ALL) and the two sub petiods

of Matkeì rrpto.r, (UP¡-andmatket downtutn (DOWI\Ð. Stocks ate tanked accotding to Ml\ TO

and RET. The top 10 stocks are formed into a value-weighted portfolio Ifìgh,wlnile the bottom 10

stocks are formed into a value-weighted pottfolio Low.Tl¡'e petiod AIlls 2/l/1998 - 37/72/2001.

IJppetiod is 2/7/1998 - 27 / 3/2000, and DowNperiod is 28/3/2000 - 3l/72/2001'

Variance Decomposition of MV-based Pottfolios
ALL UP DOWN

Days Ifish Low Ifish Low Ifish Low
1

2

5

10

100.00

99.68

99.ó0

99.60

56.35

56.21

5ó.09

56.09

100.00

99.85

99.69

99.69

74.05

74.10

7 4.08

74.08

100.00

99.64

99.41

99.41

43.12

43.49

43.73

43.73

Vatiance Decomposition of RE T-b as ed Pottfolios :

ALL UP DOWN
Davs Ifish Low Ifish Low Ifish Low

1

2

5

10

100.00

99.84

99.73

99.73

40.75

40.84

40.80

40.80

100.00

97.55

97.44

97.44

72.27

72.46

72.41

72.4I

100.00

100.00

99.46

99.44

37.07

37.25

38.00

38.03

Variance Decomposition of TGbased Pottfolios:
ALL UP DOVV {

Days IIish Low Írigh Low Ifish Low
1

2

5

10

100.00

100.00

99.99

99.99

47.10

46.89

4ó.80

4ó.80

100.00

99.86

99.73

99.73

62.38

61.91

62.09

62.09

100.00

99.94

99.46

99.44

31.91

32.26

33.69

33.76
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Figures 3-2,3-3 ^îd 
3-4 provide a. graphicz.l representation of the effect of one standatd

deviation shock from a Low (High) portfolio on itself and on the High Éo*) portfolio'

Low and High portfolios are based on market value (Fþrc 3-2), returns (Figute 3-3) and

liquidity (Figure 3-4). Panel A shows the impulse response during matket uptutns, while

Panel B shows the IRF dudng market downtutns.

The plots show that information adjustment process takes, on âverage 4 days, during

market upturn, though during market downturn, information adjustment takes 6-7 days.

The results are consistent for portfolios constructed any of the thtee firm chatacteristics.

Figure 3-2: Impulse Response for Sized based Pottfolios'

Panel A: fmpulse Response duing Market UPturn.

Response of LOW Mârket Value Response of HIGH Market Value
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Figute 3-3: Impulse Response for Retutns based Pottfolios'

Panel A: fmpulse Response duing Market UPturn.

Response of LOW Market Value Respons e of HIGH Market Value
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Panel B: fmpulse Response during Matket Downtatn,
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Figure 3-4: Impulse Response fot Liquidity based Pottfolios.

Panel A: fmpulse Response during Market UPturn,
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Panel B: fmpulse Response dudngMarket Downtutn,

Response of LOW Turnover Response of HIGH Turnover
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3.6. Conclusion

This chapter analysed information ttansmission and adiustment Process of information

technology stocks listed on the NA.SDAQ dudng the period termed as the Intetnet

Technology Bubble. The basic purpose of this investigation is to see whether

information transmission process diffets between tegulat ttading hours and after houÍs,

as well as, other market information. Much research has been devoted to price discovery

and information spillovefs, and to how investots use various firm charactetistics to detive

their trading strategy. This study shows that investors' value trading volume only in a

rising matket. ,{.dditionally, daily volatility is equally divided amongst daytime and aftet-

hours volatility. It is important to note that the soutce of variation in prices is due to

d.iffetent reasons. Ä.fter-hours volatility was motivated pdmarily due to historical tading

volume, while no consistent exogenous factots fot daytime volatility was tevealed in the

fitst patt of the study.

The second part of this chapter focused on how various firm-specific chatactetistics due

to trades, such as returns, size and liquidity influenced investots' behaviout. Reseatch in

this chaptet finds that portfolios based on assets that had the largest size, highest returns

and those that were most liquid were flot affected by innovations from other assets

within the s¿me market. Interestingly, the smaller, less liquid and those that ptovided

lower returns behaved very differently. Matket rise and its eventual collapse revealed that

investor behaviour was focused on üend chasing dudng rising prices followed by intetest

in larger assets dudng market downturn and is indicative of flight to quality during

ttouble times.
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Chaptet 4: Level of Speculation within the Intefnet Stock

Market

Synopsis

On 10,h March 2000 the NASDAQ Composite Index stood at its highest level of 5048'62

(an inctease of approximately 200%o ovet the ptevious two yeats)' This date also

coincided with the Dow Jones Intetnet Index recotding its highest level of 506'84' an

increase of apptoximately 6000/o ovet the same period. Lloente, Michaely, Saat and Wang

e0O2) proposed framework is used to test (i) the level of speculation in the dotcom

sectof before and after the ctash, (ü) changes in trading pattefn after a significant

economic event, and (üi) to vedfy the cross-sectional vatiation of the volume and teturn

autocorrelation due to informational asymmeÚy'

This chapter adds to the existing litetatute by looking at the dynamic telationship

between volume and returns autocortelation. This relationship is analysed in the context

of an emetging sector within a mat.rre capital market'
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4.1 Inttoduction

Ofek and Richardson (2001) provide a explanation of the dse and fall in the dotcom

industry, while thete have been hosts of other work on the industry (see fot example

Perkins and Petkins (1999), Coopet et al (2000), Johansen and Sotnette (2000), Demets

and Lev (2000), Liu and Song (2001), Schultz and Zaman (2001)) who examine vafious

aspects of the industry such as predictions of the eventual butsting of the bubble, the

mlr¡:tt surtounding the industry, tole of the analysts and conflict of interest, industry

specific variables and compatisons with the 7929 ctz'sln etc. The "uattonal exuberance"

by investors in the Intetnet market has genetated extensive interest, as it not oniy

affected the wealth of alarge pefcentage of investors þoth retail and institutional) but

also provides researchers the opporturuty to examine continual deviations in fundamental

pricing in a well-developed and matute capital matket'

This chaptef attempts to estimate the level of speculative trading behaviout in the

Internet firms listed on the NASDAQ, and ptovides some empirical evidence to the

ideas by Ofek and Richardson (2001). The model used in this reseatch is provided in the

next section. The results in the chaptet point to the fact that trading in Internet stocks

was predominantly speculative in natLrre and in Frtms that were latger in size and had

longer trading history. This evidence could point on the one hand to the initial hype and

exubetance in the Internet assets by market participants in the lead up to the crash and

on the other hand to the wind.ing down of the lockup contrâcts with the insiders of the

firms as documented by Ofek and Richardson (2001). This chaptet also ptovides stylised

characteristics of return volume relationship for speculative bubbles in emetging matkets'
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4.2 LMSW Model and the Intetnet Equity Matket

Llorente, Michaely, Saat and Wang (2000)4?, hereon referted to as LMS\X/, descdbe an

economy with two types of assets: a riskless asset þond) in an unlimited supply that

provide the investors with a constant non-negative fetufn r and a risky asset (stock) in

limited supply that ptovides the investot with a dividend D,*t at the end of the pedod'

D,*, is composed of two components F, and G, as follows:

D,*r=F',+Gt F.q4-1,

F, is the portion of the dividend that is fotecasted by all investors at fsrne t, whìle G, is the

pdvate information tegarding the stock payoff at the end of the period and is only

known to a subset of the investots in the economy'

LMS\X/'s model is based on an economy with two types of investots: the ÍÍst type of

investor has only public infotmation regatding the stock's future payoff F,, while the

second type of investot has not only public information F, but can also observe G, based

upon private information and thus the second type of investot has a dcher information

set. Both type of investots statt with a cettain endowment based upon a pfopoftion of

stocks and the remaining amount in non-traded assets. Based upon the information

available to the investot, üade takes place to maximise expected utility ovef the next

period with the following:

E [- . -rwt+r I Or¡ ] Eq4-2
\ùØhere

l" the dsk avetsion parzmeter is set to 1

i is the i'h class of investors; eithet infotmed ot uninformed'

O,¡ is the information set present with the i'h investor at time t tegarding futute

stock payoffs.

a7 Readers can refer to the original paper by LMSW for more details on the model and the proof of the

equilibrium stock price equation.
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It is assumed in the model that all shocks to economy ate nofmâlly distributed with zero

meafi, constant vafiance such that the shocks are uncorelated' However

contempofâneous stock payoff and endowment afe correlated which ptovides investots

an incentive to ttade. r\.s the expectation of future payoffs from the dsky asset changes,

investors will ttade to maintain optimal potfolio holding in line with theit dsk

preferences. This tisk allocation ttading pfocess is also termed as a hedging trade'

However, investots that petceive to have pdvate infotmation will trade to obtain

maximum benefit from future payoff from the tisky asset and will enter into speculative

positions.

The teturn volume dynamics of stocks is based upon thÏee soufces' First, new

information ofl futute payoffs comes rnto the maÍket, and changes investots'

expectations on futufe payoffs. Infotmation' by dehnition is fandom and independent'

though the modei assumes that mafket participants leceive the information

simultaneously and the stock prices change to incorpotate this new infotmation

completely. This price change does not motivate âny trading activity, as all patticipants

agfee on the future payoffs. Impotantly, fetufns in the trvo periods afe uncoftelated'

Trades generated due speculative positions and portfolio tebalancing leads to serially

coruelated fetufns, and ate the other two soufces of the fetufn volume dynamics'

Speculative trades ate based upon investots' pdvate information held today, and are

designed to provide investors with highef fetufns in the next period when that private

infotmation is fully tevealed to the mafket' This implies a positive corelation in tetutns

as mafket incorporate the infotmation into pdces. Ttades due to portfolio rebalancing' ot

hedging, is not infotmation based, and occuts when a ttader may increase (ot dectease)

his stock holding by buying (ot selling) a poftion of his stock holding' This will be
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accomplished by increasing (or decreasing) the stock price to induce the opposite side of

the trade. Price changes without information is not in equilibdum, and must reverse L'ì.

the next period, resulting in a negative correlation of teturns. Both types of trade result in

i) corelated fetulns and ü) a poftion of stock holding that changes ownership.

LMSW ptoposition 2 shows that the next pedod expected return ftom the stock is given

by,

E [r,*r I tr tJ = 0r r, I u"zvr2 r, Eq4-3
Where

t, is the dollat return in time /
O(, and A'ate constants
v, is normalized volume at time I

'Ihis teturn volume dynamics can be observed ftom the coefficient of a2'If the ttades

are only speculative in nature Cf, should be positive, since retufrls are positive cortelated.

The level of speculation will be measured by the scaling factot v,. Howevet, if the ttades

are primanly to rebalance portfolio þedging), Ct, will be negative, and the scaled by v,.

Thus the level of ptiv ate 
'tnformation will be directly telated to the value of ctr.

LMSNø rest this model using stocks from the NYSE and ÅlvIEX. This chaptet tests this

model on Internet stocks listed on the NASDAQ ovet the pedod of dtamauc tise and

fall of rhe Internet equity market. Internet equities ptovides the oppottunity to with the

emergence of a new market with a limited trading history and difficulties associated with

conducting fundamental valuation of assets in such a mafket due to uncettainty of futute

prospects. In add.ition, this market had witnessed strong growth in 1998 to the fitst

quarter of 2000 (an increase in major Internet index of 600o/o in two years) as well as a

dramatic increase in IPOs of Internet stocks. Perhaps the most important asPect is that

this emerging equity market is based in one of the latgest and most efficient global czprtal
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markets. Howevef, aftet reaching its highest level on the 10'h Match 2000, thete was a

dtamatic fall in Internet equity pdces. -almost ^ 
ye^l and half latef, ofi the morning of 11'h

Septembet 2001, United States was attacked by tertorists which led to a four day market

closute. In a period of declining consumer confidence the events of September 11'r'

reinforced the despair. This chapter provides insight into investot behaviout during the

US Intemet equity market bubble.

Test of the influence of information asymmetly on dynamic fetufn volume telationship

for the Internet equities is based on the regfesslon:

fi,r+r = C0 + C1* tr,, I C2 * t',, * t,,, * Ê',,*t F,q4-4

fot each stock selected ovet vatious periods. Howevef, the above regression does not

ptovide information tegarding the level of speculation on a ßtm specific level' To extlact

id.iosynctatic component of the fetufn-volume telationship, residual from market index

model fot both fetufn and volume ate used. Following Lo and rùØang's (2000)

justification of using the market index model fot volume, the residuals ate used in

equation 4-4.

Various ptoxies fot infotmation asymmetry exist including matket capitalisation, length

of operation since initial public offering, bid-ask spteads ând ownetship of shares' This

chaptet uses mafket capitalisation and length of opetations since IPO to examine the

cross sectio nal variatton in the coefficient C2 over all the sample periods. Following

LMS\ø (2002) methodology, 
^verage 

mafket capitalisation is ordered in an ascending

order and individual companies ate ranked on an ordinal scale from 1 to 47 ovet each
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sample periodas. Similar procedure is used to obtâin the otdinal ranking for length of

operations since IPO.

4.3 Data and Descriptive Statistics

The sample consists of stocks tepresented on \ùZall Stteet Reseatch Network NISRN)

Index that trade on the N.A.SD,\Q. Daily closing pdces' trading volume, shates

outstanding, IPO dates, the N-ASDAQ composite Index and the Dow Jones Intetnet

Index values were obtained from Datastream. The sample pedod statts from the first

rrading day of 1998 to the last trading day in Novembet of 2002, and consists of 1235

ttading obserwations. This period consists of two sub-pedods of analysis: (i) formation of

the Internet price bubble Q"¿ January 1998 to 10'h March 2000), and (ü) collapse of the

Internet price bubble (13'h March 2000 to 29'h November 2002). The collapse of the

bubble is divided into ¡¡¿o further sub-samples: (i) pre-septembet 11'h ttagedy, and (ü)

post-September 1 1'h, 2001.

WSRN is a comprehensive Internet Index that categorises ftms into sub-indices

according to various business and services strucírre. Howevet, all ftms included in the

index are not chosen for analysis, as they may lack trading history or mây be telatively

illiquid over the pedod of analysis. Hence shates that do not have ttading history pfior to

2"ò Jantary 1998 ot had 5 of mofe non-tading days ovet the sample period' wete

excluded. The final sample consisted of 42 ftrms.

a8 A rank of I implies the lowest averag€ market capitalisation for that sample period, and 41 the

highest.
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Figure 4-1 Comparison of NASDAQ Composite Index and Dow Jones Internet Index - Values

and Returns

Figure 4-1 shows a compâdson between the NASDÄQ Composite Index and the Dow

Jones Internet Index. To estimate equation 4-4log feturnsae and log ttading volume5" is

used. Average market capitalisationsl is calculated over the period of analysis. Table 4-7

provides summaly statistics for the thtee vadables over the five sample periods'

o' ,,,r: ln (closing price¡,¡ + dividend¡,t) - ln (closing price¡,¡-1)
50 vi,,: ln(trading volume¡,¡) - ln(trading volume¡,¡-1)
st market capitalization : daily closing price x number of shares outstanding.
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Table 4-1 Descriptive Statistics

-Às noted by Ofek and Richardson (2001), Internet Ftms had compatable capitalisâúon to

non-irtternet firms whrle the trading volume wâs severâl times higher dispelling the lack

of Iiquidity in the Internet stock market. Avetage capitâlisation fot the Intetnet ftrms rvas

$10.652bil1ion over the four-year period. This conüasts with aî 
^vena'ge 

capitalisation of

ff16.794 billion after the market peaked till the events of September 11'h. Interestingly,

^verage 
market capitalisation post September 11'r' dropped dramattcally to $5.765 billion,

almost a third of the value in the ptevious pedod.
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4.4. Results and Discussion

The influence of combined matket and frm specif,rc factots on the fetufn volume

relationship ate discussed, followed by the effects of only firm specific factors on this

relationship. Finally the length of opetation as an alternate Proxy for information

asymmetfy is used to observe the combined factors and only fitm specific influence on

the tetutn volume telationshiP.

4.4.L Effects of Systematic and Unsystematic Factots on Retutn Volume

Dynamics

Table 4-2a presents the summary results ror all. the stocks over the whole sample period'

The results in Panel Ä do not suggest either dominance of speculative ftading ot hedging

on a statistically signifrcant basis. Interestingly, the low and high market capitalisation has,

oî 
^vef^ge, 

a posidve c2 coefîtcient whjle the medium gfoup has a negative avenge c2

coefficient, suggesting that more speculative ttading has taken place for the high and

small cap firms. Cross-sectional analysis results ftom Panel B show a non-significant

positive telationship between C2 and capitalisation ranking, and suggests that trading was

speculative forlatget stocks than for smallet stocks'

Table4-2alnformationAsymmettyResults_ovetallSample
of information asymmetry on the volume and return telationship.

ewholesampleisusedtopfoxyinformationasymmetf)r.Thesample
02.The relationship is measured from the regression:
* v¡,, * fi,, + eff( fi,r+l

Where:
r i,t is the daily return for stock i at time t

vi,r is the daily volume for stocks i at time t

Panel -d ieports the on e N{edium Ìvlarket cap'

and High market ca tlth. n $)' The number of

,r.g^ti.rã coefficients signi level are noted'
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panel B provides a cross-sectional analysis of information ¿symmetry over the whole sample, with the

following regtession:
C2i= a¡ + pi * ORDCÀP¡ + (¡

\"Øhere
ORDC'\P; is the ordinal reptesentation of each stock b1r market câpitalisâtiorì'

Panel A

Panel B

Variable cÍ p

c2 -0.00574 0.000346

t-Statistic -0.31643 0.460459

The pedod of dramatic market rise tesults, summarised in table 4-2b, shows all three

groups (low, medium and high market capitalisation) has an 
^vetage 

negalve C2

coefficient indicative of predominantly portfolio rebalancing ttades during the matket

increase. It should be noted that larget negative coefficient is associated with the large

group, whjle the medium group has the lowest negative mean C2 coefficient. This is

conflrmed with the cross sectional tesult in panel b though the results ate not statistically

signifrcant.

Table 4-2b Infotmation Asymmetry proxied by Market Capitalisation - Bubble Formation petiod

results

This table summarises the influence of information asymmetlT on the volume and return telationship.

Àverage Nlarket Capitalisation over the bubble formation is used to proxy information as)¡mmetry, The

sarnptã period is frorr- I /7 /7998 to 1O /3 /2000. The relationship is measured from the regression:

ri.r+l = C0, + C1i * t ¡,, * C2¡*' vt,t* ri,r + efrori.r+l

where:
r i,¡ is the daily return for stock i at time t

v¡,t is the daill'volume fot stocks i at time t

c0<0 c1< 0 c2 <0 I tcol > 1.64 Itcrl >1.64 Itczl > 1.64 Av. Cap

Low
n=13

%

-1.228-03

9

69.230769

0.030017

4

30.769231

0.002969

6

46.153846

0

0

.)

23.076923

1

7.6923077

436.4283

Medium
n=15

i//o

-4.348-04
8

].'.JJJJJJ

-0.00399

4

26.666667

-3.32F.-03

8

53.333333

0

0

5

33.333333

4

26.666667

2373.214

High
¡=13

o//o

3.30E-04

4

30.769231

0.002048

8

61.538462

0.00571

7

53.846154

0

0

2

15.384615

2

15.384675

30964.2
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Panel A reports the information asymmetq' effect on each group pow market cap, lvledium lvlarket cap,

and High marker câp). Average capitalisation for each group is provided (in million $). The number of
negative coefficients and the number of statistically significant pârameters at the 107o level ate noted'

Panel B provides a cross-sectional analysis of information asymmetry over the bubble fotmation period,

wrth the following regression:

\Jfhere
C2t=u¡+pi *oRDCAPT +(i

ORDCÀP¡ is the ordinal representation of each stock by market capitâlisation.

Panel À

Panel B

Variable ct p

C2 -0.0042 -0.00044

t-Statistic -0.14909 -0.38001

Market downturn sample pedods are surnmarised in Table 4-2c, 4-2d, and 4-2e. "lal¡le 4-

2c shorvs the pte September 11'r'episode results and post September 11'l'tesults ate

provided in Table 4-2d. Table 4-2e summarises the overall downtün period tesults. Pre-

Septembet L1th results, from Table 4-2c, tndicates that larger stocks are associated with

higher private information trading, while both the low and medium matket cap stocks âre

dominated by hedging trades. Post September L1'r'period results from Table 4-2d show a

reversâl of results from the earlier period with latger stocks associated with hedging

trades and small and medium cap stocks associated with speculative ttades, also shown

by cross sectional results that ate mote significant. The ovetall downturn pedod, a

combination of pre and post September 11'h, indicates that speculative tradrng is

dominant in large frms and this effect decteases monotonically over ftm size.

c0<0 c1< 0 c2 <0 Itco | > 1.64 Itcrl > 1.64 Itcz | > 1.64 Av. Cap

Low
n=13

2.518-03
1

7.69

0.05431

1

1.69

-0.00402

9

69.23

1

1.69

-)

23.08

2

75.39

478,800ó

Medium
n=15

4.608-03
0

0

0.049148

4

26.67

-2.638-02
7

46.67

7

46.61

2

13.33

3

20

2309.001

High
n=13

5.53E-03

0

0

0.018495

5

38.46

-0.00822

6

46.15

10

76.92

4

30.77

4

30.7

26162.01
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Information Asymmetry Results - Summary

The following tables .rl'mrn"ri... the influence of information asymmetry on the volume and return

relationship. Ãvt'ugt Nlarket Capitalisation is used to proxlr inform¿tion asymmetry' The relationship is

measured ftom the regression:

f i,r+r = COi + C1i * r ¡,, * C2i * v¡,t * f¡,t + erfori,r+l

\ñ{hete:
r ¡.t is the daily teturn for stock i at time t

v;,, is the dail1' vohrme for stocks i at time t

Panel Å reports the orì e t\Iedium N'{atket cap'

and High Àarket ca each n $)' The number of

,r"guti.rã coefhcients signi level ate noted'

panel B provides a cross-sectional analysis of information âs)¡mmetry, with the following regression:

C2i= ai + p; * oRDCÀPi + (i

\Vhere
oRDCÀP¡ is the ordinal representation of each stock b¡' market capitalisation'

Table 4-2c Information Asymmetry Results - Initial Bubble collapse period

The sample period is ftorr. 13 /3 12000 to 11 /9 12001.

Panel ,\

Panel B

c0<0 c1< 0 c2<0 Itcol >1.64 Itcrl >1.64 Itczl > 7.64 Av. Cap

Low
n=13

oh

,6.87E-03

13

100

0.044423

J

23.08

-0.01564

7

53.85

6

46.r5

4

30.17

0

0

430.5869

Medium
n=15

a/-/o

,6.74F.03

15

100

0.014242

6

40

-2.808-02
10

66.67

8

53.33

2

13.33

2

73.33

3294.01

High
fl=L3

%

5.268-03

13

100

-0.01765

8

6r.54

0.007578

5

38.46

5

38.46

-)

23.08

1

7.69

49626.73

\¡ariable U. g

C2 -0.0332 0.000968

t-Statistic -7.42065 0.998675
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Table 4-2d Infotmation Asymmetfy Results - Post-September 1lth, 2001

The sample period is ftorr- 77 / 9 / 2001. to 29 / t\ /2002'

Panel -d

Panel B

\¡ariable ú p

C2 0.052778 -0.00199

t-Statistic 1.7511.03 -1.59353

Ttble 4-2e Information Asymmetry Results - Bubble collapse Period

The sample period is frorn 13 /3 /2000 to 29 / 1'1 /2002'

Panel A

Panel B

\¡ariable et p

C2 -0.01309 0.000779

t-Statistic -0.64643 0.927684

The above results afe ir.ì.tefestiîg as they contfast the findings by LNISW Q002) for

stocks listed on AMEX and NYSE. The results show that small firm effect did not exist,

except during the post September 11'r'period.

c0<0 c1< 0 c2 <0 Itcol >1.64 Itcr | > 1.64 Itczl > 7.64 Av. Cap

Low
fl,=13

-7.1.58 -04

6

46.15

-0.02476
9

69.23

0.007047

5

38.46

0

0

-)

23.08

2

15.39

159.5616

Medium
n=15

-6.668-04
10

66.67

-0.04141

10

66.61

4.408-02
4

26.67

0

0

2

73.33

2

13.33

856.3655

High
n=13

-3.21F.-04

7

53.85

-0.01868

l
53.85

-0.02336

9

69.23

0

0

0

0

3

23.08

17424.31

c0<0 c1< 0 c2<0 Itco | > 1.64 Itcrl >1.64 Itczl > 7.64 Av. Cap

Low
n=13

o//o

-4.438-03
13

100

0.015901

7

53.85

-0.0069

7

53.85

6

46.75

4

30.77

1

7.69

361.5948

Medium
n=15

o//o

,3.648-03

14

93.33

-0.01838

7

46.67

4.998-03
10

(->6.67

J

20

2

1.3.33

-)

20

2300.187

High
n=13

%

,3.39E,-03

13

100

-0.01871

6

46.r5

0.011473

6

46.15

3

23.08

1

7.69

2

1.5.39

35082.17
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4.4.2 Effects of Firm Specific Factots on Retufn Volume Dynamics

Table 4-3a to 4-3e summadses the influence of firm specific factors on return volume

dynamics, orice market effects were removed. The results ate much and C2 coefficient is

highest for large stocks and decteases as market capitalisation decteases ovet the sample

of srocks. Table 3a shows that speculative behaviour is twice fot htghly capitalised films

compared to smaller firms in the ovetall sample period, and panel B confirms this tesult,

though the tesults are not signiFrcant at the 10% level.

Table 4-3 Firm Specifrc Information Asymmetty Results

The following tables below summarises the influence of informatior asymmetÐ' on the volume and return

relationship. Àrr.tug" À,Iarket Capitalisation is used to proxJ¡ information asymmetry. The relationship is

measured flrom the regression:
f i,r+l = C0¡ + C1¡* ri,t * C2¡+ v¡¡ * ¡¡., * efror¡,¡+¡

Where:
r i.r is the dail¡' rstu1. for stock i at time t

v;,¡ is the dai\'volume for stocks i at time t

Panel Ä reports the information as)¡mmetÐ' effect on each group (Low market cap, Nledium Nlarket cap,

and High marker cap). Àverage capitalisation for each group is provided (in million $). Th" number of
,r.gati.rã coefficientsãnd the ngmber of statisticall¡' signiflcant parameters at the 107o level ate noted.

Panel B provides a cross-sectional analysis of information as¡'mmetry, with the following regression:

\Wrere
c2i= u¡ + pi * ORDCAPi + (i

ORDCÅPi is the ordinal representation of each stock b1' market capitalisation.

Table 4-3a Fitm Specific Infotmation Asymmetfy Results - Overall Sample

The sample period is from 1' /7 / 7998 to 29 / 11 /2002.

Panel -d

c0<0 cl< 0 c2<0 Itco | > 1.64 l1¡¡l >1.64 Itczl > 7.64 Av. Cap

Low
n=73

n//o

-1.10E-04

9

69.23

-0.01307

8

61.54

0.01,7669

J

23.08

0

0

1

7.69

4

30.73

436.4283

Medium
n=15

o//o

9.18E-05

7

46.67

-0.05778
Í

t3.3J

1 79F.02
6

40

0

0

5

33.33

5

.t-).-)J

2373.21.4

High
fr=13

o/,

-1.19E-04

9

69.23

-0.04119

10

76.92

0.039779

4

30.77

0

0

1

7.69

3

23.08

30964.2
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Panel B

\rariable d a
t.]

c2 0.00792 0.000794

t-Statistic 0.410883 0.992715

Table 4-3b Fitm Specific Information Asymmetfy Results - Bubble Formation period

The sample period is frcrr. 1 l7 /1998 to 10 /3 /2000'

Panel À

Panel B

\¡ariable ca p

C2 0.010092 -0.00036

t-Stâtistic 0,351185 -0.30257

Table 4-3c Firm Specific Information Asymmetry Results - Initial Bubble collapse petiod

The sample period is t o^ ts /z /zo0o to 11, /9 /2001. The relationship is measured from the regression:

Panel À

Panel B

Variable cl
a
P

c2 0.017458 0.000982

t-Statistic 0.610838 0.828487

c0<0 c1< 0 c2<0 Itcol >1.64 Itcrl > 1.64 Itczl > 1.64 Av. Cap

Low
n=L3

%

1.11E-03

-)

23.08

0.03159

1

7.69

0.016419

8

67.54

0

0

7

7.69

.)

23.08

478.8006

Medium
n=15

n//o

1.628-03

2

13.33

0.01892

8

5-t.JJ

-9.278-03

7

46.67

2

l.).JJ

2

13.33

3

20

2309.001

High
î=13

%

1.86E,-03

2

15.39

-0.00322

6

46.15

0.002095

1

53.85

1

7.69

4

30.77

4

30.77

26162.01.

c0<0 c1< 0 c2<0 Itcol >1.64 I tcrl > 1.64 Itczl > 1.64 Av. Cap

Low
n=13

-3.438-03
n

84.62

-0.03472
B

61.54

0.02395

2

t5.39

2

15.39

2

15.39

t
7.69

430.5869

Medium
n=15

,2.56F.03

T3

86.67

-0.08573

12

80

2.86F-02
4

26.67

2

13.33

9

ó0

3

20

3294.07

High
n=13

-1..28E,03

11

84.625

-0.07299

11

84.62

0.06376

5

38.46

1

7.69

5

38.46

2

15.39

49626.73
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Table 4-3d Firm Specific Infotmation Asymmetry Results - Post-September 1lth, 2001

The sample period is fror¡ 1'7 I 9 /2001 to 29 / 71 / 2002.

Panel À

Panel B

Variable ct
o
P

c2 -0.00337 0.002671

t-Statistic -0.0852 1.625782

Table 4-3e Infotmation Asymmetry Results - Bubble Collapse Period

The sample period is from 1'3 /3 /2000 to 29 / 11 /2002. capitalisation.

Panel Å

Panel B

\¡ariable d n
P

C2 -0.00322 0.00246r

t-Statistic -0.1.4761 2.715537

Results in Panel A of Table 43b for the period associated with the fotmation of the

Internet bubble show that ttading in small caps is 8 times more speculative than latger.

stocks. Such trading behaviout is confrmed by a review of the cross section analysis tn

Panel B, where a negative relationship is revealed between market capitalisation anð' C2

c0<0 c1< 0 c2 <0 Itcol >1.64 Itcrl >1.64 Itczl > 1.64 Av. Cap

Low
n=73

1.30E-03

5

38.46

-0.3444

I
61.54

-0.00344

6

46.15

0

0

4

30.77

4

30.77

159.5616

Medium
n=15

2.208-04
10

66.67

-0.08792

13

86.67

6.688-02
4

26.67

1

6.67

4

26.67

4

26.61

85ó.3655

High
n=13

-4.068-04
I

61..53

-0.101

11

84.62

0.09256

5

38.46

0

0

5

38.46

5

38.46

17 424.31

c0<0 c1< 0 c2<0 Itcol >1.64 | 1¡11 > 1.64 Itczl > 7.64 Av. Cap

Low
¡=13

-r.428,03
11

84.62

-0.04918

11

84.62

0.020764

2

75.39

0

0

6

46.15

1

7.69

361.5948

Medium
n=15

-1.03E-03

11

I J.3J

0.08271

1.1

73.33

2.708-02
4

26.67

0

0

I
53.33

5

-t-).JJ

2300.187

High
n=13

-1.10E-03

12

92.31

0.08214

12

92.31

0.100906

2

15.39

0

0

8

67.54

5

38.46

35082.17
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coefficient. Results for the pedod following a' rrrarket downtutn ate ptovided in Panel A

of Table 4-3c and, shows ptedominantly speculative ttading âcfoss all firm sizes' Ctoss

sectional analysis in Panel B conftm this tesult. Post Septembet 11'h mafket activity in

smaller firms is dominated by potfolio tebalancing, while trading in latget firms is on the

basis of pdvate information. Combined tesults in Panel B of Table 4-3e fot the two sub

periods show a statistically significant at 10o/o level of speculative trading in latger stocks'

and contradicts LMSW's (2002) results ftom AME'X and NYSE"

The effect of frm specific information âsymmetfy on fetufn volume telationship

contrasts those of the combined market and firm factors, in that, ttading in Intetnet

equity was dominated by speculative behaviour dudng the dse and fall of the market'

4.4.3 Alternative Definition for Information Asymmetry

If valuation of Internet firms was constrained due to the telative short history for the

industry, is there a d.ifference in investots' trading behaviour on the basis of operational

history?

Table 4-4 ctoss Sectional Results fot Informational Asymmetry

This table provides the cross sectional results for the influence

and return'autocorrelaúon relationship ovet the five sub samples

n asymmetry. Panel Å provides the res

fir- ,p..ifi. relations-hip over the same sample periods. The cross sectional

the following regression:

C2i= u¡+ p¡ * ORDLEN¡ + (r

\Vhere
oRDLENiistlreordinalreptesentationoftimesincelPofoteachstock.
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Panel A

Panel B

SamÞle Variable Coefficient t-Statistic

All
1/1/1ee8 -2e/11,/2002

er,

p

0.00792

0.000794

0.410883

0.992715

Bubble Formaúon
1/1/1ee8 -10/3/2000

ct

p

0.01387

-0.00054

0.48337

-0.45409

Inirial Collapse

13/3/2ooo - 11/el2oo1

ü,

ap

0.009487

0.001362

0.33466

1.158046

Post September 11tl'

1,7 /e / 2001 - 2e / 11 / 2002

ct

p
-0.00051

0.002534

0.01271

1.536852

Post Bubble Collapse

13/3/2000 -29/71/2002

ü,

g
-0.0003

0.002322

-0.01351

2.535528

The results in Table 4-4 provtde only the ctoss sectional analysis fot the effect of

combined market and firm factors on the return volume relationship in Panel A and only

firm factot influence in Panel B. Positive B coefhcients in Panel A show that [tms with

longet trading history do not have lower infotmation asymmetly, except dunng the initial

pedod of the market downturn. In fact, ttading based on Private information increases

with the length of trading histor/, though none of the tesults ate statistically signific^Írt 
^t

the 1.0o/o level. After removing the matket effects, the results ate statistically signifrc^nta:t

the 10% level after a downturn in market conditions. Panel B tepotts that dudng the

bubble formation period length of ttading history reduced infotmation asymmetry.

Sample Vatiable Coefficient t-Statistic

Àll
1/1/1ee8 -2e/1112002

ú
o
P

-0.01781

0.000921

-0.99934

1.245963

Bubble Fotmation

1/r/1ee8-10/3/2000
d
g

-0.02521

0.000557

-0.89655

0.477342

Initial Collapse

13/3/2ooo - Í/el2oo1,
d,

o
P

-0.00359

-0.00044

-0.1.522

-0.45096

Post September 11tl'

17 /e/2001 -2e/11/2002

ct

Þ
P

-0.01641

0.001302

-0.53455

1.022408

Post Bubble Collapse

13/3l2ooo -2e/r1/2002

ct

ø
P

-0.00ó01

0.000442

-0.29465

0.522534
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However, during the othet sample periods, the levei of investors' speculative ttading

behaviour was related to the maturity of the fitm'

4.5. Conclusion

This chapter examined the influence of infotmation asymmetrT on tetufn volume

dynamics for the Internet equity matket for firms listed on the NÀSDAQ' Two diffetent

proxies for information asymmetry are used: matket capitalisation and length of trading

history of z firm. The teturn volume relationship is examined in the ftamework of

LN{SW Q0O2) that focuses on return autocorrelation and associated ttading volume. The

simple model suggests that public information produces white noise in returns and does

not have accompanying high ttading volume due to lack of disagteement on the

information content. However, trading due to either portfolio tebalancing ot private

information generate considerable high volumes. The difference lies in the return

autocotrelation between the two types of ttading behaviour' Hedging trades, of portfolio

rebalancing, induce negative autocorrelation in teturns while teturns due to trades based

on private infotmation tend to continue and hence ptoduce positively autocortelated

fetufns

This chapter conftibutes to the existing literatute in several ways. First, LIUSW use fttms

listed on the NYSE and AMEX, and this chaptet extends their model to apply to stocks

listed on the NASDAQ, specifrcally frms that genetate a signifrcant pottion of their

reverì.ues from the Intetnet related business. Second, this study investigates the retutn

volume dynamics in the formation and collapse of a ptice bubble in a developed capital

matket.
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The tesults of this study conttadict that obsewed by LMSìØ Q002) fot the US matket

where information asymmetfy has a negative relationship ofl speculative ttading

behaviour. Trad.ing in Intemet equity is found to be ptedominantly speculative in fitms

with high mafket capitâlisâtion and with a longet trading history. These tesults are similar

to those by Gdshchenko, Litov and Mei Q002) for the Russian and othet emerging

mafkets, except that they attribute the level of speculative Úading behaviour to poof

co{pofate govetnance and a legal environment that may flot pfotect minority shareholdet

rights. These conditions do not exist in the US, ând the level of speculation may instead

be atlibuted to momentum behaviour by tetail investots, an issue that needs to be

investigated furthet.
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Chapter 5: Breakdown of Lineaf and Non-Linear Price-
Volume Relationship Within the Intefnet Equity Market

Synopsis

This chaptet investigates the existence and stability of lineat and non-linear stock

price-volume relationship for US Internet stocks dudng periods of higher price

volatility. Daily closing prices and tading volume on 46Intetnet stocks traded on

the NASDAQ are used, ovef diffetent sub-samples tanging ftom 1993 to 7999,

to ptovide empirical evidence in this regatds. Testing for a lineat causal price-

volume relationship is conducted using a bivariate gfaîger model, enhanced to

account fot conditional heteroskedasticity and long run cointegrative

relationships. Results reveal intetemporal instability of telationship between the

two matket vadables. This bteakdown could possibly be explained due to

fundamentai changes in the informational content contained within pdces and

trading volume, andf or changes in ttading behaviot. The tesults in this chaptet

show that while the causal relationship during lower pdce volatility period

conform to pdor studies, a breakdown in the relationship takes place during

pedods of higher pdce vadability. Àdditionally, non-lineat causality tests on the

trvo vadables, price and volume, also provide futther suppoft fot changes in

ttading behaviot.
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5.1. Inttoduction

The objective of this chapter is to provide evidence of change in both linear and non-

ynex pdce-volume telationships for Internet stocks dudng periods of high volatility.

E,stablishing linear causal telationships using past pfices and volume data can provide

insight rnto the structure of the markets, since this telationship is based on the tate of

infotmation flows into the market and its dissemination amongst traders. Nonlinear

causal relationship between price and volume can ptovide additional insight into matket

microstructure and trad.ing behaviour of the market patticipants. The anaiysis in this

chapter contributes to the existing body of knowledge in its obsewation of lineat and

non-lineat price volume telationship fot an emerging equity mafket as part of a

developed c pit^lmarket. -Also this chaptet is able to show that this telationship changes

dudng periods of higher pdce volatiJity.

The next section details past research conducted and non-lineat telationship between

price and volume.

5.2. Overview of Literature

Detailed discussion on the theory and evidence with tegards to lineat and non-lineat

pdce-volume relationship is descdbed in Chapter 2. A bÅef overview is ptesented hete

below
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As presented in Chap ter 2, theoretical literature on price volume relationship ptovides

several reasons fot the causality. The Mixtute of Distribution Hypothesis implies that

trading volume shows the level of disagreement on the infotmation regarding the

underþing assets and the level of price tevision. Hence, the higher the level of

disagreement orì the corect valuation of the traded asset, the gteatet will be the price

difference and will result in higher volume of assets traded. Sequential infotmation atrival

(SIA) model proposes that new information flows from one tradet to the next in a

sequential manner. As the information flows ftom one ttadet to the next, a new

equilibrium of pdce and volume is reached, until the news is dissipated to the whole

market. At this time a frnal equilibdum is teached. However, this model ptoposes a bi-

d.itectional causal relationship between absolute pdce and trading volume. De Long et al

(1990) provides a model where noise traders induce temporary mispticing of the

securities over the shott tun that is cottected, or should be, ovef a longet fun, as markets

tend towards fundamental valuation. This tesults in a causal telation that runs ftom

volume to price. Lakonishok and Smidt (1939) also demonsttated how tax and non-tax

reasons could induce a price volume causal telation, where the curtent volume is affected

by past price changes.

Empirical evidence on linear price-volume telationships for equity and derivative markets

has documented Granger causality in at least s¡1s ditection. I(atpoff (1937) has provided

a survey on the eady work conducted in theoretical and empfuical aspects of the price-

volume relationship. Howevef, pdor teseatch work on US equity has been conducted on

industdes that have considerable history fot a more ptecise valuation. Some tesearch has

also been conducted on futures and derivative markets [see Rutledge (1984), Tauchen

and Pitts (1983), Rogalski (1973), Najand and Yung (1991), Bessemindet and Seguin
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(1993) and Fung and Patterson (1999)]. A. summary of research conducted in the

following thtee distinct areas, ând the associated results are presented in Chaptet 2:

1. Linear Pdce Volume Relationship in the US equity Matkets

2. Linear Pdce Volume Relationship io the US fututes markets

3. Linear Price Volume telationship in Emetging Markets

A mis-specified model will lead to spurious results. Hence, if the change in one variable is

not completely offset by the othet vatiable in question, lineat causality testing will fail to

detect such asymmetric relationships and in fact this relationship may even be termed as

random. This outcome may be in part due to failure to model nonlinear relationship

between the variables. Nonlinearities could exist due to the fact that adjustments of

deviations ftom equilibdum values may not be propottionate (Savit, 1988) due to

asymmetric trading cost structure, the presence and the actions of noise ttadets in the

market and due to the market microsttuctute (Abhyankar, 1998). A small number of

teseatch has looked at the non-linear causal telationship between price and volume and

have conseflsus on the bi-directional relationship that is described tn Chapter 2.

A.lthough hneat and non-linear price-volume causal relationship can teveal dynamics of

the market, most studies, except Sillvapulle and Choi (2000), have consideted matket

behaviour during "normal" conditions. Research in this chaptet conftibutes to existing

literature by considedng non-normal matket conditions, both in terms of ttading

behaviour and the assets being traded.
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5.3. Development of HYPothesis

Research on price and volume telationship fot NASDÂQ-trâded Internet comPâtues

since thei-r IPO date until December 7999, requires analysis of the matket in terms of the

traders and the assets they trade. The following discussion details both aspects:

De Long, Sheifer, Summers and Waldmann (1990) note that positive feedback investots

may induce rational speculators to move in the same ditection. Irrational speculative

traders are trend chasers: they buy when ptices go up and sell when prices decrease. This

trading mechanism may also explain the lagged correlation in pdces. Prospect theory

(I(ahneman and Tversky, 1,979) describes individuals maximising an S-shaped value

funcúon, and shows the dsk averse natute of individuals. The phenomena of maximising

the S-shaped value function leads to nonlineatities of trading behaviour whete changes in

ttading volume when prices decrease âre not syfiìmetric to that when pdces rise.

Overconfidence by investors and overestimation of their belief of the future may also

lead them to ftansact (either buy or sell). If investots do not interpret the information

corectly or believe they have information about the future when the infotmation may

eithet be obsolete, incorrect or non-existent, it would tesult in undet-petfotmance of the

individual's portfolio before adjusting fot transaction costs. Once again such behaviout

by furational agents would introduce nonlinearities in the price and volume telationship.

However, it is impotant to mention that the analysis presented in this chapter is not to

establish if asset pticing is influenced by behavioutal aspects, but rather to establish the

existence of lineat and nonlinear pdce volume telationships, the direction of causality and

its intertemporal telationship stability during volatile mafket conditions.
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Internet equities is a new market segment with limited trading history and difficulties

associated with conducting fundamental valuation of assets in such a mâfket due to

uncertainty of future pfosPects. In addition, this matket has witnessed stfong gtowth in

1998-99 (an increase rn majot Internet index of 50070) as well as a dtamatic inctease in

IpOs of Internet stocks52. Perhaps the most impottant aspect is that this emetging equity

market is based in one of the largest and most efficient global capttal markets, though it

iacks the liquidity that is seen for stocks listed on the NYSE53. Therefote investot

behaviour in the US Internet equity market is of intetest, as the trading strategies used

may be consideted speculative to an extent'

5.4. Data and MethodologY

The data consists of dady closing prices and traded volumesa of all the NASDÂQ-traded

Internet stocks listed on the maior Intetnet indicesss that have an IPO date eatlier than L"

January 1998. The dara sedes start from 30 trading days aftet the day these stocks were

listed on the exchangetn and are adjusted for stock splits. The choice of stocks ftom

majot Internet indices was taken since indices are developed to fepresent the

characteristics of a market, but may be biased towatds a patticular aspect of a markets?.

The selection of stocks from more than one Intetnet Index should not only remove this

selection bias, but also give 
^ 

mol:e accvreLte teptesentation of the Intetnet matket.

52 The sample size is limited due to recent emergenÇe of this sector
,, i"tJä"thors have noted that the trading volume reported on the NASDAQ are inflated by an order

of2.
'o The data was obtained from Yahoo.com
s5 These indices include CNN Internet Index, Street.com Internet index, Dow Internet Index and

NASDAQ Intemet Index.
iu It hu, bìen noted that the IPO of a stock follows an initial period of abnormally high volatility.
s7 The index may have different deflrnitions for market representation.
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Testing the two primary hypotheses lies rn obseruing each stock's pdce-volume

telationship and the change of this relationship under specific market conditions. The

choice of sub samples will then be detetmined on the basis of the hypothesis under

review. It is also important to note that while tesearch in this chapter focuses on

information flow into the market and trading behaviour of the matket participants, it

does not evaluate the fundamental valuation of the assets. The work in this chaptet

focuses on changing matket conditions (changes in market volatility is used as a proxy)

and presents an oppoftunity to study changes in trading behaviouts and pattefns'

Comparisons of the causal pdce-volume telationship of the assets undet teview and that

with existing research on US equity stocks, each stock is tested over its entire tjme sedes'

One should note that for US equities, past reseatch conciuded predominantly uni-

directional causality from pdce to volume.

The Internet stock market due to its tecent emei:gence, uncertain future prospects'

smaller size and lowet liquidity than stocks that are ttaded on the NYSE (and AME$,

should d.isplay a relatronship that runs ftom ttading volume to price. Hiemstra and Jones

have noted that prices have a causal effect on volume though this relationship has been

opposite for the smaller markets such as l(orea (Sillvapulle and Choi (2000)) and for four

of the six latin Ametican markets (Saatcioglu and Statks (1998)) whete volume changes

lead price changes. Thus the fitst hypothesis states that the Intetnet equities should not

display the telationships obsewed for the more developed and liquid stocks listed on the

NySE (and ÀMEX) and should display both linear and nonlinear causal relationship

predominantly ftom ttading volume to pdce pef se. Ttading volume leading pdce may be

atftibuted to either lower liquidity andf ot speculative participants active in the Internet

matket.
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The second hypothesis, which is also an extension of the ftst hypothesis, is that price

volume causal relationships should change ftom a low price volatility pedod to an initial

high price volatility period in the same direction. Based on Delong et al' (1990)

afgument, as markets start following a ttend' exttapolative speculatots jump on the

bandwagon, to increase their wealth. This also induces the tational speculatot to follow

the actions of the feedback investorsss, and thus dtive prices further away from

fundamental values and incteases the volatility in the market. However, as stock prices

start to move away from fundamental valuation, infotmed ttadets would be moving out

of the market. This ptofit taking might pfompt a herd like behaviour causing the

uninformed traders to follow. Obserwing the pdce-volume telationship during periods of

higher ptice volatility c n test this hypothesis'

To test the first part of the hypothesis, Granger causality ftom price to volume should

not be consistent amongst all the stocks. In fact some stocks should display changes in

causal rlirection. This change in causality could be due to new information tegarding

tevised expectations on company's futute, and changes in market's ttading behaviout'

Since this chapter's research is only interested in information flow and resulting ttading

acuvity based upon the market and not individual stocks, it is necessary that tests on

comtnon time petiods fot all stocks should be conducted'

The second aspect of the hypothesis, where uninformed matket participants start to

follow the informed tradets would translate to a higher number of stocks displaying

causality nrnning ftom price to volume. Comparison of causal telationships during low

sB The rational speculator acts in such a manner even though he knows that he is not trading on prices

close to the fundamental value.
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market volatility and higher market volatitity cân provide evidence to test this aspect of

the second hypothesis.

If ailzLtge number of speculators are preseflt in the Internet market, then stocks that IPO

during highet market ftading pedod should display similar price volume behaviour, as

obserued for Internet stocks that have had ionget ttading history. Ftankel and Ftoot

(1988) f,rnd that participants expect similar pdce changes fot similar securities over a

short horizon. They also show that ovet a longet horizon the prices should mean revert.

If uninformed tradets dominate market ttading during higher volatility periods, due to

their lack of information should have no preference on asset they choose to invest in,

and hence the causality relationship should be similar to stocks that have a longet history.

To test this, data fot 8 firms that had IPO dates aftet the 1" August 1'997, or iust at the

onset of market volatiJity, are used. Their telationship in the eatliet and latet pedod of

highet market activity is observed, and compated to the other 38 stocks during the same

pedod.

Å third aspect of speculative ttading is based on the leverage effect of the shates due to

markets trading conditions. It has been obsewed that equities display asymmetries in

volatility depending on the market upturns and downtutns. Good news in the market is

translated inro lower volatility, while bad news is followed with higher volatility. A's

equity prices increase, the value of equity increases and this represents loweted financial

leverage and hence lowet risk for the equity. This asymmetdc equity price volatility due

to market movements should also be present for Internet equities though to a lesset

extent. Although fundamental valuation fot Internet equities is difficult, asset risk should

decrease with increased pdces. Flowever, as participants in the market observe rising

pdces, feedback trading would encourage trading in the direction of matket movements.
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Further, as equity prices inctease beyond the fundamental value (ot what maybe

considered fundamental value by infotmed tadets), the risk of ttadets may increase as

well. This implies that the asymmetry in volatility is not only fot good news versus bad

news but also when market pârticipants feel that assets may be overvalued. Asymmetry in

leverage between various market conditions is tested by obserwing changes in the

leverage effect dudng low market volatility pedod (this period is termed LowVol) and

higher market volatility pedodss' (this pedod is termed HighVol)'

In this research four sample pedods ate used to test various hypotheses in tetms of

establishing the existence of causality, its direction and changes over various matket

conditions. Since the hypothesis involves observing the pdce-volume relationship for

the market since inception, as well as to see the relatronship change when pdces increase

rapidly in this market, the time series is divided into sub samples that are employed to

observe intertempotal stability. The sub-samples are defined as A//, Common, L,owVol and

HþhVol. A//0" covers the period ftom 30 days aftet the IPO date of each stock till the 3'd

December 1999 for each asset, and shows individual chatactetistics of each stock

selected in this reseatch. Common is the cofrìrnon sample period for all stocks61, ftom 1"

August 7997 to 3'd Decemb er 1.999 and helps deterrnine how stocks that make up the

Internet technology sector62 behave over the same time period. -dnalysis over this period

will display comtnon market ttends. Time petiod Common is composed of two sub-

samples I-,owVo/ and HigbVol. I-nwVol is the initial pedod of Common and shows the

comrnon behaviout of the market, during pedods of low volatility, wh)le HighVol is the

'o Ther" periods will be defined in the next section.
uo Note that the períod Alt for each asset will be of varying length of time.
6r Except for 8 firms with IPO dates after l't August 1997,
ut Th".e stocks cover the Internet technology sector by capitalisation.
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remaining sample period of Comrnon, and shows market('3 behaviout during periods of

hrgh pdce increases in the Internet market. The sub-samples ate obtained thtough

gnaphic l observation of the N,A.SDAQ price seties and confÍmed using Chow tests on

the N-A.SDAQ index. The same break points are also obserwed using the Internet indices.

Since the time seties for both pdce and volume are log notmally distributed, the natutal

logarithm of the data is used. It can be shown, thtough pteliminary desctiptive statistics,

that the series are leptokurtic in natute, which may be due to volatility persistence in

financial time series. Q-test results show that the price and volume time series are not

stationary at level up to 20 lags. This non-stationarity in the two variables is observed in

most financial time series. However, the first difference of the series appears stationary.

Both the series are differenced using logarithmic differencest'4.

Test for short rrrn relationships between two series is conducted using a Vector

Autoregression (VAR) speciFrcation (Engle and Granger (1987)) of the first difference of

prices, P, (^P, is p) and volume V, (^V, is v) for each stock while Dum, is the holiday

dummyou. The generic V.ÀR model is expressed as follows:

P,= >
l=r I=1

.r,= i v, e,,+ i Xrvrr * Dum, t U*,, Eq. 5-1b
t=t l=l

Where or, and y, are the lag coefficient terms of price and or, and 1, are the lag coefficient

tetms of volume.

Testing for Granger causaliry of one variable to anothet is conducted thtough the joint

test of signiFrcance for or and y. If <o is significant it teveals that the changes in volume

63 It is important to note that analysis is conducted over each stock, rather than the market index.
6a Each series is differenced as ln(X¡lX¡ ¡)
6s If the previous day were a non-trading day, this variable would be assigned a value l, and 0

otherwise.
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causes changes in price, while a significant y shows that changes in price Granger causes

changes in volume. The appropnatelaglength /is obtained by seatching for the optimal

Akaike (1974) Information criterion over various intervals up to 20 lags. The results

indicate that a lag of 5 fot both series provides the optimal ÂIC.

Hence, equations 1a and 1b look as follows:
5

l=l

Y,P,,+ ) Xr v,_r t Dum, * Uu,, Eq.5-2b
l=l

The joint test of significance for co, - to, and 1, - y, ptovides evidence of existence and the

direction.

Horvever, it has been noted that when two seties show Gtanger causality they also have a

long run equilibrium relationship, The two seties would be integrated to form a

cointegtating equation:

_(t
P, - PV,

where p, is the price time seties and v, is the volume time series and B is the coefhcient of
cointegtation.

The vectot error corîection is then given as:

P, = F, (P,, - Þt,,) f €,,, E'q' 5-3a

V, = F, (p, , - Þt,, ) f €r,, Eq. 5-3b

Where V, P,, v' pr and p ate defined âs eatlief, while p, and ¡q are the speed of
adjustment to the long tun equilibrium relationship for each variable.

The existence of cointegration is checked using the Johansen's cointegtation test (1'991',

1995). If the existence of the trvo seties to have a long run equilibrium telationship wete

vedfied, it would be important to rnclude the cointegrating equation in the VAR. The

VAR equations in the presence of effor corecting equation is as follows

+P,c[

l=l
5

I=l

F.q.5-2a
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P, = þr (P,, - þt,,) I a P, + F,q.6-4a
l=l

5

5

I=l
5

v, = [ùz þ,r- F",J * I YrP,-r * Eq.6-4b
I=1 l=I

Whete p, and þ are the coefficients of the VEC for pdce and volume respectively.

Non-inclusion of the VEC in the VA.R will lead to spurious results in testing of Granget

causality amongst variabies. However Happapis, Pittis and Ptodromidis (1999) show that

in the everìt of omitting of an impottant variable strongly affect the infetences on

causâlity and cointegtation results.

The existence of conditional volatiJity in financial dme seties needs to be accounted in

the VAR equation to remove any spurious results from the causality testing procedures.

Àn ARCH LM testing procedure was used to confirm the existence of conditional

volatiJity in residuals. This test is run as an auxiliary tegression for up to 20 lags on the

squared residuals. On detection of conditional volatiJity, an EGARCH (1,1) formulation

is used with a conditional varnnce specified with an exponential component to ptovide

us with a leverage effect. The Exponential GARCH (1,1) model is able to ptovide

evidence of whether the increases and decteases in the market resulted in asymmetric

shocks to volatility in both variables Q'[elson 1991). The EGÀRCH (1'1) model is given

ctL

5

Eq.6-5a
l=l l=l

,{nd the conditional vâriance of P, is given as:

tog(o'n,)=t*t1log(op,,1)*uabs[(un,,,fopi)-',lz/n] +0[un,,,/or,,,)tr'q'6-6a

Whete:

on,, is the conditional variance estimate at time t based orì past conditional

volatiJity,

P, +
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t is the mean vafiance, 0 is the levetage effect and u is the asymmetfy of this

effect.

If 0 is non-negative it implies that there is a levetage effect pfesent in the change of the

pdce equatron.

Similady fot the change in volume equation we have:
55

y,=trLz(p,,-Þt,,-ô)+ ) y,p,'+ ) Xrv,-r tDum,*Uu,,
i=l I=l

Eq.5-5b

And the conditional variance of Vt is given as:

Log(o2..,) = t * llog(o.,.,) * u abs[ ( U,,,,/ 6*.,,¡ - ^lZ/n] + 0 [tJ',,,/ o*,,,] E'q' 5-6b

The existence of Non-Lineat Causality between the price and volume time series is

possible as descdbed in the previous sectiofl, and the traditional Linear Gtanget causality

testing method is neither designed fot nor does it detect nonlinearities' Back and Btock

(1.gg2) presented a nonparametric statistical method for uncovedng Non-Linear Causality

berween two time sefies, which was late¡ modified by Hiemstta and Jones (1994)' The

modiFred Back and Brock method can detect weak temporal dependence between two

sefies, and is used to provide evidence of nonlinear causality between them'

Consider two strictly stationary and weakly dependent time series {\X/,} and {V,} ' Denote

the m-length lead vectof of \ù(/, u" W",' and the L,,, - length and L,- - length lag vectors of

'W, and Y,as ¡4¡ llr,,,und V i'-^ t ,p.ctively' Hence:

Wu,' = 1lX/r,'s(/,*r,...,.,W,*,, 1 m= 7,2,...''t= 7r2,.""'

¡4ti'|r,,,= 0W,r-o,,Wtr-rv+1, ""',W.t Lw= 1'2'"" ' t=Lwt1'Lw!_2'"""

Vi,_^, = ütr.,,V¡_r."+rr.....rV,, Lv = 7,2,...., t= Lvf 1,Lvi2,.'....

For a given value of m, Lv and Lw 2 1 and fot e)0, {V,} does not gfangef cause {!Ø,}

if:
p.{ llW':' -W'"'ll <"1 llwi'1,," -W1l',,,,11<', llv:'-,,, -V','-^ ll'"} =

pr{ ll W'," -W','ll <.1 llw:':,,,,-W:':',,, ll<.} E'q'5-7

'Where Pt {.} is the ptobability and I l.l I " the maximum norm'
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The LHS of equation 5-7 is a conditionai ptobability that t'wo atbitrary length m lead

vectofs of {W,} ate within a distance of e from each othet given that the coresponding

lag vectors of each Lw lag vectof of {W,} and Lv lag vectot of {V,} ate within a distance

e of each othet. The RHS is a conditional ptobabitity that two arbitrary length m lead

vectofs of {r)Ø,} ate within a distance of e fuom each othet given that the corresponding

lag vectots of Lw lag vectot of {W,} are within a distance e of ezch other' Undet the null

hypothesis {v,} does not nonline arly Gnnget cause {w,}. That is, if the lag vector of

{V,} has no significant impact on the conditional probability in the LHS, then it does not

nonlineatly Granger cause {\7,}. The conditionalprobabilities in the above equation can

be reptesented by ioint ptobabilities as follows:

LHSoftheequationcanbeexpresseo",ffiandLHSisexptessedas

C3(m*Lw,e) .-- \---' 2 tor givenvalues ofm, Lw,Lv ) 1 and e > 0'
C4 ( Lw, e)

Where C, (m + L\ø, Lv, e), C, ( Lw, Ly, e),C, (m * Lw, e) and Co ( Lw, e) ate correlation

integral estimators of the ioint probability described above and it can be shown that6ó the

statlstlc:

{"{ Cl (m + LW, Lv, e) C3 (m+ Lw, e)
) - N(0, ot (^,Lw, Lv, e)).

C2(Lw,Ly, e) C4 ( Lw, e)

Hiemstra and Jones (1994) show that the eslmator is robust to nulsance pafametefs

when applied to the residuals of a VAR model. This methodology is also shown to have

good finite sampie size and powef ptoperties for a vadety of lineat and nonlineat

Gtanget causal relationshiP s.

uu The detail, and calculations can be seen in Hiemstra and Jones (1994).
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The aim of these causality-testing ptocedures is to describe the market conditions overall

and during pedods of rapid price changes. To this end, each stock is analysed on the

overall sample periodr'7, and also dudng sub-samples('8 which were obtained eatlier.

5.5. Results and Discussion

This section discusses the pteliminary descriptive tesults, followed by results ftom lineat

and non-lineâr granger causality tests.

The sample for this study consists of 46 fums. 38 of these have IPO dates earliet than

rhe l" August 7997.The remaining 8 stocks have IPO dates at least 30 days eatlier than

7" January 1.9986e. The samples and sub-samples ate defined as follows:

Ouerall: is the overall sample. The time series statt 30 trading days after the stock IPOs till

the 3'd of December 1999. This sample set provides an opportunity to study the

chatactetistics of each stock.

Common: is the common sample for all the stocks and is composed of two sub-samples

LnwVol and HighVol. The sâmple Common ptovides an opportunity to study each stock

dudng pedods of low volatiìity in the market (LnwVolS and period of high price increases

in the Internet market (Highvol.

67 The overall sample size may be different for each stock, as it starts from the day the stock was listed

till 3'd Decemb er 1999.
68 The subsamples are of uniform size for all stocks.
6e These 8 stocks are USWB, RNWK, SPLN, TCMS, NSOL, CNCX, ATHM, QWST'
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I-,owVol: This sample time sedes is the petiod of low volatility in the market and 38 stocks

with this sample period will provide us the opportunity to study the chatacteristics and

price-volume relationship during this pedod. Eight firms with late IPO dates ate of

shorter and unequal time series. Howevet, these B firms also undergo the same testing

ptocedute.

HighVol: This sample time series is common fot all46 stocks dudng high price incteases

in the Internet mârket.

5.5.1. Descriptive Statistics

Descriptive statistics ate provided for the stocks over the whole sample and for the sub

sample periods in Table A-1, whìle summary of the descriptive statistics is provided in

Table 5-1 Á, survey of the mean pdce change of the stocks in various sample periods

shows that almost 70o/o of the stocks (32 of 46 stocks) hada highet mean pdce change

dudng HighVo/ over l-,awVol, indicattng stock ptices increased mote tapidly @ighet daily

rerurns) rn HighVol (the period of h,rghet market volatiliry). Â. tapid inctease in stock

pdces may imply that the market participants ate revising their futute expectation of the

stock very quickly andf or ate using shott-tetm trading stlâtegies.

Volume change, instead, provides the market with the level of disagteement among

traders on the correct valuation of the asset. Ä high volume change shows higher level of

disagreement. More than half the stocks Q4 of 46 stocks) showed that volume change

decreased ftom L.owVol to Highvnl. 77 of the 22 stocks that showed that mean volume
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change increased fuom L,owVo/ to HighVol also showed pdce incteases during the same

period.

Ä mote significant finding of the desctþtive statistics is that the standard deviation of

pdce for all stocks showed an increase ftom l-,owVo/ to HiþVod while all but Frve firms

showed decreased volume volatility frorr' L,owVo/ to HiþVol. The first result is consistent

with the fact that the breakpoints wete chosen cotrectly and that HþhVo/ does indeed

shorv higher price volatiJity. The second result could imply either more homogenous

expectations by the matket andf or extrapolative behaviout (as can be seen by the first

results where more than half the stocks showed decreased changes in volume) and hence

decreased volatility as well. Below is a list of firms used and their ticker symbols.

ÀDBE
ÀÀ,ITD
ANfZN
.A,OL

ÀTHNI
ÅXNT
BE,AS

BRCNI

B\¡SN
CHKP
CKFR
CIE,N

CLKS
CN,IGI

CNCX
CNET
CONTS

CS

CSCO

CTXS

CYCH
CYI-K
DCLK
DRI\¡
E,BÀY
E,GRP

ELCO
ELNK
ENTU

ÀDOBE SYSTE,NIS INC E,PÀY

ÀNIE,RITfu\DE HLDG CP GNE,T

ÀNIÀZON.COÀ,I INC HLTH
Àmerica Online INKT

@Home INSP

¡\ccent Optical Technologies ISSX

BE,A. SYSTEÀ{S INTU
BROÅDCOÀ,I ,,\' IT!øO
BRO,\D\¡ISION INC LCOS

CHECKPOINTSOFT\VARE NL\CR

CHE,CKFREE CORP ù,IE,RQ

CIENÀ NTBK
CLICK2LEÀRN NSOL
CNIGI INC NTÀP
Crochet Netwo¡k Coaster Exchange OÀIKT
CNET NE,T\VOzu<S INC OTEX
3COÀ'I CP PÀIR
Computer Systems Inc. QCONI
Cisco S¡'s¡sms QWST
CITRIX SYSTE,NIS RN\{IK
CyberCash, Inc. RSÀS

CYI-INK SÀPE

DOUBLECLICK SF,\
DIGIT,\I zu\T,R SONE

Ebay SPLN

E Group SPYG

ELCOIVI INTL. SUNW
E,ÀRTHLINK INC S\'À,IC

F.NTRUST TERN

BOTTONILINE TECH.DE,L. TFSNI

GNET.com TNICS

\VEBN,ID TSG

INKTONII US\\ts
INFOSPÀCE \E,RT
INE,T.SCTY.SYS. \4GN
INTUIT INC \/OCL
12 TECHNOLOGIES \/RSN
Lycos Inc. YHOO
Nlacromedia Inc.

llercurl, Interactive Corp.

NETBÅNK
NUCLE,AR SOLUTIONS
NET\VORK APPLIÀNCE
Open \,Iarket
Open Text
Pair Netrvorks

QU,\LCON,L\I INC

Q\VST Communications

Real Netwoks
RSÀ SECURITY INC
Sapient

SCIENTIFIC ÀTLANTÀ
51 CORPORÂTION
SPORTSLINE.COIvI
SpyGlass Inc.
SUN N,IICROSYS INC
S)'mantec

TE,RÀYON CONIN,I.SYS.

24/7 NIEDT,\,

TICKETÀL\STER CL.B

SABRE HLDGS CORP

US Web
\/E,RTIC,\LNET
\¡IGNETTE,
\/OCÀLTEC
\.ERISIGN
YÀHOO INC
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Table 5-L: Summary of. Descrþtive Statistics
The table below provid., u ,o--rry oi descnptive statistics for the sample of f,rms over each sample penod. The sample periods are described as:

Oaerall: is the overall sample. The time series start 30 trading days after the stock IPOs till the 3'd of December 1999'

Common: is the common sample for all the stocks a¡rd is composed of two sub-samLples l-nwVol md HþhVol.

I-nwVol: Period of low volatiligv in the market. 8 late IPO stocks âre of shorter unequal time series.

HþVoLThis sample tirne series is common for all 46 stocks during high price increases in the Internet market'

Retarns are calculated as the log difference of the closing price on a da:ly basis-

)Volane is calculated as the log difference of the dail,v trading volume.

Firms are also categoris ed as: A// - consists of all fums in thasample; Pre98 - consists of fums wrth IPO dates pre-98; 98 - consists of firms that had IPO dates during 1999;

and 99 - consists of f,rms with IPO dates during 1999.

PRE98 98

(Returns)
PRE98

lavol'.'-"
sdAr-r PRE98

lAvolume
sshn

JVolume
s9þr 9898 PRE98 98

-0.0003

0.0ó39

0.259r
8.7253

-0.0001 -0.0029 -0.002

0.6200 0.ó530 0.672

0.3340 0.4087 0.318

6.7197 6.4856 9.795

35.95

37.66
1.32

4.66

27.46

26.57

t.34
4.69

40.29

41..29

1.26

4.62

-0.0006

0.069ó

0.1233

13.9326

-0.0007

0.078ó

-Q.1.731

25.4259

61.04.4

4295.8
5.3

67.9

8388.3

5482.7

5.4

74.1

2191.

211.9.

4

-0.001.2

0.6248

0.3345
7.1287

83.1 2142.2

2064.6

5.5

65.3

109

1 0.45

6

6321..7

3762.8

4.6

+6.+

2317

221

40

31.58

32.57

1.39

5.20

26.59

24.51

1.30

4.82

34.55

36.37
1.50

5.62

-0.0039

0.0719

-0.0047
1.2.51,71

-0.0036
0.0663

0.2680
1.311.1.

21.92.5

1.925.2

5.6

65.8

-0.0014
0.5973
0.2852

4.5479

-0.0015

0.5900

0.281.3

4.31.71.

79

50.81 -0.0040
0.0813

-0.5499
233300

-0.0061

5.62

8610.0

+662.1.

4.1

37.4

-0.0014
0.6251.

0.3801

4.5484

0.ó48

0.27I
1.

7 J.

39.97

24.93

0.73

3.46

51.56

40.1.3

0.95
4.01

6127.1.

3689.0

4.1

36.5

2833

41.4.1

8115.3

4602.1

3.8

31.2

-0.0015 -0.0002

0.541.4 0.5897

0.2839 0.4031

3.9677 4.3928

87

90

1

48.09

34.72

0.83
3.10

-0.0065
0.0739

0.0r70
7.4656

-0.00ó1
0.0681

0.1.944

6.1.554

-0.0070 -0
0.0829 0

-0.3506 0

10.5610 5

.26

2248.2

t752.4
4.6

46.7

-0.0010
0.5553

0.3040

4.2670

-0.001
0.61

6562.1.

3416.8
4.0

34.6

5

2.1

0.001

0.21

1.1.I7

3.91

0.38
2.28

10.09

3.47

0.29

2.1.5

73.47

4.48

0.52
2.58

-0.0007
0.0676

0.0189
11.005ó

0.071

0.375

5.401

-0.0018

0.641.5

0.2489

4.561.6

-0.0007
0.0ó31

0.3403

6.8209

-0.0004
0.0761

-0.ó15ó
20.1818

9222.0
4331..4

J.ö

32.5

21.23.6

1810.7

4.7

42.1.

1700.

1 -0.0017 -0.0030

0.6399 0.6636

0.2480 0.360ó

4.3790 4.4598 3.

OveraII
NIean

Std. Dev.
Skewness

Kurtosis
Comtnon
NIean

Std. Dev.
Skewness

Kurtosis
Low VoI
Nfean

Std. Dev.
Skewness

Kurtosis
High VoI
NIean

Std. Dev.
Skewness

Ku¡tosis
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The Return-Volume Relationship for Emerging lvlarkets - Anall'sis of the Intetnet Technolog¡' Bul>ble in

the United States

A review of the Jarque-Bera test on the stocks dudng sub-samples shows that all but 5

stocks are flot normally distributed in ptices, while 30 stocks show non-notmality in

terms of volume distdbution. Also all stocks display excess kuttosis for both ptice and

volume in all sub-samples. This may indicate the ptesence of conditional volatjlty in the

time series and does indicate that conditional volatility needs to be investigated and if

present needs to be accounted for.

Dicky Fuller testing procedure is employed to test for unit roots. Âlthough not teported

here, it was noted that the ovetall sample and the sub-samples for each stock (í.e. All,

Common, L.owVol, Highvol) weïe not stationary on levels. Howevet, the fitst diffetence of

both vadables resulted in a stationary series. This shows that the time seties for both

pdce and volume may be integrated at I(1) and may have a long tun cointegrative

relatronship that needs to be accounted fot.

5.5.2. Stationatity and Cointegfative Nature of Ptice and Volume Series

The cointegrative nature of the price and volume series over the whole data set and the

sub-sample pedods is provided in Table 5-2. Evidence of change in the cointegtative

results ftom lower pdce volatility pedods to higher pdce volatility pedods is also shown

in the same table. These results i-ply, to some extent, the breakdown of a long tun

causality relationship between pdce and volume, during periods of high activity.
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Table 5-2: Cointegration and ARCH effect
The following table prãvides summarised results for Johansen's cointegrating test (1991, 1995) and ARCH

LlvI for each firm. The evidence of cointegration between the two series is given as Q) else QÑ) for each

sample period.

The sample periods are described as:

Ouerall: is the overall sample. The time series start 30 trading days after the stock IPOs till 1þ¿ I'rd 6f

December 1999.

comnton: is the common sample for all the stocks and is composed of two sub-samples l¿wvol a¡d

HighVol.
I nwVol: period of low volatility in the market. 8 late IPO stocks are of shortet unequal time series.

HighVol: This sample ti-. s"ri.s is common for ùl 46 stocks duting high price increases in the Internet

market.

The price and volume series would be integrated to form a cointegrating equation:

P, = Þv,
*h".. p, is the price time series and v, is the volume time series and B is the coefficient of cointegration'

The vector etror correction is then given as:

P¡ = Fr (p, r - Þv,-r) * er,, Eq' 5-3a

\/r = Þz þ, r - pv,-¡) * ez,t Eq' 5-3b

\x/here vr, pr, vr, pt and p are defined as eadier, while pr and pz are the speed of adiustment to the long run

equilibrium relationship for each variable.

Tire existence of cointÀgration is checked using theJohânsen's cointegration test (1991, 1995)'

ÀRCH Lr\f testing pro.-.d.rr" was used to conhtm Le existence of conditional volatility in residuals.

COINTEGR'\TI ON ARCH

Stock Obs. All Common I-nwVo/ Vol A// Common LnwVol HiphVol

¡\DBE 2508 Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y

r\IvlTD 694 Y Y N Y Y Y Y

¡\NIZN 643 Y Y Y N Y Y Y

ÀoL 1948 Y Y Y N Y Y Y

,\,f tIN{ 604 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

AXN'I' 911 N N Y Y Y N N

BVSN 869 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

CTIKP 8(r5 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

CKFIì 1 055 Y Y Y Y Y Y

CN,IGI 1423 Y Y Y N Y Y Y

CNCX 589 Y Y Y N Y Y Y Y

CNI]T 859 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

COIVIS 2508 Y N N Y Y Y Y Y

CS 2508 N N Y Y Y Y Y

CTXS 1005 Y Y Y Y Y Y

CYCTI 958 N N N Y Y Y Y

I,iGITP 831 Y N N Y Y Y Y Y

EI,NK 722 Y N Y N Y Y Y Y

GNE'I. 649 Y Y N Y Y Y Y

IIITBC 1 081 N Y Y Y Y Y N

IN'I'U 1649 Y Y N Y Y Y Y

LCOS 921 Y N N Y Y Y Y

N,Ir\Clì. 1 509 Y Y Y Y Y N Y

MErìQ 1528 Y Y N Y Y Y Y Y

NTSPG 938 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Syed Akbar Zant¡,ùL t20 University of Adelaide



COINTE,GRATION ARCH

Stock Obs. All Common I-,owVol Vol Al/ Common I-,owVol HishVo/

Nti't'A 1795 Y Y N Y Y Y Y Y

NN 2450 Y N Y Y Y Y Y Y

NSOL 550 Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y

NTr\P 101ó Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

oMK'l' 890 N Y Y Y Y Y

PAIII 1511 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

PSIX 1 160 Y N Y Y Y Y Y

QCOh,T 2013 Y N N Y Y Y Y Y

()ws'l 616 N N N N Y Y Y N

RN\IK 510 N N Y Y Y Y Y

lìS¡\S 1255 Y N N N Y Y

SI] 944 N N Y Y Y Y Y

SI.1\ 2508 Y Y N Y Y N Y Y

SONTJ 890 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

SPI,N 515 N N Y Y N N Y Y

SPYG 1120 Y Y Y Y Y Y N

SUNW 2508 Y Y N Y Y Y Y Y

'TCI\,IS 526 N N Y N Y Y Y Y

'I'SG 793 Y Y N Y Y Y

US\Ø] 501 Y Y Y Y Y Y

YIIOO 919 Y Y Y Y Y Y

The Return-Volume Relationship for Emerging Markets - Analysis of the Intemet Technology Bubble in

the United States

The residuals from Vector A.utoregression and Vector Erot Corection ate checked for

conditional heteroskedasticity. The existence of persistent volatility is noted fot most

stocks and in almost all sample and sub-sample pedods, a result that is consistent with

past finding for financial time series. To account fot this petsistence in volatiJity, an

Exponential Genetalized Autoregressive Conditional heteroskedastic (EGARCH(I'1))

implementation (Hiemstra and Jones (1994) and Moosa and Silvapulle (2000)) is applied

in the VAR or VEC model, if evidence of petsistence of conditional hetetoskedasticity ot

long-run relationships ate found.

Further, volatility filteted residuals from a VAR (or a VE'C if the two series wete

cointegrated) are used to test for non-lineat granget causal telationships between the two

variables. The results from the mod.ifred Back and Btock (1,992) nonparametric test fot

nonlinear causality wete performed with Lw = Lv upto 8 lags, e=1'0 (however values of
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the United States

0.5 and 1.,5 were also used and provided the same results) and m=1' The tesults ate

summafised by noting the signifrcance of tejection of the null hypothesis for each lag

length?".

5.5.3. Linear and Nonlineaf causal Relationship between Retufns Per Se and

Volume

Table 5-3 presents the Linear Granger causality test results for each sample period. While

table 5-5 presents the results fot non-lineat causality tests. Table 5-4 shows the levetage

effect for the shares for each sub-sample. The direction of causality for the 46 Internet

equities is compared rvith previously obsewed results for uS equity.

Table S-3: y2 test results fot Returns and Volume Gtanger Causality telationship.
The table belo,i, ptovides results from the Granger Causaliry testing for each firm over each sample period'

The sample periods are described as:

Ouerall: is the overall sample. The time series start 30 trading dalr5 2¡¡". the stock IPOs till the 3'd of

Decembet 1999.

common: is the common sample for all the stocks and is composed of two sub-samples LnwVol and

HigbVo/.
LnwVol:period of lowvolatility in the market. 8late IPO stocks ate of shorter unequal time series'

HigltVol: This sample ti-. ,eri., is common fot a,X, 46 stocks during high price increases in the Intetnet

market.
Retarn¡ are calculated as the log difference of the closing price on a dail¡' basis'

)volune is calculated as rhe log difference of the daily trading volume.

Significance level from the test is provided as supetscript for each fìrm'

Stock obs A/t Comøoa I-,owVo/ Hi!,h Vol

Retutn AYolume Return AVolume Retutn AVolume Return AVolume

,\DBE 2508 1028.83, 13.171 208.15' 6.1.i 0.85 7.1.1 80.85, 74.951

AìVITD 694 383.16, 10.13, 361.93' 8.05 131.92, 7.06 1.91.04' 3.34

ÀNIZN 643 275.73' 5.71 204.53, 5.64 97.94, 3.2C 723.06, 11,.661

AOL 1948 460.70' 72.36t 114.70, 1.95 69.11., 5.ór 45.03' 0.63

ATHN,I 604 242.76^ 7.41 242.16' 1.41 774.57' 2.8c, 83.62^ 9.91,

70 Each result is summarised by providing a significance level for the lowest lag to the highest lag' E'g'

orrty un .,a,, implies a significanf at l% for all lag length. A "b, a10,,0" implies the test statistics for the

.hoie. lag lenlth is signifrcant at So/olevel, and grows weaker for longer lag lengths.
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' Signifrcart at 10o/o
b Signihcantat5o/o

^ Signifìcatt at 1o/o

Stock ob.ç A/t Common I-,owVol Hiph Vol

Retutn AYolume Retutn AVolume Retum AVolume Return AVolume

,\XNT 917 297.81' 5.31 297 .49, 5.51 0.62 1.1C 4.66, 0.68

B\¡SN 869 233.7r, 1 1.98 I 242.10' 6.43 192.75, 7.41 75.93' 72.38r

CHKP 865 358.67, 6.64 216.57' 5.r4 152.42, 4.02 127.77, 2.82

CKFR 1055 494.07, 2.1( J53,)Z' 2.63 779.85' 2.01 120.54' 4.34

CI\IGI 7423 292.02, 12.741 163.99, 6.7t 76.55, 3.0( 44.24^ 6.31

CNCX 589 142.88, 11.46t 142.88, 11.461 85.64, 2.2( 81.67, 11.491

CNET 859 309.77' 72.52r 199.32, 8.31 1r9.52, 5.6t 78.66, 4.0i

CONIS 2508 986.94' 16.53, 239.47' 9.74, 90.73, 5.8t 745.60, 10.71'

CS 2508 795.22, 77.47' 395.55, 6.8C 239.I0, 10.05, 1.31.7r, 4.r3

CTXS 1005 475.44^ 20.58' 1.92.31, 15.17, 776.21, 13.47t 85.68, 13.23,

CYCH 958 561.58 ' 9.37, 415.46, 6.rl 18t.21 , 4.34 223.64' 3.55

E,GRP 831 34r.99, 3.95 269.05' 3.43, 728.07' 5.18 727.12, 7.01

ELNK 722 214.79, 10.45 777.00, 7.2, 81 .78, 9.2( 101.49' 3.4(

GNET 649 95.47' 24.97 ^ 90.92, 31.10' 27.54, r7 .ll, 711.7 4, 5.9r

HRBC 1081 521..99, 19.76, 302.85, 9.1( 773.89 
^

1.2.11.1 1.09 0.83

INTU 1649 720.91' 9.70, r85.7t, 9.52, t37.75, 6.7 ( 58.47, 3.9t

LCOS 927 251.61' 2.95 793.98, 1.88 90.03' 2.2t 119.61, 1.0i

À,L\CR 1 509 492.10' 79.94' 182.19' 4.39 1 .1C 0.88 87.54, 3.34

N,IERQ 7528 264.41 , 2.1.4 727.52' 6.45 0.82 1.5C 54.31 , 18.3ó ,

NISPG 938 226.40, 5.4( 214.59, 4.7C 716.77, 8.7C 106.56' 5.08

NET,\ 1795 357.85, 6.92 328.54' 7.21 104.30' 6.01 188.19' 8.8C

NN 2450 910.59, 9.79' 291.91^ 4.5't 1.1,9.35, -). /: 212.73' 4.21

NSOL 550 129.85' tz.l6t 1.29.85, 12.761 0.6( 1.21 93.84' 9.0?

NTAP 101 6 792.31 , 6.28 11.1.67, 10.01, 44.t8, 4.rt 64.06' 16.34,

oÀ,[<T 890 433.46' 7.88 358.40' 4.2( 128.43, 3.0i 195.97 ^
7.4t

PÅIR 1571 692.05' 13.79t 432.94, 4.04 196.35, 2.0( 223.47, 2.6f

PSIX 1160 476.73' 7.4t 213.88, 1.61 124.05, 2.5(. 88.50' 6.49

QCONI 2073 7 43.41.' 6.54 31.6.32' 1.12 792.86, 1.7 ( 124.96, 7.34

Q\VST 616 134.05, 4.2c, 134.05' 4.29 79.1.2, 3.59 1.0( o.7t

RN\X/K 510 179.26, 7.92 779.26' 1.93 58.6ó, 7.19 712.20' 6.39

RSÀS 1255 579.45, 8.4f 268.77' 6.35 168.29, 10.85, 69.90, 2.73

SE, 944 38r.92, 22.94, 307.62, 14.04t 71,.50' 1(r.09 741.16, 15.84,

SF,{ 2508 976.23, 8.7t 0.33 0.42 749.23' 4.6C 97.78, 5.9C

SONE 890 197.49' 5.5t 756.06, a1/ 93.56' 3.65 76.19, 5.44

SPLN 515 1..4( 0.75 1.46 0.7: 57.74" 4.51 779.90' 7.3(

SPYG 1720 828.45, 71.42r 555.75, 5.5t 217.99 ^ 3.43. r.lt 0.9ç

SUN\V 2508 778.98' 1.0.14, 120.60, 9.63' 89.58, 5.92 43.90, 3.81

TCÀ,iS 526 717.83' 5.61 11.7.83, 5.61 17.77, 4.8( 91.78 ' 5.38

TSG 793 190.85, 4.61 780.27' 1.28 67.41 3.24 1.77.99, 3.13

US\Xts 501 767.25' 20.37, 767.25, 2037, 77.07, 4.9( 108.10' 19.11.,

YHOO 919 331.79 ^ 2.4c, 1,78.54' 1.55 r13.82, 3.8C 75.52, 3.lC
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5.5.3.1 Linear Granger CausalitY

The results ftom Table 5-3 show that all but one stock displays a stfong volume to price

linear causality. Of the 45 stocks that display linear causahty, 23 display bi-ditectional

causality, wbjle 22 display unidirectional causality ftom volume to pdce' It is impotânt to

note that the causality from volume to pdce is very sttong compared to that in the

reverse direction. This result is inconsistent with the obserwed relationship fot the US

Index and individual equities as explored by most othet researchets (see I(atpofÍ,7987)'

However, these results are consistent for matkets that are smaller in size (and liquidity)

and ate emetging in natute.

A. similar patterfl is observed for the late IPO stocks with 7 of the B stocks showed

atleast unidirectional causality from volume to price (3 with bi-directional causality)'

Àlthough 22 of the 38 stocks retain their direction of causality, 14 stocks that displayed

bi-directional causality change to unidirectional causal telationship ftom volume to price

during the overall petiod of increased market activity (l-nwVol¡. This implies that during

market activity volume changes results in price changes in most cases, though as market

volatility incteases it effects volume.

5.5.3.2. Non-lineat Gtanget Causality

The results ftom non-linear causality show that the ovetall sample pedod shows that

70yo (32 of 46) of the srocks display causality in at least one direction. Of the32 stocks

that displa y ^fly 
non-linear relationship, most of the causality (87 'SYo) is either bi-

directional or ftom volume to ptice, a tesults similar to the lineat causality tests'

However, of the 38 firms with eadier IPO dates, 20 rctatned theit ditection of causality,
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with a large ptopottion of stocks Q1 of 32) displaying volume leading pdces and anothet

5 showing bi-ditectional causality.

The signifrcance of causality funning primadly ftom volume to price lends suppoft to the

iow liquidity in this mafket ând to the fact that thete seems to be high level of

heterogeneity amongst the traders on the infotmational content (or lack of it) in the

mafket place.

Table 5-5: Non-Linear Causality results
The table below ptovides results from thã Non-linear Causality testing for each hrm over each sample

period. The sample periods ate described as:

Ouera/l: is the overall sample. The time series start 30 trading days after the stock IPOs till the 3*l of

Decembet 1999.

Common: is the common sample for all the stocks and is composed of two sub-samples l-.owVol a¡d

HþVo/.
I_,owVol:period of low volatility in the market. 8 late IPO stocks are of shotter unequal time series.

U;ghVot, This sample ti-. ..ri.s is common for all, 46 stocks during high price increases in the Internet

market.
Retarn¡are calculated as the log difference ofthe closing pdce on a daily basis.

Àvolane is calculated as rhe log difference of the daily trading volume.

Significance level from the test is provided as superscript for each firm.

Stock obs All Common I-.owVo/ Hitl¡ Vol

Return AVolume Retutn AVolume Retutn AVolume Retutn AVolume

ADBE 2508 a, 0,0 0 À tc 0 0,c,0 0 b.c,0 0

,\À,{TD 694 b,a 0 L 0 0 b,c,0 0 0

ÀNIZN 643 a a,b,c a,a,b a, arb 0 0 b 0,c'0

AOL 1948 c,0,0 0 a,b,0 c/0 0 0 0 b, c,0

,\THNI 604 c. 0. c/b 0 c, 0, c/b 0 0 0 0 0

,LXNT 911 b, c,0 0,c,0 0 0 0 0 0,a,b c.0,0

BVSN 869 a c,0,0 0 b,0,0 c,0,c 0,c,0 c,b,0 0

CHKP 865 a 0,c,a a,ar0 0 0. b/0. 0 0,0,c c.0,c 0

CKFR 1055
^

0,c/a,a a. a/ c,0 0 0 0,0/c,cl0 c 0

CIVTGI 1423 c,b,a 0 b. c/a, c 0 0 0 0,c,0 arcr0

CNCX 589 0 0,b,c 0 0,b,c 0 0 0 0

CNET 859 0 0 0 0 0, b/a, 0 0 0 c,0,0

CONfS 2508 L,^,C 0 0 0. b/c, 0 0 0 0 0,c,0

CS 2508 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,c,0

CTXS 1005 af c,0,0 0 c. 0/c. 0 0 J, c/b. c/h 0 a/c. ?. 0 c/b, a/b, A

CYCH 958 ^/b
alb,b/c 0 c 0 0, b/c, 0 0 0

EGRP 831 0.c.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ELNK 722 0 0 0 0 c,b 0 0 0

GNET 649 0 c/b, 0, 0 0 c/b, 0, 0 0 0 0 0

HRBC 1081 0 0 a, c/0. c/0 0 0 c 0 0.0/c,b/a
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at l0o/o Signrficant at 570 a Significant at 1olo {) indicates that the tesults were notc

signihcant at 10o/o ot less.

Testing changes in relationship during altered market behaviour shows that less than

50Yo Ql of 46) of stocks changed linear plice-volume causality telationship fuom I-nwVol

to HigbVol. However, the results show two aspects of the change in the telationship. The

first is that Fttms that do show changed lineat causality ate ftom pdce to volume'

Secondly, more rhan 50o/o of the stocks that do show changed relationship (11 of 21

stocks) ate from either volume dominance, or no relationship, to a bi-ditectional

causality. This is interesting, in that, thete seems to be â price lead that is mote evident

tha¡ avolume lead dudng the overall periods, Nonlineat causal testing shows that 18 of

38 stocks show changes in causal telationship. Similar to the tesults observed fot linear

telationship , 11 of the 18 stocks show a price lead'

Hixh VolI-,owVolCommonobs A//Stock
AVolumeAVolume RetutnAVolume RetutnAVolume RetutnRetuÍr

00 0 a,0,0
^

001649 0INTU
0 00 0a a,0, 0L 0,0,cLCOS 927
0 00 0 0a1 0À,L\CR 1 509

B/. 00 0 0a,l¡ I c, 00 0À'IE,RQ 1528
c.b/c.0/a0 00 00 a938

^
IVISPG

00 00 00,0,c a, a/b,b/cr795 0, c/T>, aNET,\
00 0,cf0,c0 b/ c, c/ 0,0a/c,o,o 0, b/c, 02450 zNN

0 a/b,b/c,A0 00 0, c/0, 00, c/0, 0550 0NSOL
0 00 0

^ ^
c.a.a a,blc,bla1016NTAP

0 00 0c, c/0, 0 00 0, c, b,0OIvIKT 890
0,a,a 00 01 0a 0PÀIR 757r

a/c. 0. 0 0 00 00 01 160 0PSIX
0c/0.ï¡ / c, c 00 0c,0,0 02073

^QCOtvI
00 00 00 b/c, 0, 0616 b/c, 0, 0QWST
00 0 00 00510 0RN\VK

0 00 00 00. b. b/c 0RSAS 1255
0 0,c,00 00 00 0SE, 944
0 0a/b. 0. 0 0 0a, a/0,0a 0,c,0/cSFA 2508

00 00 00 0890 0SONE
00 00 00 0515 0SPLN
00 0n.b/a.ï¡/c 0 001720 0SPYG

0 00 0a,c,0 02. a,0SUNW 2508
0 00 0a.c/0,0 0a.c/0,0 0TCNIS 526
0 00 0 000 0TSG 793
0 00,c,0 00 00 0USWB 501
0 00 0a,a,b 0a. a/ c,o 0YHOO 919
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Readers should keep in mind that coiftnon breakpoints for all stocks were not chosen on

the basis of individual trading charactetistics of each ftm, tather, by observing genetal

market conditions and changes. It could i-ply that some stocks are still in the theit low

volatility pedod while most of the market is in the highet volatility pedod, and hence

evidence of causal relationship changes may get diluted. However, these tesults indicate

that two interesting aspects of the market. Firstly, it seems that dudng higher activity

periods, liquidity has increased and that changes in prices has an impact on trading

volume though not as strong as in the reverse direction. Since highet a-vera;ge volume

changes shows that there is higher disagreement on fundamental asset valuation. This

pedod may indicate changes in ttading sttategies displayed by rational speculators, who

may be in the process of joining the extrapolative speculative ttaders. Secondly, once the

volatility effect is taken into consideration, by using volatiJity-filteted tesiduals fot

nonlinear causality testing, thete is no further dynamic relationship that exists.

5.5.4. Performance of New Stocks during Volatile Period

If speculators who do not have much fundamental knowledge of the assets are dominant

in the Internet market, their prefetence for trading in a particulat stock should be market

driven (i.e. extrapolative). Hence, if stocks that IPO in higher matket activity period

display market ttading behaviour similat to those stocks that have had longet trading

periods, it may i-ply that the market is dominated by uninformed traders andf or

exttapolatrve trading behaviour.

Seven of the eight late IPO stocks also displayed strong lineat causality running ftom

volume to price changes. Of these thtee firms show causality irr reverse direction as well.
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Similar results âre observed for non-linear causality where seven of the ftms show no

causality at all. This shows that stocks in the market, including those without substantial

ttading histo{, followed similar causal telatronship. This again points to the fact thzt

most of the trading strategies pursued in the Internet equity market may not have been

based on fundamental valuations, but rather, due to mârket hype and "get rich quick"

strategles

5.5.5. Levetage Effect

Finally the levetage effect is obserwed fot all stocks, It is interesting to note that 41 stocks

@f 46 stocks) show leverage effect in the ovetall sample. The numbet of stocks that

display the leverage effect duting higher volatility period drops to 33 stocks. Though the

number decreases, the magnitude of the jump coefFrcient is high, indicating a highet level

of asymmetry dudng pedods of higher pdce volatility. This tesult becomes mote

enhanced when compadng leverage effect between LnwVol and HighVol. 24 stocks

display leverage effect i¡ I-,owVo/ period compared to only 12 n HiþVol. Ä.dditionally

the magnitude of levetage effect is greater h LnwVol than HighVol period.

These results are interesting, in that, the period of lorver pdce variabiJity (and highet

volume volatility), may be due to new infotmation that enters the market and the

heterogeneous processing of this infotmation by the ttaders. In patt, this higher leverage

effect in terms of magnitude and also in terms of the number of stocks displaying this

effect lends suppoft to the strong volume to letufn causality. However, dudng higher

price vadability (and lowet volume variabiJiry), the asymmetry has decteased. This tesult

is attributed in part to lower dsk botne by ttadets due to prices having moved up (32 of
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46 stocks had increased mean values). Incteased wealth of the market patticipants leads

to loweted leverage effects.

Table 5-4: EGARCH tesults of the Levetage effects (t')
The table below provides results from the Non-linear Causality testing for each firm over each sample

period. The sample periods are described as:

TJuerall: is the overall sample. The time series start 30 trading days after the stock iPOs till the 3'd of
December 1999.

Common: is the common sample for all the stocks ¿nd is composed of two sub-samples LowVol a¡d

HþVol.
Lowvot: Period of low volatiìiÐ' in the market. 8 late IPO stocks ate of shortet unequal time series.

HighVol: This sample time series is common îor all 46 stocks during high price increases in the Internet

market.
Retarn¡ are calculated as the log difference of the closing price on a daiþ basis.

)Volune is calculated as the log difference of the daily ttading volume.

Signifrcance level from the test is provided as superscrþt for each htm.

Stock Obseryations Ail Common L,awVo/ Hi.qhVo/

ÀDBE 2508 -0.055^ -0.097 ^ -0.090 b

AN,ITD 694 -0.035 0.040 -0.096 -0.010

ÀlvIZN 643 0.945 " -0.058. -0.029 -0.110 b

ÀoL 1948 -0.049 ^ -0.079. -o.t62b -0.101 .

ATHNI 604 -0.064b -0.064 -0.178^ -0.052

ÀXNT 911 -0.092^ -0.093 b

BVSN 869 -0.043 b -0.046 b -0.111^ -0.136

CHKP 865 -0.087 ^ 0.078 b -0.073 -0.159 ^

CKFR 1055 -0.060 ^ -0.058 b -0.096 ^ -0.090.

CÀ,IGI 7423 -0.043 ^ -0.081b -0.107 b -0.0ó4

CNCX 589 -0.083 ^ -0.083 ^ -0.119 ^ -0.058

CNET 859 -0.062^ -0.088 b -0.137 ^ -0.09

CON,IS 2508 -0.084 " -0.702b 0.141b -0.068

CS 2508 -0.052^ -0.024 -0.084 -0.060

CTXS 1005 -0.073" -0.085 -0.064 -0.049

CYCH 958 -0.061b -0.069. -0.076 -0.079

EGRP 831 -0.013 -0.023 -0.156 b 0.020

ELNK 122 -0.097 ^ -0.112^ -0.207^ -0.030

GNET 649 0.016 0.028 0.091 -0.028

HRBC 1081 -0.099 " -0.086 ^ -0.287^

INTU 1649 -0.039 ^ -0.029 -0.113 ^ -0.040

I,COS 927 -0.080 ^ -0.133 ^ -0.203" -0.066 ^

À,L\CR 1509 -0.050 ^ -0.078 b -0.158 b

IVIERQ 7528 -0.087 ^ -0.045 -0.032 -0.091

N{SPG 938 -0.063 n -0.076 b -0.034 -0.060

NET,\ 1795 -0.090 ^ -0.092^ -0.110 b -0.103 b

NN 2450 -0.0ó6 ^ -0.047. -0.104 -0.008

NSOL 550 -0.057 b -0.057 b -0.080.

NTAP 101ó -0.077 " -0.110 -0.038 -0.087

OÀ,IKT 890 -0.054r, -0.068 b -0.155 b 0.030

PÀIR 7571 -0.075 " -0.110 ^ -0.728" -0.108b

PSIX 1160 -0.056 " -0.055 b -0.111b -0.065

QCOA,I 20I3 -0.050 " -0.054 -0.127t' -0.039
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Significant t 10o/o

Srgnificant at 570

Signihcant at 170

a blank space indicates that due to lack of ÀRCH effect, the EGÀRCH model was not
emplo¡,ed for that stock during the specific s¿rmple period.

5.6. Conclusion

The emetgence and rise of the 'dot com' phenomena has provided opportunity to

examine ttading behaviour of matkets whete stock valuation is difficult, and substantial

trading history is not available. Ptice-volume causal telationships ptovides us with the

ability to garn insight into trading sttategies and the efftciency of this emetging matket.

The sample consists of daily pdce volume data of stocks from fe'uv of the renor.vned

Internet Indices followed in the market place. The stocks ate tested for unit roots,

cointegtatron and ARCH effects. The vadables, ptice and volume, for all stocks were

non-station ^ry 
at levels and their first diffetence was staúonary. Most stocks, in all

sample periods displayed long run telationships between pdce and volume variables, as

well as, conditional volatility. Ptice and volume models for establishing Gtanger causality

relationship was formed based on each individual stockrs characteristics over sample

Stock Obsewations A// Common l'owVol HiphVol

QWST 616 ,0.093 b -0.093 b -0.078

RN\{'K 510 0.090. -0.090. -0.041 -0.090

RSÀS 1255 -0.040 ^ 0.074^ -0.162^ -0.026

SE 944 -0.021 -0.036 -0.083 0.025

SFÀ 2508 -0.053 ^ -0.118 ^ 0.03(r

SONE, 890 0.032, -0.069 ^ -0.105 ^ -0.036

SPLN 515 -0.103 -0.'1.29

SPYG 1120 ,0.047 b -0.077^ -0.099 b

SUNW 2508 -0.033^ -0.068. -0.093. -0.097

TCNIS 526 -0.081b -0.081 r, 0.248b -0,104 "
TSG 793 -0.712^ -0.749^ -0.179 -0.721b

USWB 501 -0.082 b -0.082 " -0.093. -0.073

YHOO 919 -0.076 b -0.069. -0.095 -0.098
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periods cornmon to all stocks. This methodology ensures that the market's ttading

conditions is imposed on each stock and its ttading pattern can be observed' A.ll models

account for non-trading days. The model fot each stock may diffet due to existence of

cointegrative relationship amongst the two variables, andf or petsistence of conditional

volatiJity. The residuals from the lineat model are used in Back and Btock's (1'992)

methodology (modifred by Hiemstra and Jones (1994)) to explore nonlinear causality

between the variables.

Finding of this research concur with ptevious tesearch that Intetnet stocks, like othet

emerging markets, show uni-directional lineat causality from ttading volume to price

changes. This causal relationship, though, does not support evidence ftom other US

equities that shows at least a unidirectional causality telationship with pdce changes

leading volume. Similat to the linear causality telationship, tesults of nonlinear causality

displays volume leading prices.

The second part, and the major thrust of this reseatch provide evidence of changes in

price volume relationsh,rp duting pedods of highet price variability. It is shown that

dudng "nofl-normal" market activity pdce changes does impact volume. This tesult could

i-ply increased liquidity due to highet numbet of matket patticipants entering the

matket. ,4. high degree of extrapolative feedback behaviout based on rising stock prices

tesults in wealth creation for the participants. Such ttading strategy leads to lowered risk

aversion for assets that ate from an emetging industry.

This chapter provides insight into the area of speculative pricing and causality changes

due to changes in market trading patterns. This teseatch provides evidence of speculative
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tødets þoth tationalzrrdttrardronal) in the Intetnet equity market and feedback trading

strategies being empþed in the period with high ptice variability. This study futther

shows that lowet liquidity in the Intetnet stocks than that obsewed in the NYSE, cause

trading volume to lead pdce changes. As liqurdity incteases in the mârket, price volatility

does impact on trading volume and tesults in a bi-ditectional lineat causality. This would

point towards market inefficiency and ptovide support to technical trading by

fotmulating models that employ volume to ptedict leturns'
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Chapter 6: Concluding Remarks

Manlt historians rank Tbe Technology f Internet babble abead of earlier(JS manias sttch as radio and

inueítment trøsß in tbe ..920s, conglomerate stocks in the lare 1 960s and earþ I 970s and oil sbocks

and gold in the lats 1970s ancl earþ 1980s (The \X/alI StreetJoum al,2"u January, 2001).

The idea for this thesis was first conceived towards the end of 1'999 when the Internet

Technology stock ptices had increased about 500% in a pedod of 2 years' Thete wete

also high levels of euphoria amongst the US investors, while media repotted young

engineers and information ptofessionals who became millionaires ovetnight. At that time

a few academics and investment professionals were ptedicting a crash of the Internet

bubble. Howeveï, most empirical studies and research utilised high quality, and often

proprietary, data such as fundamental valuation techniques, fum specihc data and high

frequency trad.ing data. It is interesting to note that a large propottion of small investors

and noise traders had flooded the market and cteated this i-ttational exuberance in the IT

sectof. These investots were also the ones who did not have eithet the oppottunity to

access, or the ability to use, such data to form tattonal futute expectations.,\dditronally,

behavioutal hnance also points to the fact that such investors often teject their own

opinions in favout of that followed by the larget investment community.

6.1 Summary of Results

This reseatch utilises theories on price and volume relationship to model vatious aspects

of an emerging matket (or segment of a matket) dudng a speculative bubble event'

Specifrcally, thtee âsPects of the IT bubble are analysed'
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First, this research evaluates the source of information that was used by investots to

formulate opinions with tegards to the pticing of assets. Three sources of information

were identified: information ftom trading during notmal hours, infotmation from aftet-

hours ttading ând the trading tufnovef. The interaction between the thtee soutces of

infotmation was considered in a simultaneously evolving setting and the analysis used

contemporaneous, and lagged pedod's information ftom each source. In this portion of

the study, information is proxied by vadability of pdces, while volume turnover is the

proportion of shares on issue that ate bought and sold in a trading day. These time seties

vadables are calculated using adjusted opening and closing pdces, and volume turnover

for the current pedod, and closing prices for the last period. This tri-factot relationship is

evaluated over the rise and fall of the Internet bubble for portfolios of fitms selected on

the basis of market size, tetutns and liquidity.

The analysis for the hrst part of the tesearch shows that investors use infotmation ftom

past trading volume in pricing of assets dudng the bubble formation period. It also

teveals that infotmation from pdce variabiJity during ttading houts and aftet-hours

trading âre not very different in magnitude. However, daytime price vadability was found

not to be dependant upon information genetated from the previous day(s) aftet-hours

tading or lagged pedod(s) volume of trading. However, overnight price variabiJity does

depend upon previous period(s) trading volume. Furthet, hrms with the high returns, are

liquid and with the largest capitalisation were not affected by other firms in the same

market. Finally, investors were trend chasets dudng rising markets but invested in latge

capitalised frms during the downturn in dre matket'

The second aspect of this study was motivated by the tesults of the fitst study, with

results that indicated that thele was cettain degtee of irrationality found in the Internet
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sector. This part of the study evaluated the level of speculation âmongst investots within

the Internet industry. The level of speculative and pdvate trading is modelled using

Lloente, Michaely, Saar and Wang's Q002) rational expectation model. The study

analyses if the level of speculation changes over the tise and fall of the sector and if such

speculative behaviour was pervasive thtoughout the indusuy. This patt of the study also

introduces ân exogenous shock (9/1.1. attack) to observe rf any changes to the level of

speculation do take place. Information asymmetry was consideted to be the diffetence

between informed and uninformed agents, and thus analysis is conducted on size-based

and maturity-based portfolios to explore intertempotal investot behaviout.

The evidence from the second part of the study revealed that asymmetry of information

played a less significant role than revealed by LIUSW (2002), rvhose study was also based

on the US market and agreed with the results during the bubble fotmation pedod.

During the formation of the bubble, there wâs a highet level of speculative interest in

smaller frms. This relationship was weakly significant. However, results for the deflation

phase of the bubble are similar to those described in Grihchenenko, Litov and Nlei's

(2002) study of emerging markets. Resuits fot the period when the Internet bubble

crashed showed that trading rvas much more speculative and pdvate infotmation based

in Frrms that were large and more mature. These tesults wete significant and showed that

investors chose to stay with assets that had a higher chance of success.

The t¡rird patt of this research tded to model the lineat and non-linear dynamics of the

price and volume relationship dudng the fotmation of the Intetnet bubble. The model

created during lower volatility petiod was reconsidered during pedods of highet volatiJrty

for each Flm in the sample. The modelling of this telationship considered long run and

short run dynamics in a simultaneous settiflg. ,\dditionally, a small sample of ftms that
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went public during the hot market conditions of 7999, were also considered to observe if

üading behaviour for such firms differed from those that wete trading in the market for

a longer pedod. Such modelling, and its breakdown during changed matket conditions, is

an important aspect to consider by both the investing community and the regulators' It is

also important to note that such modelling uses commonly available matket data for each

firm and hence investors who have financial modelling ability may be able to ptedict

changes in matket behaviout and perhaps the fotmation of an asset bubble'

Results from this analysis revealed that most ftrms revealed long tetm dynamics between

pdces and volume traded. Linear and non-lineat causal relationship showed

unidirectional relationship similat to that observed in previous research on emerging

markets. Mature matkets, such as evidence from the US shows that price leads volume,

whjle emerging markets teveal volume leads prices. Howevef, dudng periods of higher

price volatility, pdce changes lead volume, and bi-directional causality was obserwed

amoflgst a higher number of firms. These results show that feedback behaviout, where

pdce changes affect trading volume which then affect pdce changes' wefe important in

the formation of the IT bubble.

Results in this thesis points to the impottance of price-volume telationship, and its

applicability in determining and evaluating various asPects of the market undetgoing a

bubble phase.
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6.2 Contribution to Literature

This research adds to the body of knowledge in several ways. First, although much

theoretical and empirical wotk has been focused on the Intetnet bubble, this is the fitst

comprehensive research that utilises ptice-volume relationship for an emerging market -

the Internet firms in the US. Past tesearch was either based upon the btoader US market,

or other developed markets, while few studies contemplated this telationship in an

emerging market conditions. Some studies also consideted plice-volume telationship for

non-equity assets. Hence pâst research was lacking in evaluating such a relationship for

emerging sector in a matute market that underwent speculative bubble condition.

Second, this research is innovative in attempting to evaluate flows of infortnation ftom

various sources to distinguish those information set used by investors to ptice assets

during the formation and collapse of the bubble. Prior teseatch in this area ts

concentrated with the microstrrrcture literature that uses high frequency trade data. This

study uses ðatly data to understand such infotmation flows and its value to investors

dudng a speculative event.

Third, most prior research was based upon lineat ptice-volume telationship in established

equity markets, though few studies do consider developing markets and non-equity

assets. It is impottant to tealise that such relationship is not only lineat but non-linear

dynamics do play a p^tt in this relationship. Thus a study to analyse lineat and non-lineâr

dynamics dudng bubble formation stage waÍranted empfuical evidence. In considedng

such a relationship, short run and long rrrn dynamics ate included in the modelling

process, as it was þoted in many of the past teseatch.
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6.3 Limitations of this Research

The scope of this thesis was also its limitation, though time and data avatlability wete the

other constrains on the analysis conducted. The scope of the thesis was limited to a

single event - the Internet bubble of the late 7999 an.d early 2000. The analysis was

conducted over a sample of fitms that wete represented by various indices and wete

considered to be part of the index ovet the pedod of analysis, This methodology

introduced a sutwivorship bias, since only the larget and more liquid assets in the Internet

sector were employed in the sample. Additionally, changes to the constituents of the

index over the whole sâmple pedod rvete ignoted due to unavailability of such data.

Secondly, dudng the earþ period of tesearch, the quality of data was not of high quality

with many inconsistencies r,vhen compared against alternate data soutces, This may have

introduced errors in the analysis conducted. It is unknown if the errots existed

systematically actoss the initial data set,

6.4 Avenues fot Further Research

I have identiFred thtee ateas of further research, as follows

1,. Analysis using High Frequency Transaction Data

The ptevious section mentions that this study was conducted using end-of-day

transactions summatT for each firm in the sample that includes adjusted daily closing and

opening prices, and traded volume. However, datly data loses idiosyncrasies of investor

behaviour and market mictostrrrcture due to 
^ggregation, 

and analysis of investor
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behaviour cannot be modelled with much 
^cc:uraLcy. 

Tick data on a S-minute interval can

be employed for each of the three tesearch obiectives to obtain furthet details of the

types of investors and their associated behaviout dudng the bubble petiod. Also,

esdmates of vadous parameters, such as volume for the buy-side and sell-side' serial

correlation of returns, and volatility can be obtained with ptecision that will help in

modelling âsymmetric behaviour ptedicted by ptospect theory'

2. Analysis Across Industdes

This tesearch was conducted for a single event but tesults mây not be applicable across

various industries such as commodities, fixed income securities, derivatives, closed ended

funds and specially less liquid and alternate asset classes such as att, teal estate markets,

antiques and wines. Recently, prices of oil, real estate, and uranium increased rapidly, and

it is of interest to compafe the pdce-volume relationship acfoss vafious assets and asset

classes, while incorporating market effects and period of the particulâr event in the study.

It will provide additional insrght into the behaviour of investots that engage in

speculative pricing, and the conditions necessary for hetding behaviout'

3. Analysis Across Various Markets

This research considered the pdce-volume relationship for an emerging asset class, the

information technology sector, within a developed and mature market. Howevet, tapid

pdce increases in the Technology sectot were not restricted to the United States, but

were also observed in many developed coufltries in Europe andJapan.It is of intetest to

note the differences in investors' trading behaviout âcross the various developed

markets, since market patticipants may be cultutally influenced in their behaviour.
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,{,dditionally, a few developing countries, such âs the Indian mârket, also showed sþs of

rapid pdce increases in the Technology sector. Intetestingly, the Technology sectot in

India is comparadvely more mature and intrinsic to the national market than it is in the

United States. Flowever, most of the latge Indian technology fums arc also listed on the

NASDAQ. This provides fot an intetesting comparison of how investots price assets in

the two markets, and the role of these developed markets in the technology bubble of the

US.
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Table A-1: DescriPtive Statistics
The table below describes the descriptive statistics for each firm ovet each sample period. The sample

periods are described as:
'Ouerall: 

is the overall sample. The time series start 30 trading days after the stock IPOs till ,6. 3rcl 6f

December 1999.

Common: is the common sample for all the stocks and is composed of rwo sub-samples InwVol and

HighVol.
lnwVo/, Period of low volatilify ifl the market. 8 late IPO stocks are of shorter unequal time seties'

HþVo/: This sample time ser.ies is common fox all. 46 stocks during high price incteases in the Intetnet

market.
Retarn¡ are calculated as the log difference of the closing price on a daily basis.

)Volane is calculated as the log difference of the daily trading volume'

The Rerurn-\¡olume Relaúonship for Emerging Nlarkets - Ànalysis of the Intetnet Technology Bubble in

the United States

A// Common I-nwVol Hiph Vol

Return AVolume Return AVolume Retum AVolume Retum AVolume

ADBE 0.0009 0.0005 0.0021 0.001( 0.0002 0.0014 0.0045 0.0017

Std. Dev 0.035 0.612 0.0321 0.5911 0.0311 0.5882 0.033 0.6079

lkewness 0.3194 0.310ç 0.091( 0.5153 0.2471 0.6ó35 0.3492 0.3825

Kurtosis 12.753 3.9175 5.3059 4.3448 5.9472 4.3721 4.6582 4.3122

Iarque-Bera 9861.c, t26.9 131.542 70.5835 109.04 44.503 40.067 28.554

AMTD Mean 0.0045 0.0065 0.0049 0.0064 0.0029 0.0014 0.0069 0.0113

Std. Dev 0.0678 0.73r8 0.0708 0.6891 0.041 0.7591 0.882 0.(r135

Skewness 1.0993 0.488t 1.0759 0.5181 0.625'7 0.4073 0.9655 0.7736

Kurtosis 10.855 4.7 4i 70.223 4.4302 7.512(, 3.846 7.7748 5.163

Iarque-Beta 1843.9 1 1 1.06 r396.( 76.683 267.73 16.8439 328.28 83.11

AMZN Mean 0.006( 0.0076 0.00( 0.0061 0.0069 0.0095 0.0051 0.002i

Std. Dev 0.0611 0.5414 0.0607 0.533 0.0567 0.5799 0.0646 0.4833

Skewness 0.169 0.2083 0.1388 0.223 0.1568 0.113t 0.7349 0.3924

Kurtosis 4123e 3.3671 4.1.63 3.5074 4.8998 3.1697 3.6251 3.861

Iarque-Bera 35.231 7.7781 35.152 17.221 45.268. 0.9852 5.7372 16.926

AOL Mean 0.0035 0.0031 0.004t 0.0046 0.0035 0.00ó2 0.0062 0.0031

Std. Dev 0.04 0.8494 0.040i 0.4156 0.0343 0.4521 0.046r 0.3768

Skewness 0.7684 0.4303 0.0054 0.3709 0.5244 0.4778 0.1829 0.2134

Kurtosis 4.8856 7 .7 698 4.8824 4.2374 6.4016 4.1371 3.8965 4.028C

Jarque-Bera 293.31 1871..2 86.961 51.091 r54.69 24.312 1 1.565 1.6.739

ATHM t\Iean 0.0028 0.005t 0.0028 0.005t 0.0031 0.004t 0.002ó 0.006t

Std. Dev 0.0553 0.5934 0.0553 0.5934 0.0515 0.6551 0.058i 0.5304

lkewness 0.2204 0.5355 0.2204 0.5355 0.5406 0.5643 0.019 0.4637

Kurtosis 5.1 61 5 3.9475 5.1615 3.9475 7.7001 3.8703 3.615 3.5933

Iarque-Bera 116.59 48.995 1r6.5t 48.995 269.4c, 23.528 4.6994 15.001

AXNT ñIean 5.87E-05 0.003i 0.0002 0.003i 0.0003 0.0013 0.0002 0.006

Std. Dev 0.05ó5 0.7835 0.0ó06 0.6479 0.0432 0.7021 0.0739 0.577C

Skewness 4.6203 0.5461 5.681 0.199c 0.2449 0.6213 6.2868 1.0905

I(urtosis 79.r13 7.4104 88.8ó3? 6.0681 5.3284 4.2619 79.4747 9.271.'.|

Iarque-Bera 216038.8 758.6c, 784416.2 294.29 69.121 38.298 74330.2 545.54

BUSN Mean 0.0049 0.0052 0.006i 0.008 0.0019 0.0114 0.0115 0.0047

Std. Dev. 0.058ó 1.105 0.0623 0.7859 0.05? 0.9847 0.0ó69 0.5218

Skewness 0.3297 0.0073 0.2601 0.3544 1.0209 0.3141 0.2645 0.2758

Kuttosis 7.8665 6.8007 7.8025 5,ó005 10.5433 4.330i 6.42'7 3.2031

Iarque-Bera 844.14 505.59 573.64 178.61 745.59 26.45( 148.8 4.27C
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A/l Common IttwVol Hitb Vol

Return AVolume Retum AVolume Return AVolume Return AVolume

CHKP lvlean 0.0022 0.0009 0.0031 9.778-05 0.001 0.001 0.0071 0.0011

Std. Dev 0.0522 0.7005 0.0531 0.6493 0.0503 0.701 0.0555 0.5881

S 0.1064 0.2272 0.1255 0.2915 0.3611 0.4693 0.5254 0.0204

7.351 3.1703 7.4953 4.3205 6.7134 4.4373 8.1 896 3.660f

Beta 661.04 24.71 498.33 51.224 r80.21 35.97c, 346.95 5.4245

CKFR NIean 0.001 0.0013 0.0024 0.0033 0.002 0.003i 0.0069 0.0032

itd. Dev 0.0523 0.8381 0.0589 0.738 0.052 0.78r4 0.064i 0.6938

lkewness 0.7395: 0.2985 1.076t 0.495E 3.2326 0.5885 0.0334 0.3588

Kurtosis 16.44t 4.2112 196.i 4.195C 41.108 4.5775 5.385i 3.4391

Iarque-Bera 7878.4 77.96i 4728.5 59.325 18240.1 47.295 70.489 8.7625

CMGI MIean 0.0044 0.0059 0.0072 0.0124 0.0059 0.0141 0.0088 0.0103

Std. Dev 0.0587 1.1515 0.061! 0.6216 0.063 0.7104 0.0718 0.4974

Skewness 0.3296 0.3184 0.33 0.273 0.158t 0.199 0.702 0.4672

Kurtosis 5.8005 5.8361 5.2108 5.2696 5.1698 4.9994 5.0195 3.5042

Iarque-Bera 480.7c, 490.78 719.7i 122.61 58.709 50.741 62.265 11.ó06

CNCY VIean 0.002( 0.00? 0.002( 0.007 0.0017 0.0081 0.0034 0.006

itd. Dev 0.058t 0.789[ 0.058r 0.7898 0.0555 0.8809 0.061( 0.7009

Skewness 0.469t 0.203 0.4692 0.203 0.7572 0.0062 0.2732 0.5571

Kurtosis 4.399 3.46, 4.399 3.46t 4.4818 2.942 4.287c, 4.0772

Iarque-Beta 66.22ó 8.8919 66.226 8.8919 49.39 0.0385 24.225 29.751

CNET NIean 0.0034 0.0032 0.0036 0.0057 0.0018 0.005ó 0.0053 0.0059

Std. Dev 0.0ó3i 0.9768 0.0694 0.7819 0.0621 0.945c, 0.0759 0.57tt

Skewness 0.6604 0.318 0.6359 0.3872 1.0155 0.37C 0.3944 0.285

Kuttosis 7.073C 5.4654 6.2924 4.9668 6.3135 4.1274 5.9652 3.9533

larque-Beta 611.4( 224.\9 306.2C 109.84 184.4 1a Àaa 116.5 15.26i

COMS VIean 0.001 0.0014 0.0004 0.0004 0.0018 0.0011 0.0009 0.000i

itd. Dev 0.0372 0.595: 0.0372 0.493C 0.0359 0.4776 0.03855 0.5097

lkewness 0.8501 0.3811 0.128',1 0.5491 0.4179 0.4094 0.117 4 0.6604

Kurtosis 14.803 4.7221 5.r52t 3.645 4.6032 3.299 5.5944 3.8793

Iarque-Bera 14689.8 366.3t 115.55 39.884 39.97 9.2801 83.982 31.162

CS NIean 0.0009 0.0019 0.0007 0.0011 0.0038 0.001ó 0.0023 0.0006

Std. Dev 0.0334 0.64-l 0.0452 0.5351 0.040i 0.5176 0.0492 0.5527

Skewness 1.4298 0.2194 1.181 0.4051 2.966C 0.4421 0.225 0.3731

Kurtosis 23.408 4.6364 15.586 3.493 30.593 3.7233 7.6364 3.292

Iatque-Bera 43866.9 296.51 4031.8 22.113 9725.2 1.5.961 268.52 7.971.2

CTXS NIean 0.0031 0.0044 0.0031 0.0019 0.0027 0.0033 0.0035 0.0004

Std. Dev 0.0585 0.6813 0.0424 0.5979 0.0401 0.6142 0.0441 0.5823

ikewness 3.0882 0.4591 0.2213 0.348 0.5555 0.487i 0.0234 0.184(

Kurtosis 68.77i 4.460t 5.0705 4.1381 6.2373 3.237c, 4.2428 5.2085

f atque-Bera r77503.4 72I.0i 770.1 43.781 143.01 12.31 19.148 62.051.5

CYCH Mean 0.001, 0.0019 0.0009 0.0002 0.0021 0.0023 0.0001 0.002i

Std. Dev 0.058 0.71.61 0.0602 0.6664 0.0537 0.7016 0.06ó1 0.631

Skewness 0.7285 0.525ó 0.7679 0.715i 0.8143 0.8211 0.ó98t 0.5679

Kurtosis 7.8418 4.3037 8.7196 4.8673 7.3618 5.4206 8.7815 3.9017

Iarque-Beta 989.64 108.5ó 861.3 136.1 264.65 104.51 437.82 26.164
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Ail Common I-,owVo/ Hiph Vol

Retum AVolume Retum AVolume Return AVolume Retum AVolume

EGRP MIean 0.0028 0.002t 0.0023 0.0033 0.001ó 0.0012 0.0063 0.0078

Std. Dev 0.0611 0.678( 0.0648 0.584E 0.0565 0.6346 0.072 0.5323

Skewness 0.543 0.4262 0.518t 0.3589 0.3824 0.344 0.5085 0.3839

6.0644 8.2753 5.789( 3.3604 8.155t 3.4703 4.435f 2.971(

Iarque-Bera 353.23 954.25 211.71 15.8625 331.66 1.8352 38.312 7.3056

ELNK VIean 0.002-l 0.00ó9 0.0038 0.0012 0.00ó9 0.0108 0.0008 0.0036

Std. Dev 0.056 0.835 0.0573 0.6109 0.054 0.777C 0.0604 0.541

Skewness 0.1635 0.273t 0.2563 0.0593 0.1 84 0.0303 0.5973 0.2839

Kurtosis 6.0248 5.5214 5.722 3.8482 6.3933 3.541c, 5.355( 3.100(

Iarque-Bera 267.2c, 192.24 188.61 18.03( 142.23 3.6303 86.33 4.776.

GNET t\Iean 0.005i 0.0044 0.0063 0.0121 0.0024 0.0148 0.0101 0.0095

itd. Dev. 0.0614 1.0385 0.0672 1.001( 0.0532 1.2678 0.078i 3640i

lkewness 1.5635 0.086i 1..6328 0.1082 0.4915 0.0706 1.8038 7.3272

Kuttosis 13.4388 6.9715 73.94ó 7.5288 4.3476 5.294( 73.623 9.57 t4

Iarque-Beta 306.61 408.24 3201.1 505.37 33.973 64.524 1557;t 621..59

HRBC VIean 0.001 0.001( 0.0002 0.0023 0.0037 0.002( 0.0031 0.0021

Std. Dev 0.053i 1.0337 0.0599 0.82C 0.0545 0.837t 0.0647 0.8156

Skewness 0.551i 0.1462 7.7465 0.3265 1.0393 0.404( 7.2453 0.2428

Kurtosis 17.904 4.2906 17.471 3.693, 13.1873 3.767 19.1292 3.60i

Iarque-Bera 9790.c, 76.769 5277.c, 22.313 1319.i 15.179 3296.1 7.4802

tNTV Vfean 0.0015 0.0028 0.0032 0.0025 0.0018 0.0034 0.0045 0.001(

Std. Dev 0.0397 0.7791 0.0471 0.616 0.0456 0.ó839 0.048ó 0.541c,

Skewness 0.204'7 0.6053 0.1511 0.1235 0.234 0.1393 0.0735 0,082

Kurtosis 8.7472 6.4454 4.791 3.31 6.3001 3.2042 3.6258 2.9964

Iarque-Bera 2303.7 925.2( 81.1 0i 3.8632 735.63 1.4575 5.1152 0.3334

LCOS NIean 0.002E 0.0033 0.0044 0.0052 0.0045 0.0084 0.0044 0.002

Std. Dev 0.0652 0.7373 0.069( 0.5967 0.06763 0.644( 0.0711 0.5463

Skewness 0.3593 0.7645 0.281c, 0.223 0.1654 0.0984 0.6516 0.4122

Kurtosis 6.4488 4.38 6.732( 4.323c, 5.8231 4.4888 7.402t 3.6845

Iarque-Beta 464.3( 75.315 350.32 47.98'l 98.641 27.534 260.9 r4.212

MACR \Iean 0.0014 0.0021 0.0036 0.0005 0.0021 0.0046 0.0052 0.005?

Std. Dev 0.0494 0.8158 0.0491 0.6494 0.0454 0.692! 0.053t 0.6055

ikewness 0.1342 0.275 0.2079 0.3745 0.359 0.3524 0.0904 0.409

Kurtosis 6.82 4.9542 3.9498 3.5t7r 4.3837 3.2723 3.5891 4.028i

f atque-Bera 904.33 254.1,i 26.431 21,.987 29.671 6.61( 4.6992 27.37t

MERQ tVIean 0.0014 0.0023 0.004 0.001 0.003 0.008( 0.0051 0.0067

Std. Dev 0.045( 1.1 009 0.0462 0.728C 0.0389 0.8009 0.0521 0.6478

Skewness 0.8215 0.0488 1.0152 0.3569 0.0849 0.364 1.3802 0.3456

Kuttosis 8.7191 5.5502 9.4509 3.658i 4.3691 3.5105 10.1.2 3.5128

]arque-Bera 2271.c, 406.81 110.5.3 22.802 23.23i 9.6554 697.35 8.858ó

MPSG \{ean 0.0034 0.0044 0.0044 0.005i 0.0074 0.0092 0.0014 0.0023

Std. Dev 0.053 0.696( 0.0585 0.(r037 0.0497 0.6182 0.06( 0.521

ikewness 0.3566 0.4903 0.2956 0.4482 3.378-05 0.4387 0.4684 0.4203

Kurtosis 4.8518 5.132, 4.4481 4.0189 4.0517 3.6774 4.2534 4.0094

Iatque-Bera 749.75 208.61 60.152 45.278 13.4885 15.002 30.302 2t.355c,
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Ail Comnoa I-.owVol Hiph Vol

Retum AVolume Retutn AVolume Retum AVolume Retum AVolume

NETA Mean 0.0011 0.0021 0.0008 0.0035 0.0005 0.0032 0.0011 0.003i

Std. Dev 0.048 1.2224 0.0479 0.578( 0.0351 0.5974 0.0579 0.5604

ikewness 3203 0.090( 7.3751 0.ó031 0.0542 0.5458 1.5543 0.669i

Kurtosis 8.2598 6.741.6 12.738 4.2284 3.770( 3.8983 11..366 4.609f

Iatque-Beta 2065.9 1032.5 2517.5 72.871 7.3948 24.402 985.78 54.278

NN VIean 0.009 0.0005 0.0014 0.0026 0.0035 0.0045 0.0007 0.0007

Std. Dev, 0.0383 0.7156 0.04( 0.611 0.0432 0.603i 0.0486 0.6308

Skewness 0.59(r9 0.2418. 0.7384 0.4889 0.9031 0.7221 0.65 0.2874

Kurtosis 11.72 5.8337 9.ó865 3.5431 7.2245 3.8585 11.035ó 3.2651

Iarque-Bera 7815.t 833.63 7752.'7 30.759 257;7 34.462 819.98 4.9647

NSOL VIean 0.005t 0.0055 0.0059 0.0055 0.0038 0.0022 0.0074 0.0079

itd. Dev 0.070( 0.65( 0.0706 0.65( 0.0569 0.7718 0.0794 0.5544

ikewness 0.785ó 0.219 0.7856 0.21c, 0.5181 0.222( 0.797 ( 0.1984

Kurtosis 6.3736 3.8834 6.373( 3.8834 3.6664 3.672c, 6.2185 3.1931

Iarque-Bera 300.61 21.112 300.67 21.1r2 14.161 5.3563 159.6t 2.4704

NTAP Mean 0.0029 0.0011 0.0042 0.0031 0.0028 0.0029 0.0056 0.003:

Std. Dev 0.041'l 0.9198 0.0432 0.7443 0,034t 0.9029 0.0502 3545c,

Skewness 0.0999 0.162'7 0.728i 0.1393 0.3641 0.0034 0.2413 0.689ç

Kurtosis 5.3668 4.5571 5.3423 4.6595 4.0321 3.5381 4.8977 5.9632

Iarque-Bera 232.03 104.0ó 736.4 69.61,5 79.487 3.5441 47.451 132.23

OMKT NIean 0.000t 0.0054 0.0023 0.0078 3.81E-05 0.0038 0.0047 0.0117

Std. Dev 0.0653 0.7422 0.0695 0.6324 0.0547 0.6342 0.0816 0.6318

ikewness 1.708ç 0.401i 7.9574 0.6744 0.53 0.6524 2.205'l 0.696'7

Kurtosis 17.115 À aaç 18.234 3.9664 4.8953 3.3569 77.928 4.576

Iarque-Bera 7566.t 77.003 6082.4 67.694 57.579 22.34 2998.7 54.761

PAIR \fean 0.0001 0.0011 0.0007 0.0013 0.0035 0.0005 0.002 0.0032

Std. Dev 0.0486 0.733i 0.0542 0.6654 0.0451 0.617c, 0.0618 0.7102

Skewness 0.7948 0.3995 1.4829 0.5365 0.3265 0.5532 2.0553 0.5212

Kurtosis 12.652 5.0031 17.781 3.967c, 6.671 3.8734 18.695 3.9061

Iarque-Bera 6148.2 298.85 5592.1 51.33i 769.73 24.262 3257.( 23.62(

PSIY MIean 0.0011 0.0015 0.0031 0.004 0.0013 0.012 0.004( 0.0028

Std. Dev 0.05ó8 0.6808 0.056( 0.591( 0.0565 0.ó48[ 0.056i 0.5384

Skewness 0.2975 0.2988 0.2202 0.60t 0.307c, 05826 0.1455 0.5951

Kurtosis 6.2465 4.1635 7.0252 4.2371 9.4982 4.4565 4.963. 3.4212

f atque-Bera 512.1 80.634 403.0E 73.301 484.61 39.576 52.042 21.05i

QCOM tVIean 0.0021 0.0017 0.004t 0.0021 0.0002 0.0003 0.009 0.003t

Std. Dev 0.038? 0.6771 0.0411 0.5888 0.0358 0.6438 0.0453 0.532(

Skewness 0.713 0.307 0.9379 0.3'7 0.1401 0.2953 7.2025 0.48ó5

Kurtosis 7.8345 5.3047 10.635 3.862'7 7.5539 3.8808 10.858 3.4269

Jarque-Bera 2100.2 410.28. 1519.8 31.163 248.93 13.451 852.74 14.25,

QSíST Mean 0.0025 0.0065 0.0025 0.0065 0.0022 0.0083 0.002'7 0.004(

Std. Dev 0.0409 0.5662 0.0409 0.5662 0.0408 0.6581 0.0411 0.4604

ikewness 0.477:, 0.5274 0.4775 0.5274 0.0334 0,4279 0.9023 0.728f

Kurtosis I.'JJz 4.6481 t.-),J-J2 4.6481 5.6588 3.8109 8.947 5.5542

Iarque-Bera 481.5( 93.651 481.56 93.651 85.474 16.552 477.09 1.07.02
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Ail Comnon I.owVol HfubVol

Retum AVolume Retuíi AYolume Retum AVolume Return AYolume

RNWK 0.0063 0.0054 0.0063 0.0054 0.0049 0.012'7 0.0072 0.0009

itd. Dev 0.072( 0.640t 0.072( 0.6408 0.0621 0.735 0.0785 0.516

ikewness 0.3829 0.2912 0.382c, 0.2913 0.2191 0.1031 0.4r1( 0.5029

Kurtosis 5.3188 3.71.52 5.318r 3.7152 5.0221 3.324 5.090( 3.8092

Iarque-Bera 1.r9.51 17.058 179.51 17.05f 32.84 1.135i 62.47i 20.627

RSAS Mean 0.0015 0.0014 6.40E-05 0.0019 0.0041 0.0004 0.0039 0.0034

Std. Dev 0.0508 0.91.12 0.0546 0.6953 0.0523 0.7569 0.0566 0.ó3

Skewness 0.746c, 0.028 0.849 0.424 2.0871 0.5422 0.0711 0.210i

Kurtosis 11.43:, 6.7819 13.065 4.0475 22.1.08 4.1383 6.111.6 3.473

Iarque-Beta 3638.c, 730.82 2561.3 44.659 4669.03 30.1.79 720.0( 4.970(

SE lvlean 0.0001 0.0022 0.0005 0.0002 0.0003 0.0022 0.0008 0.001t

itd. Dev 0.035i 0.7522 0.04 0.7 438 0.029 0.8128 0.0485 0.6702

lkewness 1.5235 0.292i 7.7172 0.359i 0.3729 0.005ó 1.828€ 0.9691

Kurtosis 16.111 3.8405 15.41t 4.164 6.2662 2.7671 13.37f 6.6871

Iarque-Bera 6913.1 40.001 4081.1 46.04 137.03 0.ó635 7498.4 214.72

SFA lvlean 0.0008 0.001 0.0018 0.000t 8.41E-05 0.000t 0.003( 0.0024

Std. Dev 0.0322 0.6878 0.0415 0.5826 0.0359 0.599( 0.0463 0.5664

Skewness 1..2521 0.3384 2.209 0.9241 0.2205 0.9035 3.3096 0.9469

Kurtosis 25.242 4.07t 32.909 5.5363 7.0962 5.0494 40.21 6.1012

Jarque-Bera 51748.i 167.3i 22472 242.13 207.21 91.141 't7 67 6.9 163.41

SONE Mean 0.0014 0.0053 0.0045 0.0063 0.0027 0.0011 0.0069 0.013i

Std. Dev 0.0554 1.056-t 0.0583 0.8089 0.0557 0.9055 0.060i 0.7021

Skewness 0.301t 0.0ó5t 0.365t 0.724( 0.7052 0.1154 0.0887 0.1564

Kurtosis 4.5851 5.171t 4.5083 3.2274 4.9921 3.0503 4.1934 3.0095

Iarque-Bera 103.28 169.75 69.093 2.800i 12.742 0.6818 18.01? 1.2121

SPLN VIean 0.0032 0.0075 0.0032 0.0075 0.002c 0.019ú 0.0035 0.0001

Std. Dev 0.0763 0.7063 0.0763 0.7063 0.062c, 0.722 0.083€ 0.6961

Skewness 1.4869 0.29 1.4869 0.2c, 0.0535 0.2845 1.8561 0.2918

Kurtosis 24.594 3.973'7 24.594 3.9137 4.327c, 3.9493 26.909 3.8928

Iarque-Bera 9622.4 23.723 9622.4 23.723 \3.97 ( 9.6483 7269.7 14.129

JPYG t\Iean 4.90E-05 0.0002 0.0018 0.0046 0.0016 0.0029 0.0019 0.0063

Std. Dev 0.0631 0.7534 0.0696 0.7852 0.0599 0.8135 0.0781 0.757C

Skewness 1.5504 0.859i 1.7634 1.1268 2.4235 7.2973 1.405 0.9I4c'

Kurtosis 75.45'/ 5.09ó5 17.002 5.6672 24.713 6.2305 12.937 4.8684

Iatque-Bera 7491.2 334.22 5125.C 299.75 6042.9 209.6 1379.1 84.634

SUNW NIean 0.0015 0.000i 0.0031 0.0014 0.0003 0.0003 0.0058 0.0032

itd. Dev 0.0322 0.534( 0.0335 0.4372 0.0315 0.4601 0.0351 0.4135

ikewness 0.2879 0.2431 0.1381 0.4388 0.1721 0.6561 0.161.1 0.740c,

Kurtosis 6.7054 4.7062 3.4134 4.634c, 3.931.4 5.3502 3.0395 3.4272

Iarque-Bera 1452.5 325.1. 6.078t 84.64c, 12.039 88.462 7.313C 3.241(

TCMS Mean 0.0034 0.0014 0.0034 0.0014 0.00ó 0.0049 0.001i 0.000t

Itd. Dev 0.0554 1.283 0.0554 1.283 0.0551 1..3341 0.055c t.2497

Skewness 0.2681 0.2076 0.2681 0.207( 0.279C 0.060t 0.2644 0.4163

Kurtosis 5.572( 4.r196 5.5126 4.1196 4.976( 2.887i 5.8701 5.1581

Iarque-Bera 136.72 29.327 736.72 29.327 35.164 0.2282 105.4 66.218
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A// Corznon I-.owVol HìphVol

Retutn AVolume Return AVolume Retutn AVolume Retutn AVolume

TSG IvIean 0.000ó 0.000E 0.000i 0.0005 1.43E-05 0.003 0.0015 0.0041

itd. Dev 0.024( 0.8462 0.026c 0.8132 0.0221 0.8714 0.0305 0.753

ikewness 0.554i 0.210i 0.55ú 0.1ó11 1.5912 0.0888 1.3025 0.2734

Kuttosis 11.91i 3.7143 17.212 3.4083 15.207 3.3211 8.6963 3.3643

Iarque-Beta 2570.9 21.901 1(r88.( 6.6535 1941'7 1.6495 485.52 5.3435

USWB llean 0.002[ 0.002c, 0.002i 0.0029 0.0003 0.0021 0.0042 0.0034

Itd. Dev 0.063 0.592 0.063 0.592 0.0674 0.6784 0.0603 0.5358

Skewness 0.075 0.4571 0.075 0.4571 0.1201 0.5857 0.0551 0.2851

Kurtosis 4.5491 3.6023 4.5491 3.6023 3.3725 3.6421 5.536't 3.064C

Iarque-Bera 47.639 23.575 47.639 23.57a 1.432C 13.02 79.7 84 4.0772

YHOO NIean 0.0044 0.0049 0.0055 0.0033 0.0065 0.00ót 0.0045 0.0001

Std. Dev 0.0493 0.562'7 0.0494 0.455i 0.044?. 0.4805 0.054 0.430?

Skewness 0.249 0.4955 0.0794 0.357 ( 0.262c, 0.430t 0.2828 0,247(

Kurtosis 4.5548 4.5701 4.742 4.3469 6.4961 4.45'.14 3.7387 4.0468

J¿rque-Beta 98.849 127.85 75.224 57.119 152.59 34.784 r0.712 16.59i
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